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I. IDENTIFICATION
1.

Resource number: 5AM.82

2.

Temporary resource number: N/A

3.

County: Adams

4.

City: Brighton

5.

Historic building name: George M. Griffin Building/Wehrman Motor Company

6.

Current building name: Affordable Used Furniture / U-Haul Neighborhood Dealer

7.

Building address: 5 South First Avenue, Brighton, CO., 80601

8.

Owner name and address: 5 South First Avenue LLC, 1480 East 73rd Avenue, Denver, CO, 80229

II. GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION
9.
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Brighton

Year: 1965 (p.r. 1979) Map scale: 7.5' X
12.

66 W

UTM reference
Zone 1

11.

6th

15'

Attach photo copy of appropriate map section.

Block: 5

Brighton Subdivision

Year of Addition: 1881

Boundary Description and Justification: The resource boundary consists of the legal parcel boundary associated with
Adams County Parcel No. 1569-07-2-05-001. The western boundary is an unnamed alley. The northern boundary is Bridge
Street. The eastern boundary is South First Avenue. The southern boundary is shared with a commercial property
addressed as 21 South First Avenue.

III. Architectural Description
14.

Building plan (footprint, shape): Rectangular

15.

Dimensions in feet: Length 105

16.

Number of stories: Two

17.

Primary external wall material(s): Bricks and concrete blocks

18.

Roof configuration: Barrel and hipped

19.

Primary external roof material: Unknown, asphalt shingles.

20.

Special features: Porte cochere. Chimney.

x Width

58
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21. General architectural description: This 1 ½ story commercial building was originally an auto sales, repair and service gas
station on the corner of S. 1st Ave. and W. Bridge Street. It is a brick and concrete block structure with a barrel roof on the
primary building and a hipped roof canopy/porte cochere. The building has no eaves, and there is a large flat parapet
facade on the front. The canopy includes a built-in historic gas pump cover and original pump handles within the canopy
pier. The building is an irregular shape, as the front facade is not a solid wall but rather angled in on one side. Eastern
Facade: The front facade faces east and includes the unique canopy that at one time was a pull-through porte cochere. This
has since been blocked off with a concrete ADA ramp and wrought iron balustrade. As stated above, this facade is not a
solid wall, but rather two east-facing walls, and one wall that angles in under the canopy. This facade is made of brick,
with a tall flat parapet that has corbeled brick detailing. Under the parapet there are two large rectangular stucco panels
with historic hooked metal light fixtures (no lights). There is pigeon-hole brick where the wall angles in under the canopy.
The canopy is supported by one large brick pier dramatically fluted in brick and stucco at the top. Within the wall of the
pier is a two-paneled wooden pump access door. The canopy has asphalt shingle hipped roof and a large cornice embedded
with intervals of historic light bulbs within the boxed eaves. Above the cornice there is a pediment with an unknown
material on its interior. Centered on the left wall there is a fixed window of unknown material with 4/4 divided lights. This
ribbon window has upper lights much smaller than the lower. There is a rowlock lintel above, and a small sill made of the
same material as the window. On the angled wall under the canopy there is an identical ribbon window. Next to that
window deep under the canopy is a partially glazed commercial door with a large fixed transom window. This door is
possibly wood, and is flush to the driveway under the canopy. To the right of the door on the non-angled wall is another
ribbon window of unknown material. This window was formerly a roll-up vehicular entry but has been converted to a
fixed, ground-to-ceiling window divided into three even lights vertically, and has clouded glass. Adjacent to this is a single
door that has also been converted to a fixed window of unknown material. This window has no divided lights and is also
clouded glass. There is another historic window to the right of the door less than a foot from the right side of the building.
This window is similar to the others in that it is fixed, has three divided vertical lights, and has a rowlock lintel. Northern
Facade: This facade fronts a sidewalk and a street. The building extends down a natural hill, so the roof line is stepped
gradually near the rear. However, while the large parapet on the front facade does not carry around, the lower brick section
of the wall does wrap around the corner and continue about 10 feet along this facade. From this point on the building is
concrete block. The foundation appears to be rusticated stone or possible a textured poured concrete. Where the brick
transitions to concrete there is a partially glazed wooden paneled door, likely historic. This door has a filled in transom and
the glazed portion has a metal security mesh screen over it. The door is raised about three feet from the ground with no
stoop or stairs. Centered on the wall is an exterior brick chimney with a brick or concrete cap. There are three identical
windows on the facade centered equally. All three windows are wood, likely fixed, and are 16-lights. They have rowlock
sills and lintels, and concrete block decorative surrounds on either side. There is a gas meter attached to the wall between
windows. Western Facade: The rear of the building is at the bottom of the slope and therefore has two full stories. This is
the furniture story entry with a parking lot. It is adjacent to a hill, so a concrete highway barrier runs perpendicular to a
portion of the wall. The parapet here is a notable barrel shape following the barrel roof. Under this parapet is a large neon
business sign. The upper portion of the wall is concrete block, and the lower floor is covered with stucco. On the lower
floor there is a centered roll-up vehicular garage door made of metal and glazed divided lights. On either side of this door
are two double/single hung rectangular windows of unknown material. Next to these, close to the edges of the facade are
two single, glazed metal doors with sidelights and transom windows. The upper floor is equivalent to the ground floor on
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the front of the building. This floor has three windows centered and spaced evenly. They are 16 light wood fixed windows
identical to those on the other facades. Each window has rowlock sills and lintels and concrete block decorative surrounds
on the sides. Southern Facade: This facade fronts another parking lot. The brick cladding on the front wraps around to
this side about 4 ft. The rest of the wall is concrete block. Within the brick portion there is a 2/2 fixed vinyl window where
the upper sash is smaller than the lower. This window has rowlock sill and lintel. The parapet is small and flat on this side,
and steps down once toward the rear of the building. There are three identical windows on the facade centered equally. The
left window is approximately 10 feet from the rear, and the other two centered on the wall. All three windows are wood,
likely fixed, and are 16-lights. They have rowlock sills and lintels, and concrete block decorative surrounds on either side.
Twenty feet from the rear is a single, fully glazed commercial door made of metal with a sidelight and transom. There is a
small concrete stoop leading to the door from the parking lot, with a metal balustrade handrail. There are gas and electric
meters, a metal drainage spout, and a satellite dish attached to this facade between the door and windows. Interspersed
under the parapet are security lights all along the facade.
22.

Architectural style/building type: Commercial-Auto Service

23.

Landscaping or special setting features: none

24.

Associated buildings, features, or objects: none

IV. ARCHITECTURAL HISTORY
25.

Date of Construction: Estimate:

1928

Actual:

Source of information: Adams County Assessor, online database,
http://gisapp.adcogov.org/quicksearch/doreport.aspx?pid=0156907205001, accessed December 12, 2018.
26.

Architect: Unknown
Source of information:

27.

Builder/Contractor: Unknown
Source of information:

28.

Original owner: George Mills Griffin
Source of information: Adams County tax cards

29.

Construction history (include description and dates of major additions, alterations, or demolitions): Overhead door on the
eastern façade as well as a human-scale door were replaced with windows in 2018. Originally vehicles could turn on to
Bridge Street after filling their tanks with gas under the porte cochere. The street access very likely changed to only the
eastern façade either when the new sidewalk and curb and gutters were installed on the northern façade or when they
stopped selling gas. Concrete was added under the north side of the porte cochere that creates a retaining wall and levels
out the sidewalk on the east side. A hand rail was added along the north side and east side on this newer concrete. The
date is unknown for the traffic change, as well as the concrete work and handrail.

30.

Original location X

Moved

Date of move(s):

V. HISTORICAL ASSOCIATIONS
31.

Original use(s): Commerce/Trade - Specialty Store with Gas Station

32.

Intermediate use(s): Commerce/Trade - Specialty Store with Gas Station

33.

Current use(s): Commerce/Trade - Specialty Store
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34. Site type(s): Commercial
35.

Historical background: Alice E Carmichael owned this property until her death in 1926. According to Adams County tax

records there were no improvements (buildings) during her lifetime. The taxes were paid by D. Edwards Carmichael in 1928,
again for land only with no improvements. In 1929, George Mills Griffin acquired the property and paid taxes on land and
improvements. It is likely that the date of construction is 1928. George Griffin was born to pioneers George and Lucelia Griffin
in Island Station (Henderson) Colorado. George Griffin, Jr. spent most of his life in or around Brighton. George and his wife
Minnie owned a couple of houses in town and George worked several different jobs. On the 1910 federal census he is listed as
working at the Ice and Light Plant. In 1920, is listed as a clerk for the District Court. Federal Post Office records announce his
appointment in 1934 as Brighton's Postmaster, a position he retired from in 1949 at the age of 80. George Griffin owned the
building until 1945 when he sold to John and Jewell Wehrman. There is no record of a rental or lease agreement between
Griffin and Wehrman between 1929 and 1945.
In 1917 when John Wehrman registered for the Draft, he was living in Denver and working as an auto mechanic. The 1920
Federal Census lists him at 639 Bridge Street with his parents and two younger brothers. The 1935 Brighton City Directory lists
John and his wife Jewell living at 646 Strong Street and Wehrman Motor Company at 5 South First Avenue. It is altogether
possible that Wehrman and Griffin planned the building together. When he purchased this building in 1945, Wehrman had been
in business for himself at least 10 years. Although this property is addressed as 5 South First Avenue, the 1950 Brighton City
Directory ad gives the address as First & Bridge Street. The 1953 City Directory does not list any odd numbers smaller than 25
South First Avenue which is the Buddhist Church. Wehrman sold this property in 1957 to Bernard Koeppen. Koeppen retained
ownership of this property until 2008 when it transferred to the Center Land Company. The following year, 5 South First
Avenue, LLC, managed by C. Paul Yantorno of Denver, acquired the title.
36.

Sources of information: Adams County Assessor Commercial Property Appraisal Record, Adams County tax cards; 1935,

1950, 1953, and 1959 Brighton City Directory; 1920. 1930. 1940 Federal Census; WWI draft registration records.

VI. SIGNIFICANCE
37.

Local landmark designation: Yes

No

X

Date of designation:

Designating authority:
38.

Applicable National Register Criteria:
A.

Associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad pattern of our history;

B.

Associated with the lives of persons significant in our past;

C.

Embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, or represents the work of
a master, or that possess high artistic values, or represents a significant and distinguishable entity whose
components may lack individual distinction; or

D.

Has yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in history or prehistory.
Qualifies under Criteria Considerations A through G (see Manual)

X

Does not meet any of the above National Register criteria

39.

Area(s) of significance:

40.

Period of significance:
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41. Level of significance: National
42.

State

Local

Statement of significance: D. F. Carmichael platted and sold lots in the Brighton subdivision to small investors. Initially

these investments were in the form of the land plus a house used as a rental. This property, however, remained vacant and
unsold for 46 years after the Brighton Subdivision was platted. 5AM.3842 is not associated with events that have made a
significant contribution to broad patterns of history at the National however it was an auto sales / auto repair business for most of
the 20th Century and should be considered eligible for listing on the State Register as well as a local under Criterion A.
Research did not find a historically significant individual associated with this building. Therefore, 5AM.3842 should not be
considered eligible for NRHP, state register, or local landmark listing under Criterion B. Although an original garage door and a
human-scale door were replaced in 2018, 5AM.3842 embodies distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of
construction, specifically the original gasoline taps under the canopy in the canopy’s supporting pillar. 5AM.3842 should not be
considered eligible for listing on the NRHP, but it should be considered eligible for listing on the state register under Criterion
C. It should also be considered eligible as a local landmark.

43.

Assessment of historic physical integrity related to significance: 5AM.3842 retains a high level of historic physical
integrity. Except for the doors that have been replaced with windows on the eastern facade, it appears that it has its
original windows. The existence of the original gasoline taps under the canopy were an unexpected surprise and the
owners should be encouraged to find some way to preserve these rare features.

VII. NATIONAL REGISTER ELIGIBILITY ASSESSMENT
44.

National Register eligibility field assessment:
Eligible

45.

Not Eligible

X

Need Data

Is there National Register district potential? Yes

No

Discuss:

46.

If there is National Register district potential, is this building: Contributing

Noncontributing

If the building is in existing National Register district, is it:

Noncontributing

Contributing

VIII. RECORDING INFORMATION
47.

Photograph numbers: 5AM3842 A through 5AM3842 Q
Negatives filed at: City of Brighton, Historic Preservation Office.

48.

Report title: Brighton Subdivision Historic Resources Context Phase II

49.

Date(s):

50.

Recorder(s): Kristen Autobee and Leslie Krupa

51.

Organization: Autobee & Autobee, LLC for the City of Brighton Historic Preservation Commission.

52.

Address: 6900 W. 26th Avenue, Lakewood, CO., 80214

53.

Phone number(s): (720) 427-5339

November 2018

NOTE: Please include a sketch map, a photocopy of the USGS quad map indicating resource location, and photographs.
History Colorado - Office of Archaeology & Historic Preservation
1200 Broadway, Denver, CO 80203 (303) 866-3395
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5AM.3842. 5 South First Avenue. Eastern façade looking west. November 2017. 5AM.3842 a.

5AM.3842 - 5 South First Avenue. Eastern façade looking southwest. November 2017. 5AM.3842 B.
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5AM.3842 - 5 South First Avenue. Eastern façade porch looking south. November
2017. 5AM.3842 C.
5AM.3842 - 5 South
First Avenue.
Western and Southern
façades looking north.
November 2017.
5AM.3842 D.
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5AM.3842 - 5 South First Avenue. Southern façade looking northwest. November 2017. 5AM.3842 E.

5AM.3842 - 5 South First Avenue. Eastern and southern façades looking northwest. November 2017. 5AM.3842 f.
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0

5AM.3842 - 5 South First Avenue. Interior looking west. November 2017. 5AM.3842 G.

5AM.3842 - 5 South First Avenue. Eastern façade, unused light fixture. November 2017. 5AM.3842 H.
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5AM.3842 - 5 South First
Avenue. Northern
façade. Facing
northwest. Light fixtures
under canopy eave.
November 2017.
5AM.3842 J.

5AM.3842 - 5 South First Avenue. Northern façade looking southwest. November 2017. 5AM.3842 I
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5AM.3842 - 5 South First
Avenue. Eastern façade looking
east. Pump cover under the
canopy. November 2017.
5AM.3842 K.

5AM.3842 - 5 South First
Avenue. Eastern façade looking
east. Pump handles under the
canopy. November 2017.
5AM.3842 L.
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5AM.3842 - 5 South First Avenue. Eastern façade looking west. Overhead door replaced with windows
under the canopy. November 2018. 5AM.3842 N.

5AM.3842 - 5 South
First Avenue.
Eastern façade
looking west.
Overhead door and
one human-scale door
replaced with
windows under the
canopy. November
2018. 5AM.3842 M.
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Parking

East Bridge Street

South First Avenue
Sidewalk
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COLORADO CULTURAL RESOURCE SURVEY

Architectural Inventory Form

Initials
Determined Eligible- NR
Determined Not Eligible- NR
Determined Eligible- SR
Determined Not Eligible- SR
Need Data
Contributes to eligible NR District
Noncontributing to eligible NR District

I. IDENTIFICATION
1.

Resource number: 5AM.85

2.

Temporary resource number: N/A

3.

County: Adams

4.

City: Brighton

5.

Historic building name: Unknown

6.

Current building name: Barth Building

7.

Building address: 168-172 East Bridge Street, Brighton, CO., 80601

8.

Owner name and address: Barth Building LLC c/o Paul A. Barth, 9200 E. 148th Circle, Brighton, CO 806025682

II. GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION
9.
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USGS quad name: Brighton
Year: 1965 (p.r. 1979) Map scale: 7.5'

12.

66W

UTM reference
Zone 1

11.

6th

15'

Attach photo copy of appropriate map section.

Lot(s): 37 to 40 Inc East of Highway Exc E 38 feet Block: 1 1/1th in Block 6
Addition: Brighton Subdivision Year of Addition: 1881

13.

Boundary Description and Justification: The resource boundary consists of the legal parcel boundary
associated with Adams County Parcel No. 1569-07-03-001. County Assessor records have historically identified
these storefronts together and addressed as 168-172 East Bridge Street. 5AM.85’s northern boundary is East
Bridge Street. The eastern boundary is shared with a commercial property addressed to 176 East Bridge
Street. The southern boundary is shared with a parking lot. The western boundary is shared with a commercial
building at 164 East Bridge Street. The boundary description dates to the late 1930s.

III. Architectural Description
14.

Building plan (footprint, shape): Irregular

15.

Dimensions in feet: Length

16.

Number of stories: One

17.

Primary external wall material(s): Brick. Concrete blocks

18.

Roof configuration:

100’

x Width

80’

Flat

19. Primary external roof material: Asphalt.
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20.

Special features: Recessed entries. Decorative brick. Corbel. Parapet roof line.

21.

General architectural description: Since the late 1930s, the Adams County Assessor listed this site as 168-172
Bridge Street. The November 2017 field survey found only the building’s northern façade is visible. Northern
Façade/172 East Bridge: The northern façade parallels the southern side of East Bridge Street. The current
occupant of 172 East Bridge is Aztec Insurance. 172 East Bridge Street features a recessed metal framed
glass entry door flanked by two narrow rectangular windows. The showcases to the east and west of the main
entry are metal-framed stationary windows facing the street, and the interior windows facing the recess are
covered. These windows are set on a dark brown brick wall that originally featured at least two street level
windows. The original brickwork is visible above the panels. Three brick-colored metal anchor plates are
visible in the brickwork above the main entry and windows. In the 1950s, the street level windows had bars, and
at present they are infilled. A series of six panels are installed above the main entry. These square anchor
plates likely provide additional support for the brick veneer above the mostly non-supporting glass walls.
Anchor plates of the 19th and early 20th centuries are generally made of steel, cast or wrought iron. The anchor
plate is attached to a tie rod which passes through the layers of the wall and is attached to a second anchor
plate on the back side of the wall. The interior anchor plate is likely hidden behind the finished interior wall or is
part of the support for floor joists. In the case of 5AM.85, we believe that these plate and tie rod assemblies are
designed to prevent lateral bowing as early Sanborn Maps indicate that the building is frame construction with a
wood cornice. Although the five pointed star is the most common wall anchor plate, six-pointed stars, circles,
S’s, X’s, and F’s are also common shapes. The anchor plate is sometimes called a “wall washer” and on many
stars and circles a nut is visible. In this case, the plate appears to have six nuts which would indicate six rods
behind the plate. (We are working to document other square types or multi-nut types in Brighton or elsewhere
in Colorado.) An overhanging corbel extends the length of 5AM.85. Between 172 East Bridge Street and 168
East Bridge Street there is a painted brick pilaster. Northern Façade/168 East Bridge: The current occupant
of 168 East Bridge is Confidence Barbershop. The wood cornice extends along 172 East Bridge’s roofline. The
brickwork above the door and windows, along with two square anchor plates, are identical to those found at
172. Recently installed paneling is above 168’s main entry. This new paneling covers the original windows.
This paneling is two thirds the height of the six panels on 172 East Bridge Street. Newer metal frames surround
the stationary windows of the recessed entry. This entry is only the width of the door and its frame. The
windows stand on a two-foot high, blonde brick wall of which the top course is brown. The main entry is a
commercial glass and metal door. The overall effect is that there are two separate structures. We believe that
5AM.85 was built as two buildings with a unifying façade. Eastern Façade: 176 East Bridge covers the eastern
façade from the top of the parapet ground level. Western Façade: The property at 164 East Bridge covers
5AM.85’s western façade. Southern Façade: Resulting from the construction of 2 South Main Street in 1937,
the rear of both 168-172 East Bridge was covered with a new building addressed to 2 South Main Street. The
only noticeable features were electrical meters and a HVAC unit. Roof: Aerial view on Google Maps shows 2
South Main Street, 164 East Bridge Street, and 5AM.85 sharing a common roof materials even though 2 South
Main Street appears to have a gable or barrel roof with stepped parapet on its eastern façade.
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22. Architectural style/building type: Early Twentieth Century-Commercial
23.

Landscaping or special setting features: Large open parking lot to the south of 2 South Main Street. No
landscaping along the south side of East Bridge Street.

24.

Associated buildings, features, or objects: None.

IV. ARCHITECTURAL HISTORY
25.

Date of Construction: Estimate:

Actual: 1907

Source of information: Adams County Assessor’s Office. Appraisal Card No. 1569-07-203-001.
26.

Architect: Unknown
Source of information:

27.

Builder/Contractor: Unknown
Source of information:

28.

Original owner: Unknown
Source of information:

29.

Construction history (include description and dates of major additions, alterations, or demolitions): According to
the Adams County Assessor’s Office, 5AM.85 was constructed in 1907. The Colorado Department of Highways
realigned US Highway 85 through downtown Brighton from North Main Street to US Highway 85. 5AM.85 was
saved while other surrounding buildings were demolished to make way for the new alignment. In the 1950s the
street level window had bars, and at present it has been infilled. A series of six panels are installed above the
main entry which cover windows. These windows were broken in a May 1958 hail storm. In October 2011,
Brighton’s Building Permit Office approved façade improvements to 168-172 East Bridge Street. As part of
these improvements additional areas of original brick façade were exposed and the building was repainted.

30.

Original location

X

Moved

Date of move(s):

V. HISTORICAL ASSOCIATIONS
31.

Original use(s): Commerce-Trade/Specialty Store

32.

Intermediate use(s): Commerce-Trade/Specialty Store

33.

Current use(s): Commerce-Trade/Specialty Store

34.

Site type(s): Commercial

35.

Historical background: Walter Craig originally homesteaded NE ¼ NW ¼ NW ¼ of Section 7 on December 15,

1870. Brighton was platted as a town by Denver Real Estate Agent D.F. Carmichael on February 16, 1881.
Carmichael owned much of the acreage south of Bridge Street, including the land where 5AM.85 currently stands.
Although D.F. Carmichael was involved in the construction of many of the community’s first significant buildings,it is
unlikely that he was hands-on in the construction of the Barth Building (168-172 East Bridge Street.) And it is even
more unlikely that it was ever known historically by his name. Carmichael continued to be involved with Brighton’s
commercial growth after he moved to California in the 1890s. After the Silver Crash in 1893 and his move to
California, Carmichael sold a great deal of his remaining Brighton properties to his brother-in-law, Almet Skeel
including lots 37 to 40 of block 6. Skeel sold to Dr. J. F. Alexander in 1919. At his death, the property was divided
and Dr. Alexander's daughter Lucile Barth acquired the west part of lots 37-40. The east 38 feet of these lots were
jointly owned by his daughters Maude Alexander and Lucille Barth, and his son Robert.
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1921, Brighton’s municipal government officially standardized addresses for all residences and businesses
within the city boundaries which is when this property was re-addressed from 138-140 to 168-172 Bridge Street. By
1924, Falkner Jewelry occupied 168 East Bridge Street with a collection of offices at 172 East Bridge. These offices
in 1924 included the Brighton Credit Bureau, Barth’s Cleaners, the Brighton Lateral Ditch, and veterinarian George
Carr. For most of the twentieth century, Falkner Jewelry occupied 168 East Bridge while Paul Harold Barth ran
Barth’s Cleaners at 172 East Bridge.
Since the earliest days of the automobile in Northern Colorado, the route known as US Highway 85 was the
primary connection between Denver and Cheyenne. US Highway 85 made a series of right turns through downtown
Brighton. By the mid-1930s, the Colorado Department of Highways sought to straighten US 85’s alignment. Over a
fast 120 days during the summer and early fall of 1937, the Highway Department and Adams County condemned a
number of buildings along South Main and East Bridge Street to ensure a new linear roadway. In announcing what
buildings would survive from the forthcoming construction of South Main Street, the June 25, 1937 Brighton Blade
noted: “Both the Carmichael building, owned by the Barths, and the J. Paul Hill building across the alley, will be
wrecked. This will include the Ladies Toggery shop, the offices, and the former site of the pool hall, as well as the
offices upstairs. The Falkner Jewelry store will not be moved.” Falkner’s Jewelry at 168 East Bridge and Barth
Cleaners and other offices at 172 East Bridge survived South Main Street’s arrival. The article also noted that after
the opening of South Main, Andrew Nielsen “will build a new shop on the back of his present lots, with the frontage
facing the new street (South Main Street) and the back on First Avenue.” Nielsen’s addition in the late 1930s
resulted in today’s appearance of the 100 block of East Bridge in the late 2010s. It was also during this period when
the local Brighton Blade newspaper refer to 168 East Bridge as the Barth Building. Falkner’s remained at this
location until the 1970s. As of November 2017, the Barth family has retained ownership of 168 East Bridge. The
businesses presently occupying this location are Aztec Insurance 172 East Bridge and the Confidence Barbershop at
168 East Bridge.
36.

Sources of information: Adams County Assessor’s Office. Appraisal Card No. 1569-07-203-001; Adams County

Tax cards; “Appraisers are Name for New Road By Johnson” in Brighton Blade, June 25, 1937, 1 : “Paul Barth
Considers Erecting New Building” in Brighton Blade, July 5, 1937, 1; “Dismantlement of Carmichael Buildings
Revives Early History” in Brighton Blade, June 25, 1937, 1 All Brighton Blades Located at the City of Brighton Historic
Preservation Archives; Brighton City Directories, 1924-1965 (Brighton, CO,: Brighton Blade); City of Brighton, City
Building Permits, File: 168-172 Bridge Street; Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps, 1893-1928. Located at Denver Public
Library-Western History Collection, and Brighton Genealogy Society, The History of Brighton, Colorado and
Surrounding Area, (Dallas, Texas: Curtis Media Corp., 1987); 314. Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps; and the 1920,
1930, 1940 Federal Census records.
VI. SIGNIFICANCE
37.

Local landmark designation: Yes

No

X

Date of designation:

Designating authority:
38.

Applicable National Register Criteria:
A.

Associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad pattern of our history;
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Resource Number: 5AM.85
Temporary Resource Number:
B.
Associated with the lives of persons significant in our past;
C.

Embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, or represents
the work of a master, or that possess high artistic values, or represents a significant and
distinguishable entity whose components may lack individual distinction; or

D.

Has yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in history or prehistory.
Qualifies under Criteria Considerations A through G (see Manual)

X

Does not meet any of the above National Register criteria

39.

Area(s) of significance:

40.

Period of significance:

41.

Level of significance: National

42.

Statement of significance: Since original construction in 1907, the commercial property at 168 East Bridge

State

Local

Street and the offices at 172 East Bridge have held businesses ranging from jewelers to professional offices.
5AM.85 has more than a century’s association with Brighton’s small banking and professional services. Despite that
association, none of the business or services were significant at either a national or state level. Therefore, 5AM.85 is
considered not eligible for listing to the NRHP or the State Register under Criterion A. D.F. Carmichael helped to
establish Brighton in the late nineteenth-early twentieth centuries. The Barths’ significance in Brighton’s creation is
not at the level for NRHP-listing under Criterion B. The building underwent exterior alterations after the May 1958
hail storm and again in about 2011. The circa 2011 remodeling of the northern façade has also impacted the
building’s historic physical integrity. All of the windows and doors have been replaced. The windows on 168 East
Bridge Street’s storefront are about half the height of the originals shown in a newspaper photo from 1958. The brick
work under these windows is also new and does not match the original work which can be seen above the windows.
On the storefront numbered 178 East Bridge Street, the windows and door have also been replaced. The transom
windows have been covered over, and wood rectangles under the showcase windows also cover original windows.
For those reasons, 5AM.85 is not considered eligible to the National or State Register under Criterion C. 5AM.85
should be considered for a local landmark listing for its association with a century of small businesses and the Paul
H. Barth family.

43.

Assessment of historic physical integrity related to significance: The entire 100 block of East Bridge Street has
undergone various exterior renovations, demolitions, and alterations since the early twentieth century. The
storefronts at 168-172 East Bridge have retained their original recessed entry footprints, some original
brickwork, and roof details above the entries are still visible, such as the original wood cornice as indicated on
the early Sanborn Maps. Transom windows above the doors and showcase windows, integral to both the style
and function of the building were covered after the 1958 hailstorm. Doors and windows in the street facing
showcases have been replaced. Recent introduction of new materials, probably in 2011, especially the new
window framing, brick infill of street facing basement windows, replacement and or new brick work of a different
color and style of brick, have lessened historic physical integrity. The introduction of these new elements and
the loss of old ones have reduced the building’s integrity to fair. Because of this level of integrity it does not
contribute to the overall historic significance of 5AM.85.
5

Resource Number: 5AM.85
Temporary Resource Number:
VII. NATIONAL REGISTER ELIGIBILITY ASSESSMENT
44.

National Register eligibility field assessment:
Eligible

45.

Not Eligible

X

Need Data

Is there National Register district potential? Yes

No

Discuss:

46.

If there is National Register district potential, is this building: Contributing

Noncontributing

If the building is in existing National Register district, is it:

Noncontributing

Contributing

VIII. RECORDING INFORMATION
47.

Photograph numbers: 5AM.85a-5AM.85e.
Negatives filed at: City of Brighton, Historic Preservation Office.

48.

Report title: Brighton Subdivision Historic Resources Context

49.

Date(s):

50.

Recorder(s): Robert Autobee

51.

Organization: Autobee & Autobee, LLC for the City of Brighton Historic Preservation Commission.

52.

Address: 6900 W. 26th Avenue, Lakewood, CO., 80214

53.

Phone number(s): (720) 427-5339

November 21, 2017

NOTE: Please include a sketch map, a photocopy of the USGS quad map indicating resource location, and
photographs.
History Colorado - Office of Archaeology & Historic Preservation
1200 Broadway, Denver, CO 80203 (303) 866-3395

6

Resource Number: 5AM.85
Temporary Resource Number:

5AM.85 – 168 East Bridge Street. North Façade. Looking Southeast. Photo ID: 5AM85a. November 2017.

7

Resource Number: 5AM.85
Temporary Resource Number:

5AM.85 – 168 East Bridge Street.
North Façade. Looking South.
Photo ID: 5AM85b. November
2017.

5AM. 85 – 172 East Bridge
Street. Northern Façade.
Looking Southwest. Photo
ID: 5AM85d. November
2017.

8

Resource Number: 5AM.85
Temporary Resource Number:

5AM.85 – 168-172 East Bridge
Street. Northern Façade.
Looking Southeast. Photo ID:
5AM85e. November 2017.

9

Resource Number: 5AM.85
Temporary Resource Number:

5AM.85 – 2 South Main
Street (left) and 25 South
Cabbage Avenue (right).
Southern Elevations.
Looking Northwest. Photo
ID: 5AM85c. November
2017.

10

Resource Number: 5AM.85
Temporary Resource Number:

Brighton Blade. May 12,
1958, page 1. Although the
article suggested that the May
7th hail storm damage to roofs
was greater than to windows,
the Barth Building had six
windows broken. City-wide
damage was estimated at
$300,000, and insurance
adjusters expected ¾ of
Brighton’s homeowners
would file a claim. It is
unclear at this time, if the
windows were replaced with
glass or with the wood panels
we see today. Also in this
photo there appears to be a
barred window at street level
under the showcase window.
This has been infilled with a
blonde brick.

11

Resource Number: 5AM.85
Temporary Resource Number:

5AM.85

5AM.85 168-172 East Bridge Street
.
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Resource Number: 5AM.85
Temporary Resource Number:

168 East
Bridge Street
172 East Bridge Street

Sketch Map of 5AM.85 – 168-172 East Bridge Street
Aerial/Sketch Map of 168-172 East Bridge Street (5AM.85)
Image Capture: Nov 2016 ©2017 Google accessed November 24, 2017 at https://www.google.com/maps/
@39.9867566,-104.8211965,3a,75y,219.26h,98.26t/data=!3m6!1e1!3m4!1sD8Hx2UbvuxeqIn28
k0x3qA!2e0!7i13312!8i6656.
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Resource Number: 5AM.3831
Temporary Resource Number:
OAHP1403
Rev. 9/98

Official eligibility determination
(OAHP use only)
Date

COLORADO CULTURAL RESOURCE SURVEY

Architectural Inventory Form

Initials
Determined Eligible- NR
Determined Not Eligible- NR
Determined Eligible- SR
Determined Not Eligible- SR
Need Data
Contributes to eligible NR District
Noncontributing to eligible NR District

I. IDENTIFICATION
1.

Resource number: 5AM.3831

2.

Temporary resource number: N/A

3.

County: Adams

4.

City: Brighton

5.

Historic building name: Adams County Consumer’s Cooperative Warehouse

6.

Current building name: RMJM, LLC Warehouse

7.

Building address: 282 S. Cabbage Avenue, Brighton, CO., 80601

8.

Owner name and address: Richard E. Hodge, 447 Popular Cir., Birghton, CO 80601

II. GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION
9.

P.M.

6

SE
10.

¼ of

NW

1S

¼ of

Range

NW

¼ of

1

3 ; 5

1

USGS quad name:

5

1

9

SW

¼ of section 7

Lot(s):

9 mE

4

4

2

5

8

4

1 mN

Brighton Quad

Year: 1965 (p.r. 1979) Map scale: 7.5'
12.

66 W

UTM reference
Zone

11.

Township

X

15'

Attach photo copy of appropriate map section.

Block: Improvements only on Railroad Right-of-way

Addition: Brighton Subdivision Year of Addition: 1881
13.

Boundary Description and Justification: The resource boundary consists of the legal parcel boundary
associated with Adams County Parcel No. 1569-07-2-00-016 which only documents the warehouse. The
western boundary is South Cabbage Avenue and the eastern boundary is the center of the railroad tracks. To
the north and south are dirt areas also part of the Union Pacific’s Right-of-Way. The right-of-way granted by the
Railroad for 5AM.3831 measures 32.3 x 180 feet surrounding the building.

III. Architectural Description
14.

Building plan (footprint, shape): Rectangular

15.

Dimensions in feet: Length

16.

Number of stories: One

17.

Primary external wall material(s): Metal

18.

Roof configuration: Gable

30

19. Primary external roof material: Metal

x Width

150

Resource Number: 5AM.3831
Temporary Resource Number:
20. Special features: none
21.

General architectural description: 5AM/3831 is a one story metal warehouse built on a concrete foundation.
South façade: This façade has a slight ramp to a thirteen foot tall, truck-scale door. The door has been filled
in from the inside however the original rail for a double sliding door is still visible. The door is about half the
width of the building. There is a light fixture centered under the gable peak and above the door. West Façade:
There is a ten-foot tall, double sliding door north of center on this façade. It appears to still be in use. North
Façade: The electric meter is on the north west corner of the building. There is a light fixture centered under
the gable. East Façade: A vent or stove pipe is about ten feet from the southeast corner and about six feet off
the ground. It comes out from the wall about fifteen inches and bends upward. North of center is a twelve-foot
tall, double sliding door. A light fixture is mounted to the wall near the top of the door on the north side. Fifteen
feet north of this sliding door is a human-scale door. Roof: There are three large vents on the north end of the
roof. They are spaced equally with one in the center of the building, and one about thirty-seven feet to the sorth
and the other thirty-seven feet north of center.

22.

Architectural style/building type: Twentieth Century Commercial

23.

Landscaping or special setting features: None

24.

Associated buildings, features, or objects: None

IV. ARCHITECTURAL HISTORY
25.

Date of Construction: Estimate:

Actual: 1960

Source of information: Adams County Assessor Office
26.

Architect: Unknown
Source of information:

27.

Builder/Contractor: Unknown
Source of information:

28.

Original owner: Adams County Consumer’s Co-operative Association
Source of information: Real Estate and Chattel Mortgage documents from August 20, 1958, and April 25, 1962;
Brighton Genealogy Society, The History of Brighton, Colorado and Surrounding Area, (Dallas, Texas: Curtis
Media Corp., 1987), 149.

29.

Construction history (include description and dates of major additions, alterations, or demolitions): The only
alterations are the infill of the truck-scale door on the south wall, and possibly the addition of the vent on the
east wall.

30.

Original location x

Moved

Date of move(s):

V. HISTORICAL ASSOCIATIONS
31.

Original use(s): Commerce/Trade - Warehouse

32.

Intermediate use(s): Commerce/Trade - Warehouse

Resource Number: 5AM.3831
Temporary Resource Number:
33. Current use(s): Commerce/Trade - Warehouse
34.

Site type(s): Commercial

35.

Historical background: The Adams County Consumers Cooperative Association was formed in 1936 with the

purpose of getting their members better prices on petroleum products and keeping the profits at home. They were
dissatisfied with oil companies who were overcharging for products and sending profits out of town and out of state.
At the first meeting in April 1936, they determined to purchase a tank truck, By the end of June, they had reached an
agreement with Green Fargo Oil Company to acquire a station on North Main Street. But that location proved difficult
to move people and vehicles in and out. Late in 1939, the Co-op purchased a small one-room station at 279 South
Main Street (today known as Ken’s Kars, 281 South Main Street - 5AM.3839.) In the 1940, Multi-State Consumers
Cooperative Association, (later Farmland Industries, Inc.) built a warehouse in Denver. Multi-State Consumers
Cooperative Association was a co-op of co-ops, and acted as a wholesaler to co-ops as well as distributer of
products produced by its members. Adams County Consumers Cooperative Association credits Multi-State’s
decision to build a warehouse in Denver as the reason their own membership and profits increased during the war
years. By 1946 the Adams County Consumers Cooperative Association was in a position to expand. They rebuilt,
modernized and added on to their service station on South Main Street, as well as demolished two houses and built
the building known as Robb’s Groceries at 301 South Main Street (5AM.3840). Additionally, the Co-op also
purchased a new 1,000 gallon tanker truck. Between 1946 and 1958, the Co-op purchased a 10’ x 12’ iron clad
frame pump house and four 11’ dia x 18’ tall tanks with a capacity of 12,000 gallons each. The pump house and
tanks were located in the Union Pacific Railroad right-of-way and were replaced by 5AM.3831. The new building,
5AM.3831 was constructed in 1960 and owned by the Co-op until 2003. By the time it was sold to Lon and Wanda
Sulley, the Co-op had changed its name to American Pride Co-op. After Lon Sulley’s death, Wanda Sulley sold the
warehouse to RMJM, LLC, which is owned by Richard E. Hodge. RMJM, LLC has owned the building since 2014.

36.

Sources of information: Adams County tax cards, various documents at the Adams County Clerk and

Recorder’s office including deeds, and Real Estate and Chattel Mortgage documents from August 20, 1958, and April
25, 1962; and, Brighton Genealogy Society, The History of Brighton, Colorado and Surrounding Area, (Dallas, Texas:
Curtis Media Corp., 1987), 149.

VI. SIGNIFICANCE
37.

Local landmark designation: Yes

No

x

Date of designation:

Designating authority:
38.

Applicable National Register Criteria:
A.

Associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad pattern of our history;

B.

Associated with the lives of persons significant in our past;

C.

Embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, or represents
the work of a master, or that possess high artistic values, or represents a significant and
distinguishable entity whose components may lack individual distinction; or

D.

Has yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in history or prehistory.

Resource Number: 5AM.3831
Temporary Resource Number:
Qualifies under Criteria Considerations A through G (see Manual)
x

Does not meet any of the above National Register criteria

39.

Area(s) of significance:

40.

Period of significance:

41.

Level of significance: National

42.

Statement of significance: Available documentation indicates that 5AM.3831 was a commercial warehouse or

State

Local

X

truck garage since it was built in 1960. Use of this structure enabled the Adams County Consumers Cooperative
Association to buy in bulk, serve its members efficiently, and provide covered storage for significant investments
such as tanker trucks, but this structure was not the Co-op’s base of operation. For this reason, 5AM.3831 should
not be considered eligible for listing on the State Register or NRHP under Criterion A. No significant person is
associated with 5AM.3831 so it should not be considered eligible for listing on the State Register or NRHP under
Criterion B. Although 5AM.3831’s form follows function, it is hard to make a case that it embodies the distinctive
characteristics, method of construction, or high artistic vales, or represents a significant and distinguishable entity
whose components may lack individual distinction. There are two double sliding doors with exterior hardware that
are uncommon. We do not recommend that 5AM.3841 should be considered eligible for listing on the State register
or the NRHP.
That said, we do recommend that 5AM.3831 be considered eligible for listing as a local landmark under
Criterion A as it is associated with the Adams County Consumers Cooperative which represents a broad pattern of
Brighton’s history.

43.

Assessment of historic physical integrity related to significance: The historic physical integrity is good.
Although one of the three double sliding doors is blocked and unused, the remaining two double sliding doors
and the lack of windows, are the defining elements. There is some rust, and minor concrete failure on the ramp
area.

VII. NATIONAL REGISTER ELIGIBILITY ASSESSMENT
44.

National Register eligibility field assessment:
Eligible

45.

Not Eligible

X

Need Data

Is there National Register district potential? Yes

No

X

Discuss:

46.

If there is National Register district potential, is this building: Contributing

Noncontributing

If the building is in existing National Register district, is it:

Noncontributing

Contributing

VIII. RECORDING INFORMATION
47.

Photograph numbers: 5AM3831 A through 5AM3831 J
Negatives filed at: City of Brighton, Historic Preservation Office.

Resource Number: 5AM.3831
Temporary Resource Number:
48. Report title: Brighton Subdivision Historic Resources Context Phase II
49.

Date(s): February 2019

50.

Recorder(s): Kristen Autobee

51.

Organization: Autobee & Autobee, LLC for the City of Brighton Historic Preservation Commission.

52.

Address: 6900 W. 26th Avenue, Lakewood, CO., 80214

53.

Phone number(s): (720)-427-5339

NOTE: Please include a sketch map, a photocopy of the USGS quad map indicating resource location, and
photographs.
History Colorado - Office of Archaeology & Historic Preservation
1200 Broadway, Denver, CO 80203 (303) 866-3395

Resource Number: 5AM.3831
Temporary Resource Number:

5AM.3831 – 282 South Cabbage Avenue. Western and southern facades. Looking northeast. January 2019. Image
number 5AM.3831 A.

Resource Number: 5AM.3831
Temporary Resource Number:

5AM.3831 – 282 South Cabbage Avenue. Western facades. Looking xoutheast. January 2019. Image number
5AM.3831 B.

5AM.3831 – 282 South Cabbage Avenue. Western façade double sliding door. Looking east. January 2019. Image
number 5AM.3831 C.

Resource Number: 5AM.3831
Temporary Resource Number:

5AM.3831 – 282 South Cabbage Avenue. Northern facade. Looking southeast. January 2019. Image number
5AM.3831 D.

Resource Number: 5AM.3831
Temporary Resource Number:

5AM.3831 – 282 South Cabbage Avenue. Eastern facade. Looking northwest. January 2019. Image number
5AM.3831 E.

Resource Number: 5AM.3831
Temporary Resource Number:

5AM.3831 – 282 South Cabbage Avenue. Eastern façade double sliding door. Looking west. January 2019. Image
number 5AM.3831 F

.
5AM.3831 – 282 South Cabbage Avenue. Eastern façade human scale door. Looking northwest.. January 2019.
Image number 5AM.3831 G.

N
5AM.3831

South Main Street

5AM.3840

South Cabbage Avenue

Resource Number: 5AM.3831
Temporary Resource Number:

Railroad Tracks

Resource Number: 5AM.3831
Temporary Resource Number:

5AM.3831

5AM.3831 - 281 South Main Street
.
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Resource Number: 5AM.3832
Temporary Resource Number:
OAHP1403
Rev. 9/98

Official eligibility determination
(OAHP use only)
Date

COLORADO CULTURAL RESOURCE SURVEY

Architectural Inventory Form

Initials
Determined Eligible- NR
Determined Not Eligible- NR
Determined Eligible- SR
Determined Not Eligible- SR
Need Data
Contributes to eligible NR District
Noncontributing to eligible NR District

I. IDENTIFICATION
1.

Resource number: 5AM.3832

2.

Temporary resource number: N/A

3.

County: Adams

4.

City: Brighton

5.

Historic building name: Case’s Carter Service

6.

Current building name: My Little World Preschool

7.

Building address: 130 South Main Street, Brighton, CO 80601

8.

Owner name and address: CITT LLC, P.O. Box 2167, Castle Rock, CO, 80104

II. GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION
9.
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Attach photo copy of appropriate map section.

Block:

Addition: Brighton Subdivision
13.

NW

3 mE

Year: 1965 (p.r. 1979) Map scale: 7.5'
12.

66 W

UTM reference
Zone

11.

Township

Year of Addition: 1881

Boundary Description and Justification: The resource boundary consists of the legal parcel boundary
associated with Adams County Parcel No. 1569-07-2-08-006. The legal description is Waynes Electric PUD.
The western boundary is South Main Street. The northern boundary is shared with a commercial property
addressed 106 S. Main Street, The eastern boundary is South Cabbage Avenue. The southern boundary is
shared with a residential property The Plock House, 5AM.3821 (150 South Main Street.)

III. Architectural Description
14.

Building plan (footprint, shape): Irregular

15.

Dimensions in feet: Length

16.

Number of stories: One

17.

Primary external wall material(s): Concrete

18.

Roof configuration: Flat

170

x Width

65

Resource Number: 5AM.3832
Temporary Resource Number:
19. Primary external roof material: Unknown
20.

Special features: There are four fenced play areas on the southeast corner of the property that cover about half
of the length of the building.

21.

General architectural description: Eastern Facade: The eastern facade is irregularly massed and divided into a
west extending wing, central section and original section. The walls are predominately covered with textured
concrete blocks. The flat roof overhangs the walls about three feet. These overhangs are trimmed with ridged
metal to create a covered area in front of doors and windows. Concrete pilasters interrupt the covered
walkways and extend above the metal a few inches, and west of the metal overhangs about a foot. At the
north end of the building there is a wing that extends 20 feet west of most of the facade. The foundation
appears to be concrete at ground level. The western facade of the west wing is 30 feet long. In the center of
this wall are four pilasters that separate three metal frame, stationary windows that are about 1.5 feet wide by 4
feet tall. Below the windows are panels set in metal frames. There are metal panels that overhang the
windows a few inches, from the top of the windows to the roof line. The southern facade of the west wing
has five, three-feet wide x five feet tall, stationary windows in metal frames, set as a ribbon, with opaque panels
in metal frames beneath them. In the south east corner of the wing there is a metal frame door. Western
facade central section: This section of the building contains four "bays" measuring 16 feet long created by the
placement of the concrete pilasters and overhanging roof. The first bay on the north end has about ten feet of
concrete block and then two metal framed, stationary windows like the west wing. The second bay has five
such windows. The third bay has two more of the windows followed by about ten feet of concrete block. The
final bay in the central section, has two window, a door, and two more windows. Western facade original
section: This section extends about seven feet west of the central section. The wall and pilaster that extends
along the original section makes a slight angle to the north east where the roof intersects the wall. The original
section was built parallel to the 1937 realignment of South Main Street. The original section is divided into four
bays in the manner of the rest of the eastern facade. These bays are slightly narrower as the original building
was 61 feet long. The first two bays to not have an overhanging roof. The first bay has no windows. The
second bay has a metal framed glass door in the center and two metal framed windows to the south. The two
southern bays are located where the original service bay doors were. These doors were originally recessed
about four feet. Today the walls are recessed under an overhanging roof like the rest of the eastern facade.
The third bay has only a metal framed glass door in the center. The fourth bay has no voids. Southern
facade: This wall has been covered with the concrete blocks like the eastern facade. The original wall was
about 33 feet long, a 1984 addition made this wall 64 feet long. The original half of the wall has two metal
frame multi-paned windows. The windows are stationary with 36 rectangular panes, with six rows and six
columns. The roof line has one step down at the junction with the 1984 addition. In the center of the addition,
is a metal frame, stationary window with 30 rectangular panes set in six rows by five columns. Eastern
facade: This facade is mostly obscured by a six feet tall privacy fence. The wall is painted, plain, concrete
block.

A human-scale, metal door is two feet north of the southeast corner. Two feet north of this door is

where the privacy fence extends to the east. Just inside the fence is a garage door, with rolling overhead door.
One foot north of the garage door is a window that appears covered. Two feet north of the window is a second
garage door that has been bricked in except for a metal human-scale door near the window. This accounts for

Resource Number: 5AM.3832
Temporary Resource Number:
about two-thirds of the 1984 addition. The remaining third is covered by a shed roof porch. This porch also
covers over 100 feet of the 1980 addition. The south half of the porch extends about 15 feet east of the building
wall and is open on the east side, and there rest of this addition is enclosed and extends about 10 feet. This
was very likely built as loading dock, and possibly in three stages. The wall on the south end of the porch is
covered with vertical siding and a fence extends east from the wall to the alley. The south 60 feet of this fenced
in yard is divided into three playground areas of unequal width. Due to the rhomboid nature of the lot, the
playgrounds are also of unequal length. A fourth fenced playground area is about 30 feet wide. This fourth
area is grassy in the center and does not touch the building but rather the six foot cedar bounds it on the east,
north, and west sides. There appears to be a narrow walk way between the fence on the west and the wall of
the building. About 35 feet south of the northeast corner is a garage door that appears to have been sided
over. Ten feet south of this garage door is a metal human-scale door. The yard north of the playgrounds has
been used as junk yard and was dirt covered with some overgrown vegetation in July of 2018. North facade:
The enclosed porch on the northeast corner is partially obscured by the six-foot fence that encloses the yard.
The remaining wall is without fenestration. There is a large light fixture in the center of the wall near the roof
line.
22.

Architectural style/building type: Modern Movement / International Style

23.

Landscaping or special setting features: There is a small tree and plantings on the northwest corner of the
building which is landscaped with rock. A tree is planted on the southwest corner of the building.

24.

Associated buildings, features, or objects: The play areas have slides and limited coverings.

IV. ARCHITECTURAL HISTORY
25.

Date of Construction: Estimate:

1940

Actual:

Source of information:
26.

Architect: Original Unknown, 1979 Additions by George E. Clayton and Associates of Colorado, Brighton, CO,
1984 addition unknown
Source of information: Wayne’s Electrical Planned Unit Development Plat and Legal Description, January 3,
1979, unofficial copy from the Adams County Assessor website
http://recording.adcogov.org/LandmarkWeb/search/

27.

Accessed October 8,2018.

Builder/Contractor: Unknown
Source of information:

28.

Original owner:

Geransiss Development Company

Source of information: Adams County Tax Cards
29.

Construction history (include description and dates of major additions, alterations, or demolitions): The portion
of the building that is parallel to South Main Street was built in 1940. This is less than one-third of the current
building. Most of 5AM.3832 was added on as part of Wayne’s Electric Planned Unit Development (PUD #230).
The plat was filed January 3, 1979 and the agreement with the City signed on February 9, 1979. The original
building was one-story, with stucco walls, measuring approximately 60 x 31 feet. The western facade had two

Resource Number: 5AM.3832
Temporary Resource Number:
overhead bay doors that were recessed four feet from the display windows. The architect's notes on the PUD
planning documents show one of these doors being moved to the rear of the building. The gas pumps were
located on the south of the building. A cedar fence attached to the south wall enclosed the area formerly
occupied by the gas pumps, which measured about 21 x 31 feet. The first major addition was made post 1979,
as PUD #230. This addition is irregular and measures 107 feet long and 65 feet long on the northern wall. At
the southern end it narrows to 36 feet wide. Directly behind the original building is a second irregular addition
measuring 63 x 31 x 57 x 17 feet was added in 1984. The south facade of this addition contains an original
window - likely moved from the eastern facade. The original building sat in Block 7 Lots 7-9 and part of 6. The
additions are built on Lots 3-6 and on part of the vacated alley. The playgrounds and junk yard sit on lots 3233, and parts of lots 31 and 34, also Block 7, as well as part of the vacated alley.
30.

Original location

X

Moved

Date of move(s):

V. HISTORICAL ASSOCIATIONS
31.

Original use(s): Commerce/Trade - Gas Station

32.

Intermediate use(s): Commerce/Trade - Warehouse

33.

Current use(s): Commerce/Trade - Warehouse and Education

34.

Site type(s): Commercial

35.

Historical background: Prior to the realignment South Main Street, lots 3-4 had a house and outbuilding, lot five

was empty, lot 6 & 7 had a house and three outbuildings, lot eight was empty, lot 9 -11 had a small house. There
were no buildings on lots 29-38, and an alley separated lots 3-10 from lots 29-38. All of these buildings were either
demolished or moved in 1937 in advance of the road construction. Ownership of lots 3-11 was consolidated in 1938
by Germain Development Company who sold to Earl A Richardson in 1942. It is unclear who built the original
service station. Earl A. Richardson and his wife Margaret lived at 914 Clarkson Street, Denver Colorado. The 1940
Census records Richardson's income as $3,000 per year as a Manager of an Oil Retail and Refinery. But is also says
he had income from other sources. His World War Il draft registration card lists him as manager at Fargo Oil Co
(2900 Walnut Street, in Denver). He and his brother Frank also owned Richardson Bros. and sold fire, auto, and
liability insurance.

In 1947 Earl Richardson sold lots 3-11 to the Carter Oil Company. 1950 XL Brighton Directory

lists the business as Case’s Carter Service. 1955-1957 Brighton XL City Directories list Gremel's Service Station.
Carter Oil Company merged with Humble Oil & Refining Company in December of 1959. The 1969 XL Directory lists
three businesses at this address, Dwayne’s Kars Service, Greyhound Bus Depot, and Northern Brighton Cab
Company. The property was part of Humble Oil & Refining Company's merger with Exxon in 1973. Three years later
Exxon sold lots 3-11 to Wayne E. Medlin and Ernest F. Younger both of Brighton. Wayne’s Electric used the building
for both offices and warehouse and garage for parts, equipment, and vehicles. In February of 1979 Medlin and
Younger, along with their wives, Patricia L. Medlin and Laverna E. Younger, agreed to a Commercial Planned Unit
Development with the City of Brighton. It was named Wayne's Electric Planned Unit Development (PUD #230) and
additions were made to the north and east sides of the building. In 1980 Wayne's Electric Planned Unit Development
was amended as PUD #525 and the addition to the southeast corner of the building was made in 1984. The property
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was sold to Timothy L White in 2006, to CJTT LLC in 2015, and most recently to Boardwalk Edmond LLC in 2018.
Current tenants include Child's World Day Care.
36.

Sources of information: Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps (1893, 1899, 1904, 1908, 1913, 1920, 1928-1948); 1930

and 1940 Federal Census records; Adams County Assessor Commercial Property Appraisal Records; Adams
County Tax cards; Brighton Directories 1950, 1955-1957, 1969; Documents filed at Adams County in regard to the
sale of the property by Exxon Oil Company to Medlin and Younger; Documents filed at Adams County in regard to
Planned Unit Developments numbers 230 and 525.

VI. SIGNIFICANCE
37.

Local landmark designation: Yes

No

X

Date of designation:

Designating authority:
38.

Applicable National Register Criteria:
A.

Associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad pattern of our history;

B.

Associated with the lives of persons significant in our past;

C.

Embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, or represents
the work of a master, or that possess high artistic values, or represents a significant and
distinguishable entity whose components may lack individual distinction; or

D.

Has yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in history or prehistory.
Qualifies under Criteria Considerations A through G (see Manual)

X

Does not meet any of the above National Register criteria

39.

Area(s) of significance:

40.

Period of significance:

41.

Level of significance: National

42.

Statement of significance: The historic portion of the 5AM.3832 was constructed in 1940 three years after the

State

Local

re-alignment of South Main Street. It was used as an auto garage, bus depot, cab company, and later warehouse.
Auto related industries had a impact on Brighton, including reshaping the Brighton Subdivision by demolishing single
family residences to re-align South Main Street, however, this building and business came after that realignment. For
this reason, 5AM.3832 is not eligible for listing to the NRHP or the State Register under Criterion A. Research was
unable to determine if there was a historically significant individual associated with this building. Therefore,
5AM.3832 is not eligible for NRHP or State Register listing under Criterion B. In 1979 and 1984 additions and
alterations were made to all four facades. The size of the building more than tripled. Fencing of an unknown age,
was removed from the south façade. Original windows remain on the south façade. Curved walls on the north and
west facades were covered by squared corners and the western and northern facades were covered with concrete.
The loss of most of the historic exterior elements and historic physical integrity prevents 5AM.3832 from being
eligible for listing to the NRHP. The 1979-1984 additions are more than 30 years old and embody distinctive
characteristics of the period and method of construction. The infill of the original service bays on the south west
corner of the western façade is disguised by the repetition of the new pilasters and windows. The juxtaposition of
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this series of bays with the perfectly proportioned narrow, vertical windows on the north end of the western façade
demonstrates artistic value without ornamentation. For this reason, 5AM.3832 should be considered eligible for the
State Register under Criterion C. 5AM.3832 should be considered eligible for local landmarking for its architecture,
and use of a Planned Unit Development Plat in relationship to city planning and growth.
43.

Assessment of historic physical integrity related to significance: 5AM.3832 little historic physical integrity
related to the original 1940 building remains. Textured concrete covers original stucco walls, historic windows
are found on the south façade. However, the building’s overall physical integrity is excellent as relates to the
1979-1984 additions.

VII. NATIONAL REGISTER ELIGIBILITY ASSESSMENT
44.

National Register eligibility field assessment:
Eligible

45.

Not Eligible

X

Need Data

Is there National Register district potential? Yes

No

X

Discuss:
46.

If there is National Register district potential, is this building: Contributing

Noncontributing X

If the building is in existing National Register district, is it:

Noncontributing

Contributing

VIII. RECORDING INFORMATION
47.

Photograph numbers: 5AM3832 A through 5AM3832 Q
Negatives filed at: Autobee & Autobee, LLC

48.

Report title: Brighton Subdivision Historic Context Phase ll

49.

Date(s):

50.

Recorder(s): Kristen L. Autobee

51.

Organization: Autobee & Autobee, LLC

52.

Address: 6900 W. 26th Avenue, Lakewood, CO

53.

Phone number(s): (720) 427-5339

October 8, 2018

NOTE: Please include a sketch map, a photocopy of the USGS quad map indicating resource location, and
photographs.
History Colorado - Office of Archaeology & Historic Preservation
1200 Broadway, Denver, CO 80203 (303) 866-3395
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5AM.3832 – 130 South Main Street. Western façade, southern facade of western wing. Facing
northeast. November 2018. 5AM3832 E.

5AM.3832 – 130 South Main Street. Western and southern facades of western wing. Facing northeast.
November 2018. 5AM3832 C.

Resource Number: 5AM.3832
Temporary Resource Number:

5AM.3832 – 130 South Main Street. Northern facade. Facing south.

November 2018. 5AM3832 C.

5AM.3832 – 130 South Main Street. Eastern facade. Facing northwest. November 2018. 5AM3832 K.
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5AM.3832 – 130 South Main Street. Southern facade. Facing northwest.
5AM3832 H.

November 2018.

5AM.3832 – 130 South
Main Street. Southern
facade. Facing north.
Detail of western most
of the two original
windows still in their
original location.
November 2018.
5AM3832 N.

Resource Number: 5AM.3832
Temporary Resource Number:

5AM.3832 – 130 South
Main Street. Southern
facade. Facing
northwest. Detail of
eastern most window.
Window appears to be
an original but reset in
the 1984 addition.
November 2018.
5AM3832 G.

Resource Number: 5AM.3832
Temporary Resource Number:

5AM.3832 – 130 South Main Street. Western façade, southern facade of western wing. Facing northeast. December 4,
1978. Red dotted line show the location of the original building. 5AM3832 O.

5AM.3832 – 130 South Main Street. Site Plan, December 4, 1978 for PUD Application. Bay doors and rounded
corners are recorded on the existing building from 1940. 5AM3832 P.

Resource Number: 5AM.3832
Temporary Resource Number:

5AM.3832 – 130 South Main Street. Eastern façade. Architect's notes show retention of two original windows on this
facade, and the relocation of a bay door from the western facade. 5AM3832 Q.
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Alley

enclosed porch
covered porch
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COLORADO CULTURAL RESOURCE SURVEY

Architectural Inventory Form

Initials
Determined Eligible- NR
Determined Not Eligible- NR
Determined Eligible- SR
Determined Not Eligible- SR
Need Data
Contributes to eligible NR District
Noncontributing to eligible NR District

I. IDENTIFICATION
1.

Resource number: 5AM.3834

2.

Temporary resource number: N/A

3.

County: Adams

4.

City: Brighton

5.

Historic building name: Home Service Company / Home Service Laundry

6.

Current building name: Copper Rail Bar & Grill

7.

Building address: 174 South Main Street, Brighton, CO, 80601

8.

Owner name and address: Main and Egbert LLC, 174 South Main Street, Brighton, CO 80601

II. GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION
9.
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Year: 1965 (p.r 1979) Map scale: 7.5' X
12.

66 W

UTM reference
Zone 1

11.

6th

s 1/2 15, 16-20

15'

Attach photo copy of appropriate map section.

TOG with vacated alley Block: 7

Addition: Brighton Subdivision Year of Addition: 1881
13.

Boundary Description and Justification: The resource boundary consists of the legal parcel boundary associated with
Adams County Parcel No. 1569-07-2-08-005. The northern boundary is shared with a residential property, The Plock
House, 5AM.3821 (150 South Main Street). The eastern boundary is South Cabbage Avenue. The southern boundary is
Egbert Street. The western boundary is South Main Street.

III. Architectural Description
14.

Building plan (footprint, shape): Irregular

15.

Dimensions in feet: Length

16.

Number of stories: One

17.

Primary external wall material(s): Brick

18.

Roof configuration: Barrel and Flat

19.

Primary external roof material: unknown

20.

Special features: Outdoor seating area

157

x Width

112

Resource Number: 5AM.3834
Temporary Resource Number:
21. General architectural description: The building, 5AM.3834, has brick and concrete walls, with large windows on the
southern, western, and northern facades. It is an irregular ‘L” shape. Western façade: When it was built, the western
façade was the main entry. The east-west wing of the building is a barrel roof and the western façade has a stepped
parapet. The barrel roof covers the laundry. Flat roofs cover the coal room, boiler room, dry cleaning, and solvent storage.
Except for the solvent tanks that were outside of the building. The walls are red brick with blonde brick accents. The
foundation is concrete. All of the windows have been replaced. There are three equally spaced windows that measure
about 14 feet wide and 12 feet tall. Each window has six stationary lights, set in a metal frame. There are three smaller
horizontal rectangular panes over three larger vertical rectangular panes. The glass is reflective. The window nearest the
northwest corner has a human-scale door set in the southern most vertical pane. The window sills are red brick. The lintel
above the windows is a soldier bond course of blonde brick from the north edge of the first window to the south edge of the
last window. There are two thirties era downward facing lamps set on either side of the center window. Centered above
the center window is a backlit, two row, and marquee style sign, with a lamp on either side of it. Above the marquee style
sign, there is a rectangle of blond bricks laid rowlock (rollock) on the long edges which are centered from the middle of the
north window to the middle of the southern window. The short edges are laid as headers. In the center of this rectangle, is
a smaller rectangle the vertical edges laid as headers. The smaller rectangle outlines a vent. The parapet has three steps on
each end, and each step is topped with a row of blond bricks laid in a rowlock bond. One course below this, are two header
courses of blond brick that create a dentil under each step of the parapet. Southern façade: This façade did not originally
have any doors. There are seven equally spaced segments to the wall, divided by brick pilasters. The five interior pilasters
have a downward facing lamp of the same style as on the western façade. The two pilasters on the corners are two courses
taller than the roof, are topped with a blond brick rowlock bond, with three dentils of blond brick. The second pilaster
from the southwest corner is a course taller than the roof, with a single blond brick dentil. Between the first two pilasters
there is a blond brick rowlock course, with a blond brick dentil course a course below the rowlock course. The window in
this first segment matches the windows on the western façade. From the second pilaster to the southeastern corner, is a
continuous blond brick rowlock course at the top of the wall with blond brick dentil courses below it. Each of these
segments, had two large vertical, rectangular, metal frame, two pane windows. The lintels are blond brick in a soldier
course, and the sills are brown brick header rows. The brick has been stuccoed over from just under the window sills to
the ground. In the third segment, the window to the east has been partially filled in on the bottom and a single human-scale
door added. A wrap around seating area has been created with a three-and-a-half foot tall metal fence that runs from the
east edge of the third segment to the first window on the western façade. The both windows have been removed in the
fourth segment, although the lintels remain. Just under the lintels is a metal awning. The windows were replaced with a
metal framed, double glass door. On either side of the doors are metal framed windows. There are also windows above
the doors. Segments five and six have not been modified. And wall segment seven has been altered to contain a humanscale door under the eastern window which was shortened. Eastern façade: The concrete foundation is visible and the
road bed of South Cabbage Avenue abuts the foundation. The eastern façade is divided into three sections. The first is the
former laundry area under the east-west barrel roof. The coal room’s exterior wall is shorter than the rest of the building,
and the two story boiler room can be seen behind it. The third section was the dry cleaning area and is one story. Stucco
now covers the brick wall, like on the southern façade from the foundation to a height of about 3 feet. Original window
sills of brown brick laid in a rowlock course are untouched. There are four windows in this section. Each is metal framed,
stationary, and divided into four rectangular panes. They are spaced about two feet apart, except the fourth window from
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the southeast corner is about six feet from the northwest corner of the barrel roof. More or less centered in this wall, and at
the height of the window top is a round course of header bricks. This is probably an old vent from the laundry operation.
It is covered with a piece of steel that may be original. Over the windows, and centered on the wall, is a matching
rectangle of blonde bricks with a vent in the center. The parapet on this end of the building is two steps, but has all of the
blonde brick details including dentils. There are two modern security lights on this wall. The mounting pieces from an old
sign are seen just under the top step of the parapet. A very modern square metal downspout visually divides the southern
and center segments. This segment is one story along the street and a two story area is set back about 12 feet on the south
and a small wing that extends east may have once been roof access, is set back about eight feet. There are two coal shoots
with metal covers. There is also one rectangular, metal frame window that is divided into two panes. The two story
section has three windows that have been filled in with concrete block. The small wing that extends to the east also has a
filled in void that may have been roof access. There are four concrete chimneys centered on the one story roof. All of the
roof lines in this section have the blonde brick dentils and other details. The modern HVAC is visible on the roof of the
two story section. The third section of the eastern façade is set back seventeen feet from South Cabbage Avenue except for
a square entry way that is set back about 12 feet. Both this entry and the wall to the south of it are painted concrete block.
The only void being the door. There is a metal vent pipe on both of these roofs. The remaining wall to the north is brown
brick with blonde brick dentils. To the north of the extended entry, there is a double, human-scale, metal door set in an
old vehicle sized door, partially filled in with concrete block. Northern Façade: This façade in in four sections. The
eastern section begins at South Cabbage Avenue and is one and two stories tall. The center section is one story and part of
the two story wall is visible. The third section is the entry to the outdoor / enclosed porch, eating area. And the fourth
section is the north wall of the east-west barrel roof wing. The first section is 17 feet of wall before the corner with the
Eastern façade of the north wing. A square metal downspout is about two feet from the corner nearest South Cabbage
Avenue. Electrical junction boxes and conduit cover the middle third of this wall. Near the west end of this wall is a metal
door. About six feet above the door, and a little to the west, is a window filled in with concrete block. The roof line of
this section is the same as the eastern façade with blonde bricks forming dentils and the top course of bricks is a header
row, also blonde brick. This two-story section extends to about the middle of the north wing. The northeastern corner of
the north wing is clipped. Northern façade, second section. The lower three feet of this wall is painted black. In the
middle of the wall is a garage door that has been filled in with brick. A wood lintel is visible. To the east of this door are
two vents that have been filled in. There are old repairs to the stepped parapet of this wall and it is without any blonde
brick. The third section of the northern façade, is about 12 feet wide and has an entry in the center. The roof is a half gable
and covered with metal sheets. The walls are roll-able canvas with plastic windows. The entry is covered with a
secondary half gable roof supported by four wood posts. The final section of the northern façade is under the barrel roof.
There is a rectangular, fenced eating area that begins at the enclosed porch eating area and continues to the northwest
corner of the west wing. On the eastern end of this wall, extending above the enclosed porch eating area, are two windows
that have brick infill. About 18 inches from the west wall of the enclosed porch is a large vertical, rectangular, metal
frame, two pane window. The lintels and sills on this façade are brown brick rowlock courses. A brick pilaster extends two
feet above the height of the window. To the west of this pilaster is a small square, metal frame window with a single pane
and its sill is the same height as the rest of the windows. Above it, is a large four pane, metal frame window, the top of
which is about two feet above the height of the pilasters. These windows are original. To the west of these windows is
another pilaster. The last segment of this wall contains only one window, about the same size as those on the eastern
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façade. The top of the wall is a stepped parapet with four steps. This façade has no blonde brick dentils or rowlock at the
top of the wall. Instead there is a brick corbel. Paint obscures the details of the corbel.
22.

Architectural style/building type: Early Twentieth Century Commercial

23.

Landscaping or special setting features: Evergreen and aspen trees have been planted on the west and north of the enclosed
porch in a raised bed outlined with a landscaping / retaining wall block. On the west end of the property, between the
sidewalks and the outdoor seating and parking areas, there are two mature deciduous trees that are surrounded with river
rocks that are held in place by landscaping / retaining wall blocks. There are pavers laid between the sidewalk and the
parking area north of the trees and their bed.

24.

Associated buildings, features, or objects: There is outdoor seating areas to the west, south and north of the building that
are surrounded by metal fence. There is a retractable awning on the north façade that covers about a third of the wall.

IV. ARCHITECTURAL HISTORY
25.

Date of Construction: Estimate:

Actual:

1930

Source of information: Adams County Assessor Tax Cards
26.

Architect: Unknown
Source of information:

27.

Builder/Contractor: Unknown
Source of information:

28.

Original owner: Home Service Company
Source of information: Adams County Assessor Tax Cards

29.

Construction history (include description and dates of major additions, alterations, or demolitions): Two historic photos
were located. One is an aerial taken in the 1940s, that clearly shows the southern façade with no doors. The other, circa
1980, shows the western façade as the main entrance, and that the windows were two over two stationary panes, the current
arrangement is three over three. It is unclear when the original windows on the southern façade have been shortened to
accommodate a single commercial door, or when two were removed to create a new main entry in the center of the wall.
The north façade has a window that has been filled in with concrete block, and a sign has been painted over. Historic
views available on Google Maps, show that the concrete block addition in the northeast corner of eastern façade was added
between August 2008 and June 2015. Doors on the north wing have been both reduced in size and enlarged. A garage
door was filled in near the northeast corner of the eastern facade with concrete block in the fall of 2007 (oldest Google
maps images.). On the west wall of the north wing, three garage doors were in the October 2007 Google map image and
they are all metal framed windows and human-scale doors by August 2008. Also by 2008, landscaping included an
outdoor eating area just west of these doors, which now has a permanent roof and canvas and plastic walls. Windows had
been filled in on the north façade before October 2007.

30.

Original location

X

Moved

Date of move(s):
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V. HISTORICAL ASSOCIATIONS
31.

Original use(s): Commerce/Trade – Specialty Store

32.

Intermediate use(s): Commerce/Trade – Specialty Store

33.

Current use(s): Commerce/Trade – Restaurant

34.

Site type(s): Commercial

35.

Historical background: Prior to 1930 when the current building was constructed, the land was divided into two parcels.

Lots 19 and 20 were owned by Cyrus Powers, and the north half of lot 15 as well as 16 to 18 were owned by his wife Nettie. On
the 1920 Federal Census Cyrus and Nettie Powers are shown living on South First Avenue with their two sons, Floyd (age 32 in
1920) and Cyrus (19). Cyrus Sr. is described as a retired farmer, Floyd was a cheese maker at the creamery, and Cyrus Jr.
worked as a crystalizer at the sugar factory. The 1920 Sanborn Map shows a one and one half story single family dwelling on
lot 16 and a second one on lot 17 along with a one and one half story stable. An additional one story outbuilding is located on lot
18. Available documentation suggests that the Powers family lived in the house on lot 17 for a while, and that they earned
additional income from renting out the house on lot 16 and later from the house on lot 17. Cyrus died in 1928 and Nettie Powers
sold both parcels to Myrtle Wilde in 1929. Myrtle Wilde was also a widow, owned and lived at 142 North fourth Avenue, with
three daughters. With the large number of rental properties in the Brighton Subdivision, and the majority of houses valued below
the house on North Fourth Avenue, it is doubtful that she ever intended to live in one of these two houses. Wilde only paid the
taxes on the property in 1929, and sold the land shortly after she purchased it. Home Service Company began paying the taxes in
1930. The parcels were realigned for tax purposes after the removal or demolition of the house on lot 16. From 1932 to 1959
taxes were for land only on the north half of 15 and lot 16, and for land and improvements on lots 17 to 19. Home Service
Company constructed the existing building as a laundry and dry cleaning facility in 1930. It appears from various city
directories that the Home Service Company used the house on lot 17 as a rental property. Al Susman purchased this property in
1959 and combined the two parcels into one. Al Susman, Nathan Kolkey, Helen Christiansen owned the property until 1968.
Phil and Letha Nelson purchased the property in 1968 and in 1969 Ranch Wholesale Supply Company occupies the building. It
is unclear from current documentation if the Nelsons owned the business as well as the building. In 1979 Carl Rolfasmeyer
purchased the property. Platte Valley Bank is the owner between 1986 and 1990 and Eugene, Sherri Lynn, and Scott Gillam
bought the property and operated an auto related business there until 1996 when business Gilliam's Auto Emporium became the
owner. Gary Plock purchased the property in 2006 and his company Cabbage Investments LLC (Gary Plock and Paul Greaves)
took over the ownership until 2016. At the beginning of Plock’s ownership the restaurant was called Mojos and the brewery area
had not been remodeled. The brewery was added circa 2008. By 2015, Copper Rail Bar and Grill was operated by the
Williamson Group LLC. The Williamson Family formed the Main & Egbert LLC in 2016 and purchased the property.
36.

Sources of information: Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps (1893, 1899, 1904, 1908, 1913, 1920, 1928-1948 revision, and 1956

revision); 1920, 1930 Federal Census records; Adams County Assessor Commercial Property Appraisal Records; Adams
County Tax cards; Brighton Directories 1950, 1955-1957, 1969; Documents filed at Adams County in regard to the sale of the
property between 1959 and 2016; Colorado Secretary of State Business Filings 2016; Google Maps historic views.

VI. SIGNIFICANCE
37.

Local landmark designation: Yes
Designating authority:

38.

Applicable National Register Criteria:

No

X

Date of designation:

Resource Number: 5AM.3834
Temporary Resource Number:
A.
Associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad pattern of our history;
B.

Associated with the lives of persons significant in our past;

C.

Embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, or represents the work of
a master, or that possess high artistic values, or represents a significant and distinguishable entity whose
components may lack individual distinction; or

D.

Has yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in history or prehistory.
Qualifies under Criteria Considerations A through G (see Manual)

X

Does not meet any of the above National Register criteria

39.

Area(s) of significance:

40.

Period of significance:

41.

Level of significance: National

42.

Statement of significance: 5AM.3834 was constructed in 1930, seven years before the re-alignment of South Main Street.

State

Local

X

It was originally built as a laundry and dry cleaning facility. Early commercial laundries appear in Colorado in the early 1870s,
and at the time it was built there was another commercial laundry in Brighton. No event was found connected to 5AM.3834 that
made a significant contribution to the broad pattern of history. For this reason, 5AM.3834 is not eligible for listing to the NRHP
or the State Register under Criterion A. Research was unable to find a historically significant individual associated with this
building. Therefore, 5AM.3834 is not eligible for NRHP or State Register listing under Criterion B. Although the 5AM.3834
retains a fair amount of historic physical integrity, the replacement of windows, addition of doors, and changes of door sizes,
prevents 5AM.3834 from being eligible for listing to the NRHP or State Register under Criterion C. 5AM.3834 should be
evaluated for eligibility for listing on the local register in recognition of its architecture. While the western and northern facades
have decidedly nineteenth century bones, the southern and eastern facades with the blonde dentils, and rowlock course at the top
of the wall are charmingly deco. It is clear from the sizes of windows, wall heights, and irregular massing that form followed
function.

43.

Assessment of historic physical integrity related to significance: This building is currently well cared for by its owners.
Original brick has not been painted on three facades. However, it appears that all of the windows have been replaced.
Although most of the windows continue to use the historic pane counts, the western façade’s windows were two over two
stationary panes in 1986 and the current arrangement is three over three. Two of the original windows on the southern
façade have been shortened to accommodate a single commercial door, and two were removed to create a new main entry.
The north façade has a window that has been filled in with concrete block, and two infilled with brick. Historic views
available on Google Maps, show that the concrete block addition in the northeast corner of eastern façade was added
between August 2008 and June 2015. Doors on the north wing have been both reduced in size and enlarged. A garage
door was filled in near the northeast corner of the eastern facade with concrete block in the fall of 2007 (oldest Google
maps images.). On the west wall of the north wing, three garage doors were in the October 2007 Google map image and
they are all metal framed windows and human-scale doors by August 2008. Also by 2008, landscaping included an
outdoor eating area just west of these doors, which now has a permanent roof and canvas and plastic walls.
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VII. NATIONAL REGISTER ELIGIBILITY ASSESSMENT
44.

National Register eligibility field assessment:
Eligible

45.

Not Eligible X

Need Data

Is there National Register district potential? Yes

No

X

Discuss:

46.

If there is National Register district potential, is this building: Contributing

Noncontributing

If the building is in existing National Register district, is it:

Noncontributing

Contributing

VIII. RECORDING INFORMATION
47.

Photograph numbers: 5AM3834 A – 5AM3834 S
Negatives filed at: Autobee & Autobee, LLC

48.

Report title: Brighton Subdivision Historic Context Phase ll

49.

Date(s):

50.

Recorder(s): Kristen L. Autobee

51.

Organization: Autobee & Autobee, LLC

52.

Address: 6900 W. 26th Avenue, Lakewood, CO

53.

Phone number(s):

December 2018

(720) 427-5339

NOTE: Please include a sketch map, a photocopy of the USGS quad map indicating resource location, and photographs.
History Colorado - Office of Archaeology & Historic Preservation
1200 Broadway, Denver, CO 80203 (303) 866-3395

Resource Number: 5AM.3834
Temporary Resource Number:

5AM.3834 - 174 South Main Street. Southern Facade. Facing northwest. November 2018. Photo Number
5AM3834 A.

5AM.3834 - 174 South Main Street. Western and southern facades. Facing northeast November 2017.
Photo Number 5AM3834 S.

Resource Number: 5AM.3834
Temporary Resource Number:

5AM.3834 - 174 South Main Street. Western and Northern Façade (fourth section). Facing
southeast. November 2018. Photo Number 5AM3834 A.

5AM.3834 - 174 South Main Street. Northeastern Corner. Facing southwest.
November 2018. Photo Number 5AM3834 J.

Resource Number: 5AM.3834
Temporary Resource Number:

5AM.3834 - 174 South Main Street. Northern Façade (first and part of second
section). Concrete block addition from 2007-2015. Facing southwest. November
2018. Photo Number 5AM3834 H.

5AM.3834 - 174 South Main Street. Eastern Facade. Facing southwest.
November 2018. Photo Number 5AM3834 E.

Resource Number: 5AM.3834
Temporary Resource Number:

1956 Revision to 1928-1948 Sanborn Map.
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Official eligibility determination
(OAHP use only)
Date

COLORADO CULTURAL RESOURCE SURVEY

Architectural Inventory Form

Initials
Determined Eligible- NR
Determined Not Eligible- NR
Determined Eligible- SR
Determined Not Eligible- SR
Need Data
Contributes to eligible NR District
Noncontributing to eligible NR District

I. IDENTIFICATION
1.

Resource number: 5AM.3835

2.

Temporary resource number: N/A

3.

County: Adams

4.

City: Brighton

5.

Historic building name: Skeel Building

6.

Current building name: Salon Rene De Belleza

7.

Building address: 176 Bridge Street, Brighton, CO., 80601

8.

Owner name and address: Heather McRae and Jeremy Yates, 8018 E. 137th Court, Snohomish, WA 96290

II. GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION
9.

P.M.
NE

10.
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¼ of
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¼ of section 7
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USGS quad name: Brighton
Year:

12.

¼ of

Township

UTM reference
Zone 1

11.

6th

Lot(s):

1965 (p.r. 1979) Map scale: 7.5' X
37-40

15'

Attach photo copy of appropriate map section.

Block: 6

Addition: Brighton Subdivision Year of Addition: 1881
13.

Boundary Description and Justification: The resource boundary consists of the legal parcel boundary associated with
Adams County Parcel No. 1569-07-2-03-002. The western boundary is a shared wall with 5AM.3833 addressed as 168172 Bridge Street. The northern boundary is Bridge Street, The eastern boundary is South Cabbage Avenue. The southern
boundary is shared with a commercial property addressed as 25 South Cabbage Avenue.

III. Architectural Description
14.

Building plan (footprint, shape): Rectangular

15.

Dimensions in feet: Length 100

16.

Number of stories: One

17.

Primary external wall material(s): Stucco

18.

Roof configuration: Flat with parapet

19.

Primary external roof material: Unknown

20.

Special features: none

x Width

39

Resource Number:
Temporary Resource Number:
21. General architectural description: Built in three distinct phases, 5AM.3835 looks like one building with two storefronts on
the northern facade, and two buildings on the eastern facade. Northern Facade: The northern facade of 5AM.3835 is
covered with stucco. There are two storefronts. The storefront on the east side is wider. This storefront is addressed 180
Bridge Street. It has two large, metal frame, display windows on either side of a metal frame, glass door with a transom
window. The windows are set about one foot off the ground, are about the size of the door, and there is a short step up to
the door. The entry to the west side store front is set about one foot from the east storefront’s fourth window. The west
side storefront is addressed 178 Bridge Street. The entry is a metal frame glass door with transom window. Immediately
to the west there are three metal frame display windows that are divided into two panes. The lower pane being about one
quarter of the height of the window. These windows are also set about one foot off the ground, and are about the height of
the door. Above the doors and windows is a continuous secondary roof with boxed support. The stucco wall extends
about four feet above this porch roof to become the parapet of a flat primary roof. The secondary roof is metal covered.
Eastern Facade: The awning wraps around the corner to cover two metal frame display windows that are shorter than the
ones on the northern facade, and are set about 18 inches from the foundation. There is a second entrance into 180 Bridge
Street set south of the center of the building with a slight concrete ramp off of the sidewalk to the door. To the south of
this door and set directly next to it is a lone display window set at about 18 inches from the foundation. This door and
window also have metal frames and their own secondary porch roof. The wall is covered with stucco. An air conditioning
unit is mounted on the wall about seven feet above the sidewalk. It is about three feet south of the porch roof. The third
storefront is addressed 25 South Cabbage Avenue. Its wall is brick veneer, and about two feet shorter than the parapet of
the rest of the facade. One foot south of the junction with 180 Bridge Street is the entry. It is a metal frame, metal door
without fenestration, and the door handle is in the center. There is a transom beam, and the transom window has been
covered. There is also a ramp up to this door. A mail box is mounted to the south of this entry. One foot south of the door
is a metal frame, display window with two vertical panes that extend to one foot of the southeast corner of the building.
The window is set at an angle into the building creating a wall on the south side of the door. A painted sign is attached to
the wall above the display window. Southern Facade: This wall is concrete block, with a stepped parapet. There are two
air conditioning units set about seven feet off the ground. An electrical panel with three meters is about 15 feet west of the
southwest façade, there is a smaller junction box next to it. This facade abuts the rear or eastern wall of 2 South Main
Street.

22.

Architectural style/building type: Early 20th Century American Movements, Modern Movement

23.

Landscaping or special setting features: None

24.

Associated buildings, features, or objects: None

IV. ARCHITECTURAL HISTORY
25.

Date of Construction: Estimate:

1912

Actual: 1908

Source of information: Adams County Assessor Office, online database.
http://gisapp.adcogov.org/quicksearch/doreport.aspx?pid=0156907203002 Verified November 2018.
26.

Architect: Unknown

Resource Number:
Temporary Resource Number:
Source of information:
27.

Builder/Contractor: Unknown
Source of information:

28.

Original owner: Almet Skeel
Source of information: “Dismantlement of Carmichael Building revives Early History,” Brighton Blade, July 20, 1937, and
Adams County tax cards.

29.

Construction history (include description and dates of major additions, alterations, or demolitions): The oldest portion of
the building, now addressed 176 Bridge Street, was built between 1904 and 1908. The first addition, which covered the
eastern and southern facades was constructed between 1913 and 1920. The second addition was added around 1956.
Since then all of the windows and doors have been replaced with metal frame lights. The porch was reroofed in about
2011.

30.

Original location X

Moved

Date of move(s):

V. HISTORICAL ASSOCIATIONS
31.

Original use(s): Commerce/Trade - Specialty Store

32.

Intermediate use(s): Commerce/Trade - Specialty Store

33.

Current use(s): Commerce/Trade - Specialty Store

34.

Site type(s): Commercial

35.

Historical background: Walter Craig originally homesteaded NE ¼ NW ¼ NW ¼ of Section 7 on December 15, 1870.

Brighton was platted as a town by Denver Real Estate Agent D.F. Carmichael on February 16, 1881. Carmichael owned much of
the acreage south of Bridge Street, including the land where 5AM.3835 currently stands. Although Adams County Assessor
records give the date of construction as 1912, this report lists that as estimated. The Assessors sketch map on the Commercial
Property Appraisal Record shows 176 Bridge Street to measure 100 feet by 39 feet. This footprint encompasses three separate
buildings with street addresses of 176 Bridge Street (Salon de Rene), 180 Bridge Street, and 25 South Cabbage Avenue (The
Pink Door.) Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps first show 176 Bridge Street in 1908, 180 Bridge Street in 1920, and 25 South
Cabbage Avenue in 1956. So it is not clear why the County's construction date is 1912. In 1921, Brighton’s municipal
government officially standardized addresses for all residences and businesses within the city boundaries. Prior to this, 176
Bridge Street was addressed as 144 Bridge Street, and 180 Bridge Street was addressed as 148 Bridge Street. The land occupied
by 25 South Cabbage Street had a small office building addressed as 15 South 2nd Avenue. This building did not abut 180
Bridge Street.
In the 1890s D. F. and Alice Carmichael retired to California. Between the Silver Crash in 1893 and his retirement,
Carmichael sold a great deal of his remaining Brighton properties to his brother-in-law, Almet Skeel, including lots 37 to 40 of
block 6. Almet Skeel’s wife Alice was D. F. Carmichael’s sister. During Skeel's ownership, 176 Bridge Street was constructed,
it was approximately 18 x 30 feet. Skeel sold to Dr. J. F. Alexander in 1919. It is unknown if Skeel or Alexander built 180
Bridge Street. At his death, the property was divided and Dr. Alexander's daughter Lucile Barth acquired the west part of lots
37-40. The east 38 feet of these lots were jointly owned by his daughters Maude Alexander and Lucille Barth, and his son
Robert. They sold the east part to Lehrman Realty Company who retained ownership from 1929-1936. Lehrman Mercantile

Resource Number:
Temporary Resource Number:
Company owned the property from 1937-1941. In the 1940s, there was a series of short term ownerships, J B McKelvy 1942,
Yokim Bros Mercantile Company 1943, and William and Mary Dell (nee Miller) Ehrlich from 1944-1948. 25 South Cabbage
Avenue was added after William's death. Mary Dell Ehrlich retained ownership and remarried in the 1950s becoming Mary Dell
Branford. In 1968 her daughter Marikay (nee Branford) Yates Breaden was added to the deed. After her daughter’s death in
2012, Mary Dell Branford deeded the property to Marikay’s daughter, Heather Mcrae, and, son Jeremy Yates, who are the
current owners.

36.

Sources of information: Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps (1904, 1908, 1913, 1920, 1928-1948, 1956); 1920, 1930 Federal

Census records; Adams County Assessor Commercial Property Appraisal Records; Adams County Tax cards; Brighton
Directories 1950, 1955-1957, 1969; Documents filed at Adams County in regard to the sale of the property between 1959 and
2016; Obituaries for Mary Dell Branford and Merikay Beardon; “Dismantlement of Carmichael Building revives Early History,”
Brighton Blade, July 20, 1937.

VI. SIGNIFICANCE
37.

Local landmark designation: Yes

No x

Date of designation:

Designating authority:
38.

Applicable National Register Criteria:
A.

Associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad pattern of our history;

B.

Associated with the lives of persons significant in our past;

C.

Embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, or represents the work of
a master, or that possess high artistic values, or represents a significant and distinguishable entity whose
components may lack individual distinction; or

D.

Has yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in history or prehistory.
Qualifies under Criteria Considerations A through G (see Manual)

X

Does not meet any of the above National Register criteria

39.

Area(s) of significance:

40.

Period of significance:

41.

Level of significance: National

42.

Statement of significance: 5AM.3835 was constructed in three phases, circa 1908, 1920, and 1950. It was originally built

State

Local

as a small shop or office, later expanded to house a mercantile and grocery store. No event was found connected to 5AM.3835
that made a significant contribution to the broad pattern of history. For this reason, 5AM.3834 is not eligible for listing to the
NRHP or the State Register under Criterion A. Research was unable to find a historically significant individual associated with
this building. Therefore, 5AM.3835 is not eligible for NRHP or State Register listing under Criterion B. 5AM.3835 retains a
little historic physical integrity, both the loss and replacement of windows and doors, and changes of door sizes, unsympathetic
additions and alterations prevent 5AM.3835 from being eligible for listing to the NRHP or State Register under Criterion C. On
a local level, and together with 5AM.85, would be an interesting study of infill and city planning.

Resource Number:
Temporary Resource Number:
43. Assessment of historic physical integrity related to significance: There are no original windows or doors remaining. In
2011, the non-original porch roof was given a metal roof. Most of the building has been covered with stucco.

VII. NATIONAL REGISTER ELIGIBILITY ASSESSMENT
44.

National Register eligibility field assessment:
Eligible

45.

Not Eligible X

Need Data

Is there National Register district potential? Yes

No X

Discuss:

46.

If there is National Register district potential, is this building: Contributing

Noncontributing

If the building is in existing National Register district, is it:

Noncontributing

Contributing

VIII. RECORDING INFORMATION
47.

Photograph numbers: 5AM3835A and 5AM3835 B
Negatives filed at: City of Brighton, Historic Preservation Office.

48.

Report title: Brighton Subdivision Historic Resources Context Phase II

49.

Date(s):

50.

Recorder(s): Kristen Autobee

51.

Organization: Autobee & Autobee, LLC for the City of Brighton Historic Preservation Commission.

52.

Address: 6900 W. 26th Avenue, Lakewood, CO., 80214

53.

Phone number(s): (720) 427-5339

November 2018

NOTE: Please include a sketch map, a photocopy of the USGS quad map indicating resource location, and photographs.
History Colorado - Office of Archaeology & Historic Preservation
1200 Broadway, Denver, CO 80203 (303) 866-3395

Resource Number:
Temporary Resource Number:

Resource Number:
Temporary Resource Number:

5AM.3835 - 176 East Bridge Street. Northern Facade. Facing southwest. Photo number 5AM3835 A.
5AM.3835 - 176 East Bridge Street. Eastern Facade. Facing northwest. Photo number 5AM3835 B.

Resource Number:
Temporary Resource Number:

5AM.3835 - 176 East Bridge Street. Southern and Eastern Facades. Facing northwest. Photo number
5AM3835 C.

Resource Number:
Temporary Resource Number:

The Pink Door Boutique, 25 South Cabbage

Cabbage
Street

5AM. 3833

Sidewalk

Resource Number:
Temporary Resource Number:

Resource Number:
Temporary Resource Number:

Resource Number: 5AM.3836
Temporary Resource Number:
OAHP1403
Rev. 9/98

Official eligibility determination
(OAHP use only)
Date

COLORADO CULTURAL RESOURCE SURVEY

Architectural Inventory Form

Initials
Determined Eligible- NR
Determined Not Eligible- NR
Determined Eligible- SR
Determined Not Eligible- SR
Need Data
Contributes to eligible NR District
Noncontributing to eligible NR District

I. IDENTIFICATION
1.

Resource number: 5AM.3836

2.

Temporary resource number: N/A

3.

County: Adams

4.

City: Brighton

5.

Historic building name: Triangle Motor Company

6.

Current building name: Wilkinson Graphics Inc.

7.

Building address: 200 South Main Street, Brighton, CO 80601

8.

Owner name and address: Richard S. and Linda S. Wilkinson, 663 South 14th Avenue, Brighton, CO, 80601

II. GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION
9.
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Attach photo copy of appropriate map section.

Block: 8

Addition: Brighton Subdivision
13.

66 W

USGS quad name: Brighton Quad
Year:

12.

Township

UTM reference
Zone

11.

6th

Year of Addition: 1881

Boundary Description and Justification: The resource boundary consists of the legal parcel boundary associated with
Adams County Parcel No. 1569-07-2-14-001. The western boundary is South Main Street. The northern boundary is
Egbert Street. The eastern boundary is South Cabbage Avenue. The southern boundary is shared with a commercial
property 5AM.3837 (240 South Main Street.)

III. Architectural Description
14.

Building plan (footprint, shape): Irregular

15.

Dimensions in feet: Length

16.

Number of stories: One

17.

Primary external wall material(s): Stucco

18.

Roof configuration:

19.

Primary external roof material: Unknown

20.

Special features: None

100

x Width

100 x 106 x 70

Flat with parapet on the south half, and modified gambrel with parapet on the north half

Resource Number: 5AM.3836
Temporary Resource Number:
21.

General architectural description: This concrete block building has a concrete foundation and flat roof with stepped
parapet facing west. The western facade was the main entry when built, but the emphasis changed to the northern facade
after about 1985. Northern Facade: There is an asphalt covered parking area from the property line at Bush Street, to the
wall of the building. The foundation is not visible on this facade as the asphalt abuts the wall. On northeast corner bricks
were used to form quoins. Just west of the northeast corner, is a large window that has been filled in with a wood panel.
The lintel is three courses of brick laid in a stretcher bond. Meters and electrical boxes are mounted on the eastern side of
this window. A couple of feet to the west is a second window, partially filled in with particle board on the top. There are
two, metal frame horizontal stationary windows in the lower half. The brick lintel is visible and a concrete sill has been
partially removed. The third window is identical to the second except that it is covered with a modern barrel roofed
awning. This awning extends from the eastern edge of the third window over two doors. About six feet west of the third
window, is a partially filled in garage door. A human-scale, metal door with a single pane of glass is set east of center in
the old garage door void. This is the main entry. Over the new door is a transom and transom window. Between the third
window and the former garage door is the gas meter. A metal frame, metal door with stationary window pane in the top
half, is set about three feet from the west edge of the former garage door. The awnings ends two feet west of this door.
Also at this point is a step up in the parapet, and stucco covers the wall from here to the corner. At the northwest corner set
about two feet from the ground is a metal frame square window divided into two panes. This window is part of a ribbon on
the western facade. Western Facade: This facade is divided by two pilasters into three sections of unequal length. In the
first section, on the north end of the wall, the ribbon of windows continues from the northern facade. There are four
windows identical to the one on the northern facade.

Four feet west of the last window is a metal frame, single pane

door. Wood covers the former transom window over this door. Four feet south of this door is a large window,
approximately 14 feet wide that has been filled in with wood. A vent is set into the wood in the upper right hand corner.
The lintel is covered with stucco and the sill appears to be concrete. Halfway between the top of this window and the roof
line is a small metal frame composed of two vertical casements that open outward with the hinges on the wall edges of the
window. The first pilaster is not visible on the ground level, and it is only visible on the south side and at the roof line on
the second level. The second section of the building, has equally spaced windows, set about two feet apart. they have brick
sills. These metal frame two pane windows are rectangular, and the top panes are only about a foot tall. The center
window is two-thirds the width of the other two windows. There is a door set three feet south of the last window. It is
metal frame with one pane, and a transom beam and window. The south edge of the door abuts the second pilaster. These
windows and door are covered by a barrel roofed awning. Set above the awning and between the first two first floor
windows, is a square metal frame window. There is a lintel covered with stucco. The third section of the building has a
garage door that is about two-thirds the height of the building. The top third of the doorway is filled in with wood, and the
lower two-thirds has a modern vinyl garage door. Eastern Facade: This facade is divided by three pilasters into four
sections of unequal length. Starting on the south end of the wall, the first section is as wide as a human-scale door. The
door in this section has been filled in with concrete block. The second section is wide enough to accommodate a garage
door. This garage door is still in use. The third section has a human-door that abuts the pilaster on the south side. It has a
concrete lintel. Seven feet to the north is a rectangular window that appears to be filled in with wood on the inside of the
building and has a metal mesh covering on the outside. The third pilaster is seven feet north of this window. The fourth
section of the building contains two large windows, one on either side of a very tall garage door. The windows have brick
sills, and all three voids have brick lintels. The windows have been painted over and have metal security bars covering

Resource Number: 5AM.3836
Temporary Resource Number:
them. There are actually three windows in each void set as if one. They are metal casement windows, each with 15
rectangular panes. The casement was two rows tall and opened with the hinge at the top of the third row. The first
window is set four feet north of the pilaster. The second window is set about four feet south of the corner of the building.
The garage door is set between the two windows with about four feet between the door and either window. On the
northeast corner the height of the asphalt to the north can be seen along the foundation.

22.

Architectural style/building type: Early 20th Century Commercial

23. Landscaping or special setting features: There is sidewalk that abuts the building along the west side. Between the sidewalk
and South Main Street are several trees that were planted after 2007 and have crushed stone around them. There is sidewalk to
the street from the doors.

24. Associated buildings, features, or objects: None

IV. ARCHITECTURAL HISTORY
25.

Date of Construction: Estimate:

Actual:

1919

Source of information: Adams County Assessor Office, online search.
http://gisapp.adcogov.org/quicksearch/doreport.aspx?pid=0156907214001 verified December 2018
26.

Architect: Unknown
Source of information:

27.

Builder/Contractor: Unknown
Source of information:

28.

Original owner: Triangle Motor Company
Source of information: Adams County tax cards

29.

Construction history (include description and dates of major additions, alterations, or demolitions): Triangle Motor
Company constructed 240 South Main Street (5AM.3837) as auto sales and repairs in 1917. They made two significant
additions in 1919. To the north, they doubled their size by adding on 200 South First Avenue (5AM.3836) where auto
sales were relocated, and 280 South Main Street (5AM.3838) where they added a service station and customer amenities
were relocated, to the south. Most of the windows and doors appear to date from post 1994. The door south of the ribbon
of windows on the western facade was replaced between 2007 and 2015. The large window to the south of this door was
filled in between 1986 and 2007.

30.

Original location

X

Moved

Date of move(s):

V. HISTORICAL ASSOCIATIONS
31.

Original use(s): Commerce/Trade - Specialty Store

32.

Intermediate use(s): Commerce/Trade - Specialty Store

33.

Current use(s): Commerce/Trade - Specialty Store

34.

Site type(s): Commercial

Resource Number: 5AM.3836
Temporary Resource Number:
35.

Historical background: Brighton Subdivision was platted by Denver Real Estate Agent D.F. Carmichael on February 16,

1881. Carmichael owned much of the acreage south of Bridge Street, including the land where 5AM.3836 currently stands. The
Triangle Motor Company developed this land as we see it today. 5AM.3836 is part of the Triangle Motor Company's second
phase of construction of their auto complex. Prior to the re-alignment of Highway 85 and the creation of South Main Street, in
1937, South Cabbage Avenue was designated South Second Avenue. Early Triangle Motor print ads describe their location as
the triangle of first and second avenues. In 1947, the Triangle Motor Company had their buildings surveyed to establish new
parcels and began selling off the property. Ling Motors, owned by A. C. Ling, Sr., purchased 200 South Main Street. A. C.
Ling, Jr. and his sister, Virginia Eppinger became trustees in 1971 and owners, with their father's death, in 1974. In 1993, Ling,
Jr., and Eppinger sold to Richard S. and Linda S. Wilkinson, who are the current owners. Wilkinson Graphics and Printing
began as a hobby for Ray and Viola Owens, who opened the business as R&V Printing in 1972. Wilkinson’s purchased the
business in 1977 and soon after changed the name. Until they purchased 5AM.3836, the business was located at 1024 Bridge
Street.

36.

Sources of information: Adams County Assessor’s Commercial Property Appraisal Record, Adams County Tax cards,

various deeds filed with Adams County Clerk and Recorder; The History of Brighton, Colorado and Surrounding Area, The
Brighton Genealogy Society, 1987.

VI. SIGNIFICANCE
37.

Local landmark designation: Yes

No

X

Date of designation:

Designating authority:
38.

Applicable National Register Criteria:
A.

Associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad pattern of our history;

B.

Associated with the lives of persons significant in our past;

C.

Embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, or represents the work of
a master, or that possess high artistic values, or represents a significant and distinguishable entity whose
components may lack individual distinction; or

D.

Has yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in history or prehistory.
Qualifies under Criteria Considerations A through G (see Manual)

X

Does not meet any of the above National Register criteria

39.

Area(s) of significance:

40.

Period of significance:

41.

Level of significance: National

42.

Statement of significance: A review of City Directories from the first third of the twentieth century indicate that

State

X

Local

5AM.3836 was part of an auto complex including 5AM.3837 and 5AM.3838. The Triangle Motor Company was one
of the early service stations in Brighton. 5AM.3836 was associated with automobile sales from 1919 to 1971. By
itself, 5AM.3836 should not be considered eligible for listing to the NRHP or the State Register under Criterion A.
However, it may be considered eligible as a local landmark when considered as an auto complex along with

Resource Number: 5AM.3836
Temporary Resource Number:
5AM.3837 and 5AM.3838. Triangle Motor Company built 5AM.3837 in 1917 and within two years made considerable
additions to their auto sales and repair facilities as well as gas sales and customer convenience.

There are no

historically significant individuals associated with 5AM.3836. Therefore, the building is not eligible under Criterion B
for either the National or State Register or as a local Landmark. Windows and doors of 5AM.3836 have been significantly
altered and the building no longer embodies distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, or represent
the work of a master, or possess high artistic values, or represents a significant and distinguishable entity whose components may
lack individual distinction. So, 5AM.3836 should not be considered eligible for listing on the NRHP, state register, or as a local
landmark under Criterion C.

43.

Assessment of historic physical integrity related to significance: The historic physical integrity of 5AM.3836 suffers from
alterations on all three facades. Doors and windows have been replaced and filled in on the northern and western facades.
The western facade has been covered with stucco, as has about 25% of the northern facade. The only remaining original
windows are on the eastern facade.

VII. NATIONAL REGISTER ELIGIBILITY ASSESSMENT
44.

National Register eligibility field assessment:
Eligible

45.

Not Eligible x

Need Data

Is there National Register district potential? Yes

No

Discuss:

46.

If there is National Register district potential, is this building: Contributing

Noncontributing

If the building is in existing National Register district, is it:

Noncontributing

Contributing

VIII. RECORDING INFORMATION
47.

Photograph numbers: 5AM3836 A through 5AM3836 G
Negatives filed at: City of Brighton, Historic Preservation Office.

48.

Report title: Brighton Subdivision Historic Resources Context Phase II

49.

Date(s):

50.

Recorder(s): Kristen Autobee

51.

Organization: Autobee & Autobee, LLC for the City of Brighton Historic Preservation Commission.

52.

Address: 6900 W. 26th Avenue, Lakewood, CO., 80214

53.

Phone number(s): (720) 427-5339

December 2018

NOTE: Please include a sketch map, a photocopy of the USGS quad map indicating resource location, and photographs.
History Colorado - Office of Archaeology & Historic Preservation
1200 Broadway, Denver, CO 80203 (303) 866-3395

Resource Number: 5AM.3836
Temporary Resource Number:

5AM.3836 - 200 South Main Street. Northern and western facades. Facing southeast. November 2017. Photo
number 5AM3836 A.

5AM.3836 - 200 South Main Street. Northern and eastern facades. Facing southwest. November 2018.
Photo number 5AM3836 B.

Resource Number: 5AM.3836
Temporary Resource Number:

5AM.3836 - 200 South Main Street. Eastern facade. Facing southwest. November 2018. Photo number
5AM3836 C.

Resource Number: 5AM.3836
Temporary Resource Number:

5AM.3836 - 200 South Main Street. Western facade. Facing northeast. November 2018. Photo number
5AM3836 F.

5AM.3836 - 200 South Main Street.
Western Facade. Facing south east.
Circa 1987. From Commercial
Property Appraisal Record, Adams
County. Photo number 5AM3836 G.

Photo from Adams County Assessor Commercial Property Appraisal Record, Circa 1986.

Resource Number: 5AM.3836
Temporary Resource Number:

Cabbage
Street

Parking
Area

Egbert Street

5AM.3837

South Main Street

Sidewalk

Resource Number: 5AM.3836
Temporary Resource Number:

Resource Number: 5AM.3857
Temporary Resource Number:
OAHP1403
Rev. 9/98

Official eligibility determination
(OAHP use only)
Date

COLORADO CULTURAL RESOURCE SURVEY

Architectural Inventory Form

Initials
Determined Eligible- NR
Determined Not Eligible- NR
Determined Eligible- SR
Determined Not Eligible- SR
Need Data
Contributes to eligible NR District
Noncontributing to eligible NR District

I. IDENTIFICATION
1.

Resource number: 5AM.3837

2.

Temporary resource number: N/A

3.

County: Adams

4.

City: Brighton

5.

Historic building name: Triangle Motor Company

6.

Current building name: Colorado Analytical Lab

7.

Building address: 240 South Main Street, Brighton, CO, 80601

8.

Owner name and address: Nelson Investments LLC, P.O. Box 507, Brighton, CO, 80601

II. GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION
9.
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USGS quad name: Brighton Quad
Year:

12.

Township

UTM reference
Zone 1

11.

6th

Lot(s):

1965 (p.r. 1979) Map scale: 7.5' X
7-10

15'

Attach photo copy of appropriate map section.

Block: 8

Addition: Brighton Subdivision Year of Addition: 1881
13.

Boundary Description and Justification: The resource boundary consists of the legal parcel boundary associated with
Adams County Parcel No. 1569-07-2-14-002. The western boundary is South Main Street. The northern boundary is a
commercial property addressed as 200 South Main Street (5AM.3836). The eastern boundary is South Cabbage Avenue.
The southern boundary is shared with a commercial property addressed as 280 South Main Street (5AM.3838).

III. Architectural Description
14.

Building plan (footprint, shape): Irregular

15.

Dimensions in feet: Length

16.

Number of stories: One

17.

Primary external wall material(s): Concrete Block

18.

Roof configuration: Flat

19.

Primary external roof material: unknown

20.

Special features: None

87

x Width

70 x 90 x 50

Resource Number: 5AM.3857
Temporary Resource Number:
21. General architectural description: 240 S. Main street is a large, two-story commercial/industrial block attached on two
sides to newer buildings. The building has a flat roof of unknown material, and a flat parapet. It is entirely constructed of
concrete blocks that have been painted on the west elevation and part of the east/rear. Western Wall: This facade marks the
entrance for the current tenants. The concrete block is entirely painted and seven engaged concrete block piers run from
ground to roofline. The engaged piers are interspersed approximately every 10-15 feet, creating a series of bays with
various window and door openings. Beginning on the far right, the first bay consists entirely of a wood paneled historic
roll-up door on the first floor. This door is accessible via a concrete driveway. The second bay from the right consists of a
flush, single door about 12” to the left of the engaged pier. This doorway has been filled in and has a wood or concrete
lintel. Two feet to the left is a fixed picture window of unknown material, with a concrete or brick sill. The gas meter is
immediately below. The next bay to the left is the primary entry with a projecting business sign hanging perpendicular to
the facade in the center. There is an identical fixed picture window of unknown material immediately adjacent to the right
pier. Three feet to the left of the window is a single glazed door entry flush to the sidewalk. This door has a wood or
concrete lintel. 3-4 feet to the left of the door a large opening has been filled in. This opening appears to have been a large
double door or a roll-up entry that possible had a single door cut into it. Both the door and larger opening have been
boarded in. The last three bays are closest to the left side of the building. The middle bay has another large roll up door
opening that has been filled in. The bays on either side of the middle bay are identical, with a single, metal, fully glazed
door flush to the sidewalk ,transom, and a vertical fixed metal window 2-3 feet to the left of the door. All doors and
windows in these bays have lintels and sills of unknown material. The left side of the building is attached to an addition
built at a later date with a separate address. South Wall: This wall is attached to a later addition so only a portion near the
left and right (rear) are visible. This wall is painted concrete block. About three feet from the left wall on the second floor
there are two single/double hung windows that are partially visible that have been filled in. These window openings still
have their lintels and sills but the material is unknown. On the first floor approximately 2-3 feet from the left and right
(rear) sides are two large openings 18” or so above the ground. These were possibly doors, but the one near the left has
been converted into a vinyl window, possibly casement. The rear window is filled in. North Wall: Not visible because
attached East Wall: This facade is the rear of the building and it abuts S. Cabbage Avenue. There is no parapet on this side.
The bays created by engaged piers on the western wall continue on this side. Starting on the left side, the first bay has no
openings and consists of painted concrete block. The next bay to the right has two identical window openings centered
about 12” from each pier. Each of these windows are filled in, but their concrete lintels and sills are visible. The third bay
has another two windows three feet from the piers, also boarded up with lintel and sill still visible. Between these windows
in the center of the bay is a roll up door with a wood surround, flush to the sidewalk. The door material is unknown. In
addition, the wall from here to the right end is unpainted. The last three bays to the right end are symmetrical. The middle
bay has a double door entry centered in the middle. The door is made of wood, and the left door has been fixed or filled in
and has HVAC equipment projecting. There is a large security light above this door, and a small concrete step to the entry.
The bays on either side of this each have two rectangular vertical fixed windows. These windows are made of wood, with
concrete lintels and sills. Storm windows cover the original windows underneath, which either have thin metal security
bars, or are fully divided.

Architectural style/building type: Twentieth Century Commercial/Industrial Block

Resource Number: 5AM.3857
Temporary Resource Number:
22. Landscaping or special setting features: None

23.

Associated buildings, features, or objects: None

IV. ARCHITECTURAL HISTORY
25.

Date of Construction: Estimate:

Actual:

1917

Source of information: Adams County Assessor, online database,
http://gisapp.adcogov.org/quicksearch/doreport.aspx?pid=0156907214002 verified December 2018.
26.

Architect: Unknown
Source of information:

27.

Builder/Contractor: Unknown
Source of information:

28.

Original owner: Triangle Motor Company
Source of information: Adams County tax cards

29.

Construction history (include description and dates of major additions, alterations, or demolitions): Triangle Motor
Company constructed 240 South Main Street (5AM.3837) as auto sales and repairs in 1917. They made two significant
additions in 1919. To the north, they doubled their size by adding on 200 South First Avenue (5AM.3836) where auto
sales were relocated, and 280 South Main Street (5AM.3838) where they added a service station where customer amenities
were located, to the south. After the construction of the second floor of 5AM.3838, a showcase window was converted to
a large garage door. Two garage doors and two human-scale doors were filled in on the western facade before 1986. On
the eastern facade, three garage doors, one human-scale door, and four windows were filled in but it is unclear when.

30.

Original location x

Moved

Date of move(s):

V. HISTORICAL ASSOCIATIONS
31.

Original use(s): Commerce/Trade - Specialty Store

32.

Intermediate use(s): Commerce/Trade - Specialty Store

33.

Current use(s): Commerce/Trade - Business/Professional

34.

Site type(s): Commercial

35.

Historical background: Brighton Subdivision was platted by Denver Real Estate Agent D.F. Carmichael on February 16,

1881. Carmichael owned much of the acreage south of Bridge Street, including the land where 5AM.3837 stands. The Triangle
Motor Company appears to be the first to develop this land. 5AM.3837 was the first building constructed on this land by the
Triangle Motor Company for both auto sales and repairs. They created an auto complex by making two significant additions in
1919. To the north 200 South First Avenue (5AM.3836) where auto sales were relocated to, and to the south 280 South Main
Street (5AM.3838) where they constructed a service station for gas sales and customer amenities. Prior to the re-alignment of
Highway 85 and the creation of South Main Street in 1937, South Cabbage Avenue was referred to as Cabbage Alley and South
Second Avenue. Early Triangle Motor print ads describe their location as the “triangle of first and second avenues.” In 1947,
the Triangle Motor Company had their buildings surveyed to establish new parcels and began selling off the property.

Resource Number: 5AM.3857
Temporary Resource Number:
Bungo Horiuchi, a farmer from North Platte, and his son, Seiji Horiuchi, an agricultural consultant, who lived in Brighton,
purchased the property in 1955 for a location to sell vegetables and seeds. Bungo Horiuchi and his wife Shigeku were born in
Japan. When he first came to the United States, Bungo worked on a farm outside of Seattle, Washington and was living there
when he registered for the draft in 1918. Bungo, Shegeku, their eldest son Seiji, and Bungo’s father, Kaisaka, moved to the
Brighton area in the late 1920s and purchased a farm. Seiji graduated from Colorado State University in 1948 and spent two
years in the Army. He was ordained in the First Baptist church in Fort Collins and served briefly as a missionary in Japan. In
1951, Seiji Horiuchi returned to Brighton to go into business with his father. Their business, Platte Valley Vegetable Growers,
was located at 5AM.3837. The Louisville Times reported that they were wholesalers and retailers of seed, plants fertilizer, rose
bushes and shrubs. “Good products and good service constitute the reason for the success of this company and it may be said
that this firm is one of the notable commercial developments of this community.” (9/30/1954) During the 1950s, Seiji Horiuchi
was president of the Colorado Chamber of Commerce, president of the Brighton Jaycees, assistant pastor of First Methodist
church, held various positions in the Agricultural Institute, and a member of the Optimist Club. His work as a Jaycee included
the Community Chest activities for Adams county, and Vice President of the U.S. Junior Chamber 1958-1959, He wrote the
Jaycee’s Chairman’s Planning Guide. Horiuchi was honored by the City of Brighton 1954 with the Distinguished Service Award
on the “basis of achievement, leadership, service to the community, personal character and ability.” (Mile Hi JACL Bulletin,
1955) In the 1957 Brighton City Directory, Agricultural Consultants is listed at 240 South Main Street, and Platte Valley
Vegetable Growers is listed at 248 South Main Street. In 1960, Seiji Horiuchi (Republican) ran for a seat in the Colorado House
of Representatives and was endorsed by the Denver Post. A Republican, he lost his first race but in 1961 he “won comfortably
after a vigorous door-to-door campaign.” (Hosokowa, 1992) At the time, Brighton was in a Democratic District. Horiuchi
campaigned with Donald G. Brotzman who served five terms in the US House of Representatives and referred to Horiuchi as one
of the most promising young legislators in Colorado. (Congressional Record - House, June 11, 1963) When elected in 1961,
Horiuchi was the first Nisei to serve in a state legislature on the mainland. Asian Americans were beginning to lean Democratic
at the time, and Horiuchi ran against Brighton’s Mayor Wells, who was well known for his support of internment camps during
World War ll. Hosokowa noted that Horiuchi was the “first and only” Nisei elected to a state legislature when his book went to
print in 1992, however, Paul Bannai, Nisei born in Delta, Colorado, was elected to the California Assembly in 1973. Horiuchi
retired from politics after one term and returned to his agricultural consulting business. Agricultural Consultants purchased 240
South Main Street in 1970. Seiji Horiuchi died in 1992. Seiji Horiuchi Memorial Award is presented to multiple winners
annually by the U. S. Junior Chamber of Commerce to outstanding State Chairpersons or Program Managers at both the state and
national levels. The award, first given in 1993 commemorates his leadership in creating the first Chairman’s Planning Guide.
5AM.3837 was sold to George Breniman in 1995, and Agricultural Consultants was reformed as Neilson Investments in 2001.
The business tests soil and water for agricultural uses and is the current owner of 5AM.3837,

36.

Sources of information: Adams County Assessor Commercial Property Appraisal Record, Adams County tax cards;

various deeds filed at Adams County Clerk and Recorder; The United States Junior Chamber of Commerce 2010 Awards
Manual; Congressional Record - House, June 11, 1963; Mile HI JACL Bulletin Feb 1955. Mountain Plains A. J. A. News,
various; Rocky Mountain Jiho, January 1964; Getty Images 1958.

VI. SIGNIFICANCE
37.

Local landmark designation: Yes

No

X

Date of designation:

Resource Number: 5AM.3857
Temporary Resource Number:
Designating authority:
38.

Applicable National Register Criteria:
A.
X

B.

Associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad pattern of our history;
Associated with the lives of persons significant in our past;

C.

Embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, or represents the work of
a master, or that possess high artistic values, or represents a significant and distinguishable entity whose
components may lack individual distinction; or

D.

Has yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in history or prehistory.
Qualifies under Criteria Considerations A through G (see Manual)

_

Does not meet any of the above National Register criteria

39.

Area(s) of significance: Ethnic Heritage, Asian; Social History

40.

Period of significance: 1955-1992

41.

Level of significance: National

42.

Statement of significance: Available documentation from the first third of the twentieth century indicate that 5AM.3837

X

State

X

Local X

was part of an auto complex including 5AM.3836 and 5AM.3838. The Triangle Motor Company was one of the early service
stations in Brighton. 5AM.3837 was associated with automobile sales from 1919 to 1955. Triangle Motor Company built
5AM.3837 in 1917 and within two years made considerable additions to their auto sales and repair facilities as well as gas sales
and customer convenience. For this reason, it may be considered eligible for designation as a local landmark as an auto complex
along with 5AM.3836 and 5AM.3838. But it should not be considered eligible under Criterion A for the NRHP or the State
register. Seiji Horiuchi owned this building from 1955 until his death in 1992. He was the first Nisei elected to a state
legislature on the mainland, and a prominent member of the Jaycees. Established as the United States Junior Chamber of
Commerce on January 21, 1920, the Jaycees provide opportunities for men and women ages 18-40 to develop personal and
leadership skills through service to others. As part of his service to others, Seiji Horiuchi created the Chairman’s Planning
Guide. Since 1993, the U. S. Junior Chamber of Commerce has commemorated his leadership by presenting the Seiji Horiuchi
Memorial Award to multiple winners annually recognizing the outstanding State Chairpersons and Program Managers at both the
state and national levels. Therefore, the building should be considered eligible under Criterion B for the National Register of
Historic Places, the State Register, and as a Landmark, as the building where Seiji Horiuchi’s businesses were located during his
period of significance. Windows and doors of 5AM.3836 have been significantly altered and the building no longer embodies
distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, or represent the work of a master, or possess high artistic
values, or represents a significant and distinguishable entity whose components may lack individual distinction. So, 5AM.3836
should not be considered eligible for listing on the NRHP, state register, or as a local landmark under Criterion C.

43.

Assessment of historic physical integrity related to significance: Windows and doors have been altered, infilled and
replaced. Including the enlargement of a showcase window on the west wall into a garage door.

VII. NATIONAL REGISTER ELIGIBILITY ASSESSMENT
44.

National Register eligibility field assessment:

Resource Number: 5AM.3857
Temporary Resource Number:
Eligible X
Not Eligible
45.

Need Data

Is there National Register district potential? Yes

No

X

Discuss:

46.

If there is National Register district potential, is this building: Contributing

Noncontributing

If the building is in existing National Register district, is it:

Noncontributing

Contributing

VIII. RECORDING INFORMATION
47.

Photograph numbers: 5AM.3837 A through 5AM.3837 F
Negatives filed at: City of Brighton, Historic Preservation Office.

48.

Report title: Brighton Subdivision Historic Resources Context Phase II

49.

Date(s):

50.

Recorder(s): Kristen Autobee

51.

Organization: Autobee & Autobee, LLC for the City of Brighton Historic Preservation Commission.

52.

Address: 6900 W. 26th Avenue, Lakewood, CO., 80214

53.

Phone number(s):

December 2018

(720) 427-5339

NOTE: Please include a sketch map, a photocopy of the USGS quad map indicating resource location, and photographs.
History Colorado - Office of Archaeology & Historic Preservation
1200 Broadway, Denver, CO 80203 (303) 866-3395

Resource Number: 5AM.3857
Temporary Resource Number:

5AM.3837 - 240 South Main Street. Western Facade. Facing northeast. November 2017. Photo number:
5AM3837 A.

5AM.3837. Circa 1924. Used without permission from "Dent legacy goes back 4 generations," by Dick Hodge, Local
Color, June 2016. Photo belongs to either Pat Reither or the Dent Family.

Resource Number: 5AM.3857
Temporary Resource Number:

5AM.3837 - 240 South
Main Street. Western
Facade. Facing
southeast. Circa 1986.
From Commercial
Property Appraisal
Record, Adams County
Assessor Office. Photo
number: 5AM3837 C.

Resource Number: 5AM.3857
Temporary Resource Number:

5AM.3837 - 240 South Main Street. Eastern Facade (south half). Facing west. November 2017. Photo number:
5AM3837 D.

5AM.3837 - 240 South Main Street. Eastern Facade (north half). Facing west. November 2017. Photo
number: 5AM3837 E.

Resource Number: 5AM.3857
Temporary Resource Number:

South Cabbage
Street

5AM.3836

5AM.3838

Sidewalk

Resource Number: 5AM.3857
Temporary Resource Number:

Resource Number: 5AM.3838
Temporary Resource Number:
OAHP1403
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Official eligibility determination
(OAHP use only)
Date

COLORADO CULTURAL RESOURCE SURVEY

Architectural Inventory Form

Initials
Determined Eligible- NR
Determined Not Eligible- NR
Determined Eligible- SR
Determined Not Eligible- SR
Need Data
Contributes to eligible NR District
Noncontributing to eligible NR District

I. IDENTIFICATION
1.

Resource number: 5AM.3838

2.

Temporary resource number: N/A

3.

County: Adams

4.

City: Brighton

5.

Historic building name: Triangle Motor Company/Triangle Service Station

6.

Current building name: Brighton Lock & Key

7.

Building address: 280 South Main Street, Brighton, CO., 80601

8.

Owner name and address: Carolyn Lucero, 9291 Harris Street, Thornton, CO 80229-7676.

II. GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION
9.
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Attach photo copy of appropriate map section.

Lot(s): Part of 10 and 11 through 18 Block: 8
Addition:

13.
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8 mE

Year:1965 (p.r. 1979) Map scale: 7.5'
12.

66W

UTM reference
Zone 1

11.

¼ of

Township

Year of Addition:

Boundary Description and Justification: The resource boundary consists of the legal parcel boundary
associated with Adams County Parcel No. 1569-07-02-14-003. 5AM.3838’s northern boundary is shared with a
commercial building at 240 South Main Street (OAHP Resource Number 5AM.3837). The eastern boundary is
South Cabbage Avenue. The western boundary is South Main Street. The southern boundary is the point where
South Main and South Cabbage Avenue meet. The boundary description dates from the early twentieth
century.

III. Architectural Description
14.

Building plan (footprint, shape): Irregular

15.

Dimensions in feet: Length: 36’

16.

Number of stories: Two.

17.

Primary external wall material(s): Brick. Stucco. Wood.

18.

Roof configuration:

x Width:

44’

Hipped

19. Primary external roof material: Metal.
20.

Special features: Metal tile roof. Canopy.
1

Resource Number: 5AM.3838
Temporary Resource Number:
21.

General architectural description: This is the first recordation of 5AM.3838. Southern facade: Canopy: There
is a one-story, 30’ x 12’ hipped roof canopy, with gable roof dormer on the southern elevation. The main entry
is located beneath the canopy. The canopy covers a flat concrete pad and is supported by a pair of tapered,
square columns generally associated with the Craftsman style. Around the outside edge of the canopy there
are twelve, equally spaced holes that originally held light fixtures. One porcelain, electric, light fixture remains
but was partially detached at the time of the November 2017 survey. The canopy roof extends north about four
feet on both the eastern and western elevations. Both the canopy and the principal roof have overhanging
eaves and are covered with metal Spanish looking tiles. The hip starter tiles are floral. A backlit sign reading
“Brighton Lock & Key Mobile Service” is affixed to the gable. Behind the canopy roof is the building’s second
story. First Floor: This floor is irregularly-shaped as the southwest and southeast corners are clipped, and
these clipped corners of the second floor are cantilevered over the porch created by the canopy. A single-light
wood framed display window flank the entry. The frames appear to be original. The main entry is a commercial
metal frame door with two stationary glass panes centered under the canopy. A narrow vertical single pane
window (sidelight) is located to the east of the door handle and is part of the door framing. Brick is visible on
either side of the door and on the sides of the windows. Second Floor. This level appears to be an apartment.
A pair of one-by-one vinyl sliding windows are located on either side of the canopy’s roof peak. Neither window
is original to the building, and both fenestrations are now partially filled in with wood. Google Maps June 2015
image capture suggests that the original windows were Spanish style inwardly opening casement windows
covered with removable window screens. The second level’s roof is hipped with gable. A metal vent extends
from the east side of the hipped roof. Eastern facade: A large, rectangular opening, likely a garage bay door,
extends the most of the length of the elevation. The opening has been filled with concrete block since before
2007. The second story features two windows. A stationary rectangular metal frame window is closest to the
building’s southeastern corner. It was replaced after 2015, and is slightly longer than the original fenestration.
There is also a one-by-one sliding vinyl window nearer the northeastern corner, also new since 2015. Both
fenestrations now expose brick work as well as have some new infill. A satellite antenna is affixed to the
southeast corner of the slant roof. Northern facade: There is a gap of approximately three feet between
5AM.3838 and 240 South Main. 5AM.3838’s northern facade is not visible. However there is a gable roof
covering two staircases on this elevation. One staircase terminates on South Main Street the other on South
Cabbage Street. Western elevation: First Floor. After June of 2015, a wood frame door with a one-over-one
screen on the top half was added to enclose the staircase that terminates on this facade. A concrete step is
beneath the door. A pair of rectangular stationary metal windows take up most of the wall. Second Floor. On
the second level are a pair of vinyl frame one-by-one sliding vinyl windows have recently replaced the original
windows and match those on the other second floor elevations. A metal vent appears close to the edge of the
western hip.

22.

Architectural style/building type: Gas Station – House with Canopy

23.

Landscaping or special setting features: A pair of cars for sale sat to the south of 5AM.3838 on the day of the
field survey in November 2017. Weeds and debris litter the space from the edge of 5AM.3838 to the point
where the South Main and Cabbage Avenue meet.
2

Resource Number: 5AM.3838
Temporary Resource Number:
24. Associated buildings, features, or objects: Indentations to the south of 5AM.3838 correspond with the location
of the gasoline pumps identified on the 1928 Sanborn Fire Insurance map.
IV. ARCHITECTURAL HISTORY
25.

Date of Construction: Estimate:

Actual: 1919

Source of information: Adams County Assessor’s Appraisal Card No. 1569-07-02-14-003.
26.

Architect: Unknown
Source of information:

27.

Builder/Contractor: Unknown
Source of information:

28.

Original owner: Unknown
Source of information:

29.

Construction history (include description and dates of major additions, alterations, or demolitions): The Adams
County Assessor’s Office gives a construction date of 1919 for 5AM.3838. A photo dated circa 1924 shows that
the original building was one story tall. The 1928 Sanborn map lists the building as two stories. A 1937 aerial
photograph from the Brighton Blade includes 5AM.3838. There no records indicating when the gas pumps
were removed. On the east wall first wall a window has been filled in. A review of City of Brighton building
permits discovered that in 1973, owner James Dent submitted a request to the City of Brighton to install a new
entrance on the building’s south façade. The November 2017 field survey and Google Maps image captures
noted the very recent window replacements. The original roof color is unknown at this time, but it has been
painted after June 2015. The door on the northwest corner of the western elevation was added after June
2015.

30.

Original location

X

Moved

Date of move(s):

V. HISTORICAL ASSOCIATIONS
31.

Original use(s): Commerce/Trade-Gas Station

32.

Intermediate use(s): Commerce/Trade-Gas Station

33.

Current use(s): Commerce/Trade-Specialty Store

34.

Site type(s): Commercial.

35.

Historical background: The Adams County Assessor gives 1919 as the construction date for 5AM.3838.

In

the decade before and after World War I, Brighton was an important destination for motor rallies, or touring. These
rallies usually ran from Denver to Cheyenne and were informally welcomed to Brighton at this station with a gate and
garden (see circa 1924 photo). The Triangle Motor Company built their auto sales showroom at 5AM.3837 in 1917
and added this station in 1919. The 1924 Brighton City Directory is the first document to identify the Triangle Motor
Company at the “Triangle of First and Second Avenues”. William Hollingsworth is listed as the service station
operator. Hollingsworth’s station featured bays to service automobiles and ladies’ accommodations. The second
story was added between 1924 and 1928. The Triangle’s phone number, 32-W, was prominently displayed in their
ads and in the Brighton City Directory well into the 1940s. Before the introduction of South Main Street in 1937,
5AM.3838 was addressed to 244 South 1st Avenue. In 1939, Hollingsworth was joined by garage operator O.L.
Jones. By the early 1960s, ownership of the plot where 5AM.3838 stands changed hands nearly every couple of
years. However, the business model remained auto-centric. In 1969, this site was A& B Auto Body owned by H.
3

Resource Number: 5AM.3838
Temporary Resource Number:
James Dent. In the early 1970s, Al’s Auto Body Shop occupied the space with Al Windholz as the proprietor. In
1973, Dent remodeled the building’s southern façade. Nearly sixty years of association with the automobile came to
end by 1977, as H.L. Dent Loans and Insurance took over the space. In 1986, 5AM.3838 returned to the automobile
as Smith Motor opened for business. Smith Motor moved to Bush Street, and by 1990, Joe Anthony opened Brighton
Lock & Key. As of November 2017, Brighton Lock & Key remains at this address with Carolyn Lucero as the owner.

36.

Sources of information: Brighton City Directories, 1924-1973; Adams County Clerk and Recorder, Grantor and

Grantee Books; Sanborn Fire Insurance Maps, 1913-1928. Located at the Denver Public Library-Western History
Collection; City of Brighton Office of Building Permits. Folder: 280 South Main Street. Google Maps. "Dent legacy
goes back 4 generations," by Dick Hodge, Local Color, June 2016.

VI. SIGNIFICANCE
37.

Local landmark designation: Yes

No

X

Date of designation:

Designating authority:
38.

Applicable National Register Criteria:
A.

Associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad pattern of our history;

B.

Associated with the lives of persons significant in our past;

C.

Embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, or represents
the work of a master, or that possess high artistic values, or represents a significant and
distinguishable entity whose components may lack individual distinction; or

D.

Has yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in history or prehistory.
Qualifies under Criteria Considerations A through G (see Manual)

X

Does not meet any of the above National Register criteria

39.

Area(s) of significance:

40.

Period of significance:

41.

Level of significance: National

State

Local

42. Statement of significance: A review of City Directories from the first third of the twentieth century indicate that
5AM.3838 was one of many service stations in Brighton. 5AM.3838 has been primarily associated with
Brighton’s automobile related industries over the twentieth century. Because 5AM.3838 was not unique as
place to obtain gas and auto service nor has it retained physical integrity, 5AM,3838 is not eligible for listing to
the NRHP under Criterion A. However, it could be considered eligible as a local landmark when considered as
an auto complex along with 5AM.3836 and 5AM.3837. Triangle Motor Company built 5AM.3837 in 1917 and
within two years made considerable additions to their auto sales and repair facilities as well as gas sales and
customer convenience.

There are no historically significant individuals associated with 5AM.3838. Therefore,

the building is not eligible under Criterion B for either the National or State Register or as a local Landmark. The
building’s style is unique and is distinctive as a service station from the early twentieth century. However, the
introduction of new windows and doors, and the fenestration size changes, during the past two years detracts
4

Resource Number: 5AM.3838
Temporary Resource Number:
from the building’s historic physical integrity. The building’s historic physical integrity is not at a level where it
would be eligible for listing under Criterion C for the National or State Register.
43.

Assessment of historic physical integrity related to significance: 5AM.3838 has lost much of its original historic
physical integrity due to the modification of the ground level entry and the introduction of new windows across
the second floor. The changes to the sizes of the window fenestrations, and indeed the style of windows from
possibly a wood casement with exterior mounted screens to vinyl sliding windows greatly decrease the physical
integrity. A showcase window was filled in on the east wall. The second floor was added between 1924 and
1928. The retention of the roof details – the decorative hip starters and finial – do not make up for the loss of
the windows. The building’s overall physical integrity is fair and does not contribute to the historic significance
of 5AM.3838.

VII. NATIONAL REGISTER ELIGIBILITY ASSESSMENT
44.

National Register eligibility field assessment:
Eligible

45.

Not Eligible

X

Need Data

Is there National Register district potential? Yes

No X

Discuss: There have been alterations to both 5AM.3838 and 240 South Main (5AM.3837). Both buildings
have decades of association with the automobile. At this time, no compelling and uniting history is known for
the buildings in this survey area.

46.

If there is National Register district potential, is this building: Contributing

Noncontributing

If the building is in existing National Register district, is it:

Noncontributing

Contributing

VIII. RECORDING INFORMATION
47.

Photograph numbers: 5AM.3838a through 5AM.3838f
Negatives filed at: City of Brighton, Historic Preservation Office.

48.

Report title: Brighton Subdivision Historic Resources Context

49.

Date(s):

50.

Recorder(s): Robert Autobee, Kristen Autobee

51.

Organization: Autobee & Autobee, LLC for the City of Brighton Historic Preservation Commission.

52.

Address: 6900 W. 26th Avenue

53.

Phone number(s): (720) 427-5339

November 2017, revisions November 2018

NOTE: Please include a sketch map, a photocopy of the USGS quad map indicating resource location, and
photographs.
History Colorado - Office of Archaeology & Historic Preservation
1200 Broadway, Denver, CO 80203 (303) 866-3395
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5AM.3838 –
280 South Main
Street. South
Elevation.
Looking
Northwest.
Photo ID:
5AM.3838a.
November
2017.

5AM.3838 –
280 South Main
Street. South
Elevation.
Looking North.
Photo ID:
5AM.3838b.
November
2017.
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5AM.3838 –
280 South
Main Street.
South
Elevation
with detail of
decorative
hip starter
tile. Looking
North. Photo
ID:
5AM.3838c.
November
2017.

5AM.3838 –
280 South
Main Street.
South
Elevation.
Note the
decorative
finial tile on
the gable.
Looking
Northwest.
Photo ID:
5AM.3838d.
November
2017.
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5AM.3838 –
280 South
Main Street.
Western
Elevation.
Looking East.
Photo ID:
5AM.3838e.
November
2017.

5AM.3838 –
280 South
Main Street.
Eastern
Elevation.
Looking
Southwest.
Photo ID:
5AM.3838f.
November
2017.
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5AM.3837/240 South Main Street

Cabbage Street

Canopy
South Main
Street

Sketch Map of 5AM.3838 – 280 South Main Street
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5AM.3838. Circa 1924. Image used to illustrate article "Dent legac goes back 4 generations," by Dick Hodge. Photo
owned by Pat Reither. Used without permission from the magazine, Local Color, June 2016.
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1928 Sanborn Fire Insurance Map.
Located at Denver Public LibraryWestern History Collection.

11
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1925 Brighton City Directory

Brighton Blade, October 8, 1935
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1962 Brighton Telephone Book
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14

Triangle Service Station from the air. From Brighton Blade, August 25, 1937, page four.
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Official eligibility determination
(OAHP use only)
Date

COLORADO CULTURAL RESOURCE SURVEY

Architectural Inventory Form

Initials
Determined Eligible- NR
Determined Not Eligible- NR
Determined Eligible- SR
Determined Not Eligible- SR
Need Data
Contributes to eligible NR District
Noncontributing to eligible NR District

I. IDENTIFICATION
1.

Resource number: 5AM.3839

2.

Temporary resource number: N/A

3.

County: Adams

4.

City: Brighton

5.

Historic building name: Adams County Co-Op

6.

Current building name: Ken’s Kars Inc

7.

Building address: 281 South Main Street, Brighton, CO, 80601

8.

Owner name and address: Kenneth and Ann Marie Kane, P.O. Box 103, Drake, CO, 80515

II. GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION
9.

P.M.
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10.
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USGS quad name: Brighton Quad

Lot(s):
Addition:

13.

NW

0 mE

Year: 1965 (p.r. 1979) Map scale: 7.5' X
12.

66 W

UTM reference
Zone 1

11.

Township

17-20

Block:

15'

Attach photo copy of appropriate map section.
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Brighton Subdivision

Year of Addition: 1881

Boundary Description and Justification: The resource boundary consists of the legal parcel boundary associated with
Adams County Parcel No. 1569-07-2-15-009. The western boundary is an un-named alley The northern boundary is a
residential property addressed as 257 South Main Street (5AM.3829). The eastern boundary is South Main Street. The
southern boundary is Skeel Street.

III. Architectural Description
14.

Building plan (footprint, shape): Rectangular

15.

Dimensions in feet: Length

16.

Number of stories: One

17.

Primary external wall material(s): Brick

18.

Roof configuration: Flat

19.

Primary external roof material: unknown

20.

Special features: none

97

x Width

41

Resource Number:
Temporary Resource Number:
21.

General architectural description: This structure is composed of three parts. An original 1937 one-part commercial block
consisting of the business entrance, a 1947 attached service-bay garage, and a bay added in 1987 to the 1947 garage. Ken’s
Kars was located here until 2018, and the business included a historic sign that was recently removed. The roof for all parts
of the building is flat and unknown material. The front entrance and vehicular entry to the garage is located on the eastern
facade. Eastern Wall: The leftmost portion of this facade is the original 1937 building and it faces the primary business
parking lot. This wall is blonde brick with red brick patterning on the bottom half, and a red brick belt course under the
eaves. There are extended boxed eaves over the entry and wrapping around to the southern side of the building. It’s
possible the eaves are painted metal. This portion of the wall has two business entries. The first entry door is flush to the
sidewalk and is approximately 10 feet from the left side. It is a single, fully-glazed door flanked by two metal fixed picture
windows made of metal. Neither window has a sill. The second entry is approximately 15 feet to the right of the first door
and is also a single, fully-glazed door, although it is made of wood and is likely historic. It is flanked by identical metal
picture/display windows. Both doors have transom windows that are filled with HVAC equipment. There are signs above
the entire entry immediately below the eaves. To the right of the original building is a 1947 attached garage that is about 610 feet taller than the 1937 building. There are three bays on this structure, although the rightmost was added in 1987. The
building is blonde brick with the same red brick patterning on the bottom ⅓, and two brick beltcourses under the flat
parapet. Each bay has a large roll up door for vehicular entry, likely metal. There are three small horizontal glazed
windows in each door. The 1987 addition was designed to be seamless in form and material, although it is apparent where
the newer brick begins. Southern Wall: The southern wall primarily consists of the 1937 building, although the brick
parapet of the 1947 addition is visible when facing north as well. The original building wall is made of concrete block
covered in stucco. A sidewalk from the front entry on the east side wraps partially around this wall on the right. The eaves
from the front entry also wrap around this wall about halfway. The roof here is also flat, with a slight flat parapet capped
with a header brick course. Approximately five feet from the right is a 6-light fixed window with a rowlock sill. This
window has been painted over or boxed in from inside. There is a single flush doorway to the left of the window that has
been filled, and an identical fixed window on the other side of this doorway. However, this window retains its original
frosted glass. Just to the left of the center of this wall there is a metal casement window with 6 divided lights (each) and a
frosted glass transom. There is a rowlock sill, and the lights have been painted or covered over from within. The gas and
electric meters are immediately below this window. Adjacent to this window is a double-door entry 12”-18” above the
ground. The doors are made of solid wood, and there is a large security light above. On the left corner there is a metal
drainage pipe. Western Wall: The western facade is the rear of the building and a solid concrete driveway runs along it.
Both the original building and 1947 addition have wooden lintels that run along the entire roofline.There is no parapet on
this facade at all. There is a window approximately 10 feet from the right side. This is another metal casement window
with six lights each and a full divided transom above. Like the other windows, this one has a rowlock sill and has been
painted over. About fifteen feet to the left of the window is a single solid door flush to the driveway, but it is unknown
material. The 1947 addition has two large square windows centered on the wall with security bars fully obscuring their
material and type. Two to three feet from the left side is a single doorway of unknown type and material. North Wall: The
north wall is from the 1987 addition and has no door or windows. It is made of painted concrete block. The parapet here is
flat.

22.

Architectural style/building type: Commercial/Industrial Block; Mid-Century Commercial

Resource Number:
Temporary Resource Number:
23.

Landscaping or special setting features: None

24.

Associated buildings, features, or objects: The station’s sign post is still standing in front of the oldest portion of the
building.

IV. ARCHITECTURAL HISTORY
25.

Date of Construction: Estimate:

Actual:

1937

Source of information: Adams County Assessor, online database,
http://gisapp.adcogov.org/quicksearch/doreport.aspx?pid=0156907214002 verified December 2018.
26.

Architect:
Source of information:

27.

Builder/Contractor:
Source of information:

28.

Original owner:
Source of information:

29.

Construction history (include description and dates of major additions, alterations, or demolitions):

30.

Original location x

Moved

Date of move(s):

V. HISTORICAL ASSOCIATIONS
31.

Original use(s): Commerce/Trade - Gas Station

32.

Intermediate use(s): Commerce/Trade - Gas Station

33.

Current use(s): Vacant

34.

Site type(s):

35.

Historical background: The Adams County Co-Op was formed in 1936 to help its members fight against excessive

petroleum prices. Their first location was on North Main Street just north of the alley between Bridge and Strong Streets. But
that location was difficult to drive in and out, and as a result the Co-Op borrowed money to buy the small one room station at
279 South Main Street in 1939. Over the next six years the Co-Op remodeled, modernized, and expanded the station.
36.

Sources of information: Adams County Accessory Commercial Property Appraisal Record. Adams County Tax Cards.

The History of Brighton, Colorado, and Surrounding Area, Brighton Genealogy Society, Brighton Historic Preservation
Commission, 1987, pp 149-150.

VI. SIGNIFICANCE
37.

Local landmark designation: Yes

No x

Date of designation:

Designating authority:
38.

Applicable National Register Criteria:
A.

Associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad pattern of our history;

B.

Associated with the lives of persons significant in our past;

Resource Number:
Temporary Resource Number:
C.

Embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, or represents the work of
a master, or that possess high artistic values, or represents a significant and distinguishable entity whose
components may lack individual distinction; or

D.

Has yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in history or prehistory.
Qualifies under Criteria Considerations A through G (see Manual)
Does not meet any of the above National Register criteria

39.

Area(s) of significance:

40.

Period of significance:

41.

Level of significance: National

42.

Statement of significance:

43.

Assessment of historic physical integrity related to significance:

State

X

Local

VII. NATIONAL REGISTER ELIGIBILITY ASSESSMENT
44.

National Register eligibility field assessment:
Eligible

45.

Not Eligible x

Need Data

Is there National Register district potential? Yes

No

Discuss:

46.

If there is National Register district potential, is this building: Contributing

Noncontributing

If the building is in existing National Register district, is it:

Noncontributing

Contributing

VIII. RECORDING INFORMATION
47.

Photograph numbers: 5AM3839 A through 5AM3839 H
Negatives filed at: City of Brighton, Historic Preservation Office.

48.

Report title: Brighton Subdivision Historic Resources Context Phase II

49.

Date(s):

50.

Recorder(s): Kristen Autobee

51.

Organization: Autobee & Autobee, LLC for the City of Brighton Historic Preservation Commission.

52.

Address: 6900 W. 26th Avenue, Lakewood, CO., 80214

53.

Phone number(s):

November 2018

(720) 427-5339

NOTE: Please include a sketch map, a photocopy of the USGS quad map indicating resource location, and photographs.
History Colorado - Office of Archaeology & Historic Preservation
1200 Broadway, Denver, CO 80203 (303) 866-3395
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Resource Number:
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Resource Number:
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Resource Number:
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Resource Number:
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Resource Number:
Temporary Resource Number:

Resource Number: 5AM.3840
Temporary Resource Number:
OAHP1403
Rev. 9/98

Official eligibility determination
(OAHP use only)
Date

COLORADO CULTURAL RESOURCE SURVEY

Architectural Inventory Form

Initials
Determined Eligible- NR
Determined Not Eligible- NR
Determined Eligible- SR
Determined Not Eligible- SR
Need Data
Contributes to eligible NR District
Noncontributing to eligible NR District

I. IDENTIFICATION
1.

Resource number: 5AM.3840

2.

Temporary resource number: N/A

3.

County: Adams

4.

City: Brighton

5.

Historic building name: Adams County Co-Op

6.

Current building name: Robb Inc.

7.

Building address: 301 South Main Street, Brighton, CO., 80601

8.

Owner name and address: Robb Inc., 1833 5th Avenue, Belle Fourche, SD, 57717

II. GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION
9.
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USGS quad name: Brighton Quad
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Attach photo copy of appropriate map section.
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Addition: Brighton Subdivision
13.

NW

5 mE

Year: 1965 (p.r. 1974) Map scale: 7.5' X
12.

66W

UTM reference
Zone 1

11.

6th

Year of Addition: 1881

Boundary Description and Justification: The legal land description for 5AM.3840 is from Adams County Parcel No.
0156907215011. 5AM.3840’s eastern boundary is South Main Street; the southern boundary is shared with a residential
building, 5AM.3830, addressed 319 South Main Street. The western boundary oversees an unnamed street, and the
northern boundary is East Egbert Street. The boundary description dates to at least 1922.

III. Architectural Description
14.

Building plan (footprint, shape): Rectangular

15.

Dimensions in feet: Length

16.

Number of stories: Two

17.

Primary external wall material(s): Brick

18.

Roof configuration: Hip on Barrel with parapet

19.

Primary external roof material: Synthetic / Rubber

20.

Special features: There are four buttresses on both the north side and the south side to support the walls and roof.
1

100

x Width

58

Resource Number: 5AM.3840
Temporary Resource Number:
21.

General architectural description: It appears possible that multi-paned, metal casement windows have been replaced

with metal and vinyl sliding pane windows. The parapet is trimmed with a single course of red brick laid as soldiers. Eastern

façade. Originally the building’s architectural elements were symmetrical with a metal framed glass, double door in
the center of the wall, flanked by a display window on either side. These display windows took up most of the space
between the corners and the entry way. They began about eighteen inches above the concrete foundation and
extended about four feet above the height of the door. Today the window to the south is entirely bricked in, and the
top half of the window to the north of the door has also been infilled with brick. The newer brick is slightly darker
than the original and is quite noticeable. A sign is centered above the door. The hip on barrel roof is visible from
across the street, as well as mechanical features such as vents and an HVAC unit. Northern façade. The building
is divided into five “bays,” by four buttresses. Reading from left to right, and beginning at the northeastern corner,
there is a large one-by-one, metal framed window that appears to stand to the height of the original windows on the
eastern façade. This window is slightly off center to the east in the first bay. The second bay has a window at the
height of a mezzanine level, centered between the first and second buttresses. The window is three-over-three with a
metal frame and brick sill. If this window opens the means is not visible. The Center bay also has a window at a
mezzanine level centered between the second and third buttresses, it however, is a metal frame, one-by-one window.
The fourth and fifth bays are two story. First Floor, an oversized metal, double door opens onto a small loading
dock. From the west end of this concrete loading dock a metal staircase leads to a single, metal, human scale door on
the second floor of the fifth bay. The staircase is supported on the west end by a single metal post on a concrete
cylinder. Under the stairs in the fourth bay is a oversized metal door at street level. Two metal, one-by-one sliding
windows are equally spaced on the second floor of the fourth bay. They both have brick sills and metal bars that
cover them. Electrical conduit runs above these windows and the electrical meter is halfway up the stairs under the
window to the west. First floor of the fifth bay, has a bricked in window that began at the fourth buttress and
continued to about two feet from the northwest corner. It was probably the same height as the window at the
northeast corner. There are no voids other than the door on the second floor of this bay. Western façade. This wall
is fenestrated for two floors. The foundation is at least twice as high on this façade as the building is built into a
gently sloping hill. First Floor. There are three metal, probably casement, windows with nine square panes and brick
sills. The first is about eight feet south of the northwest corner of the building. The next window is six feet south of
the first and the third is six feet south of the second. Eight feet south of the third window is a metal rolling garage
door trimmed with the same red brick used as the window sill. Second Floor. Centered above first floor’s windows
are metal one-by-one sliding windows with brick sills. All of these windows except the one in the northwest corner
of second floor have vertical bars. The window in the northwest corner of second floor is covered by a metal grate.
There is a similar metal, one-by-one sliding window centered above the garage door that does not have bars. Instead
it has an air conditioning unit in the north pane. There are downspouts cut into the parapet at the corners. Electrical
meters and junction boxes are located on the north side of the garage door. Southern façade. Like on the north
wall, the southern façade is divided into five bays separated by four buttresses. Reading from west to east: the first
2

Resource Number: 5AM.3840
Temporary Resource Number:

bay has two equally spaced, one-by-one, metal framed windows on the second floor. They are covered by metal
vertical bars and have brick sills. The second bay has a two-over-one, wood frame window that is covered from the
inside and located close to the second buttress. On the second floor of the second bay are two windows with brick
sills. The window to the west appears to be three-over-three metal but the metal grate that covers it also obscures it.
The window to the east is a one-by-one sliding window. It does not have bars covering it. The third bay has two
equally spaced windows at a mezzanine level. The one to the west is a three-over-three, metal frame window with a
brick sill, and the window to the east is a one-by-one, metal frame sliding window. Neither window has bars. On the
first floor level, there is a window void that has been filled under the western mezzanine level window. There are
three electrical junction boxes under, and to the west of, this window, with conduit leading into the building through
the infill. The fourth bay has a single window void set a little off center to the east at a mezzanine level. This
window is covered with wood painted white. The brick sill is intact. The fifth bay is a plain brick wall with no
voids.
22.

Architectural style/building type: Early 20th Century Commercial

23.

Landscaping or special setting features: 5AM.3840 is surrounded by concreate and asphalt. There is sidewalk on the north
and east sides, and parking for cars and trucks on the south and west sides of the lot.

24.

Associated buildings, features, or objects: NA

IV. ARCHITECTURAL HISTORY
25.

Date of Construction: Estimate:

Actual:

1946

Source of information: Adams County Assessor Cards, Adams County Tax cards, and The History of Brighton, Colorado,
and Surrounding Area, Brighton Genealogy Society, Brighton Historic Preservation Commission, 1987, pp 149-150.
26.

Architect: Unknown
Source of information:

27.

Builder/Contractor: Unknown
Source of information:

28.

Original owner: Adams County Co-Op
Source of information: The History of Brighton, Colorado, and Surrounding Area, Brighton Genealogy Society, Brighton

Historic Preservation Commission, 1987, pp 149-150.
29.

Construction history (include description and dates of major additions, alterations, or demolitions): The Adams County
Co-Op was built in 1946. The only apparent major change is the brick infill in the display windows on the East façade.
Research was unable to determine when the brick infill was added to the display windows.

30.

Original location

X

Moved

Date of move(s):

V. HISTORICAL ASSOCIATIONS
3

Resource Number: 5AM.3840
Temporary Resource Number:
31. Original use(s): Commercial / Department Store
32.

Intermediate use(s):

33.

Current use(s): Commercial / Department Store

34.

Site type(s): Commercial

35.

Historical background: The Adams County Co-Op was formed in 1936 to help its members fight against excessive

petroleum prices. Their first location was on North Main Street just north of the alley between Bridge and Strong Streets. But
this location was difficult to drive in and out of so in 1939 the Co-Op borrowed money to buy the small one room station at 279
South Main Street. Over the next six years the Co-Op remodeled, modernized, and expanded the station. In 1946 they razed two
houses at 301 South Main Street to build a grocery / appliance / feed store, as well as create parking for this new venture. At that
time the land was owned by A. B. and Iva Todd and it is not clear based on current research when the Co-Op purchased the
property. It is known that the Co-Op was paying the taxes on the land by 1953. The Adams County Co-Op sold the land to the
Salvation Army in 1980, and Robbs, Inc purchased the property in 1990. In May 2018, Robbs, Inc sold to Carolyn Corogin,
architect and director of C2 Studio in Denver.

36.

Sources of information: “Robb’s Inc. closes after three decades in Brighton,” by Joe Moylan, Brighton Standard Blade,

May 25, 2018. https://www.thebrightonblade.com/content/robb%E2%80%99s-inc-closes-after-three-decades-brighton
Accessed July 30, 2018. Adams County Accessory Commercial Property Appraisal Record. Adams County Tax Cards. The
History of Brighton, Colorado, and Surrounding Area, Brighton Genealogy Society, Brighton Historic Preservation
Commission, 1987, pp 149-150.

VI. SIGNIFICANCE
37.

Local landmark designation: Yes

No

x

Date of designation:

Designating authority:
38.

Applicable National Register Criteria:
A.

Associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad pattern of our history;

B.

Associated with the lives of persons significant in our past;

C.

Embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, or represents the work of
a master, or that possess high artistic values, or represents a significant and distinguishable entity whose
components may lack individual distinction; or

D.

Has yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in history or prehistory.
Qualifies under Criteria Considerations A through G (see Manual)

x

Does not meet any of the above National Register criteria

39.

Area(s) of significance:

40.

Period of significance:

41.

Level of significance: National

State

Local
4

Resource Number: 5AM.3840
Temporary Resource Number:
42. Statement of significance: D. F. Carmichael platted and sold lots in the Brighton subdivision to other small

investors as well as to the first generation of Brighton town residents. The Brighton subdivision was solidly working
class from the construction of the first homes, and the subdivision is associated with broad patterns of Brighton’s
growth as a city. 5AM.3840 represents an important American movement in the formation of mutual help
associations. Farming communities of the 19th Century often had a Grange. And the economic depression of the
1930s saw the rise of other mutual help associations like the Adams County Co-Op, initially formed to help its
members save money on petroleum products. 5AM.3840 was constructed as a “department store” selling groceries,
appliances, and animal feed. 5AM.3840 should be considered eligible as a local landmark, under Criterion A but
should not be considered eligible for listing on the NRHP or the state register. Research was unable to determine if
there was a historically significant individual associated with this building. Therefore, 5AM.3840 should not be
considered eligible for NRHP, state register, or local landmark listing under Criterion B. 5AM.3840 has lost
windows and no longer embodies distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, or represent
the work of a master, or possess high artistic values, or represents a significant and distinguishable entity whose
components may lack individual distinction. So, 5AM.3840 should not be considered eligible at this time for listing
on the NRHP or the state register, however, it may be considered eligible for local landmark status under Criterion C,
as representative of its style or form in Brighton.
43.

Assessment of historic physical integrity related to significance: The brick infill (date unknown) of the eastern façade’s
display windows alters the most significant design element of this mid- 1940s commercial structure. The display windows
in a 1940s grocery, feed, or department store would have been brimming with product and signs to entice the customer –
Co-Op members and non-members alike. Although the roof line, other windows, and exterior treatments are largely intact,
the loss of the display windows precludes an Architectural significance at the state and national levels. At a local level, it
may still be considered appropriate to grant landmark status based on architecture as more than one generation recognizes
the building without display windows and the physical integrity of the rest of the architectural elements is sound.

VII. NATIONAL REGISTER ELIGIBILITY ASSESSMENT
44.

National Register eligibility field assessment:
Eligible

45.

Not Eligible X

Need Data

Is there National Register district potential? Yes

No

X

Discuss:

46.

If there is National Register district potential, is this building: Contributing

Noncontributing

If the building is in existing National Register district, is it:

Noncontributing

Contributing

VIII. RECORDING INFORMATION
47.

Photograph numbers: 5AM.3840 a – 5AM.3840 g
Negatives filed at: City of Brighton, Historic Preservation Office.

48.

Report title: Brighton Subdivision Historic Resources Context Phase II

49.

Date(s):

August 1, 2018
5

Resource Number: 5AM.3840
Temporary Resource Number:
50. Recorder(s):
Kristen Autobee
51.

Organization:

Autobee & Autobee, LLC

52.

Address:

6900 West 26th Ave, Lakewood, CO, 80214

53.

Phone number(s):

720-427-5339

NOTE: Please include a sketch map, a photocopy of the USGS quad map indicating resource location, and photographs.
History Colorado - Office of Archaeology & Historic Preservation
1200 Broadway, Denver, CO 80203 (303) 866-3395

6

Resource Number: 5AM.3840
Temporary Resource Number:

5AM.3840. Eastern and southern façades. Looking northwest. Photo ID: 5AM.3840 a.
November 2017.

5AM.3840. Southern façade. Looking northwest. Photo ID: 5AM.3840 b. November 2017.

7

Resource Number: 5AM.3840
Temporary Resource Number:

5AM.3840. Southern façade. Looking north. Photo ID: 5AM.3840 c. November 2017.

5AM.3840. Southern and western façades. Looking northeast. Photo ID: 5AM.3840 d.
November 2017.

8

Resource Number: 5AM.3840
Temporary Resource Number:

5AM.3840. Western façade. Looking east. Photo ID: 5AM.3840 e. November 2017.

5AM.3840. Western façade. Looking southeast. Photo ID: 5AM.3840 f. November 2017.
9

Resource Number: 5AM.3840
Temporary Resource Number:

5AM.3840. Northern façade. Looking southwest. Photo ID: 5AM.3840 g. November 2017.

10

Resource Number: 5AM.3840
Temporary Resource Number:

Skeel Street

5AM.3841

Parking and loading doc

Parking

Parking

Sidewalk

South Main Street

11

Resource Number: 5AM.3840
Temporary Resource Number:

- 301 South Main Street

12

Resource Number: 5AM.3841
Temporary Resource Number:
OAHP1403
Rev. 9/98

Official eligibility determination
(OAHP use only)
Date

COLORADO CULTURAL RESOURCE SURVEY

Architectural Inventory Form

Initials
Determined Eligible- NR
Determined Not Eligible- NR
Determined Eligible- SR
Determined Not Eligible- SR
Need Data
Contributes to eligible NR District
Noncontributing to eligible NR District

I. IDENTIFICATION
1.

Resource number: 5AM.3841

2.

Temporary resource number: N/A

3.

County: Adams

4.

City: Brighton

5.

Historic building name:

6.

Current building name: Brighton Fire Equipment Maintenance

7.

Building address: 345 South Main Street, Brighton, CO, 80601

8.

Owner name and address: Greater Brighton Fire Protection District, 500 South 4th Avenue, 3rd Floor, Brighton, CO, 80601

II. GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION
9.

P.M.
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10.
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USGS quad name: Brighton Quad
Year: 1965 (p.r. 1979) Map scale: 7.5' X

12.

66 W

UTM reference
Zone 1

11.

Township

Lot(s):

10-20

Block:

15'

Attach photo copy of appropriate map section.

2

Addition: Brighton Subdivision Year of Addition: 1881
13.

Boundary Description and Justification: The resource boundary consists of the legal parcel boundary associated with
Adams County Parcel No. 1569-07-2-20-005. The western boundary is an unnamed alley. The northern boundary is a
residential property addressed as 319 South Main Street (5AM.3830). The eastern boundary is South Main Street. The
southern boundary is shared with a commercial property addressed as 365 South Main Street.

III. Architectural Description
14.

Building plan (footprint, shape): Square

15.

Dimensions in feet: Length

16.

Number of stories: One

17.

Primary external wall material(s): Brick and concrete block

18.

Roof configuration: Gabled on Hip

19.

Primary external roof material: Shingles and metal

20.

Special features: None

60

x Width

60

Resource Number: 5AM.3841
Temporary Resource Number:
21. General architectural description: 5AM.3841 is a one-story commercial/industrial block attached to 343 S. Main Street
which is almost equally sized on the north side. 5AM.3841 has a hipped roof with a large gabled cupula in the center,
Eastern Facade: The landscaping on the east side of the property is a triangle. The building is 2 feet from the sidewalk
on the southeast corner, and 16 feet from the sidewalk on the northeast corner. The foundation is concrete. There is a
single course of concrete block laid on the foundation above which it is brick to the eaves although the top three courses
are covered by a white border of unknown material. Under the border there are two header courses. The brick is blonde
and the first two courses are laide as headers and third course is soldiers.

This wall has three square windows about 45” x

45,” and a human-scale metal door. The first window is centered at eight feet from the southeast corner and the second
begins at sixteen feet from the southeast corner. The door is forth feet from the southeast corner. The third window is
between the door and the north east corner and silghtly off-center to the south. The windows are identical. They have an
overhanging angled brick sill, and a brick lintel in the pattern of a flat arch. This flat arch is header bricks, four courses
high above the window, extending three bricks on either side, and four courses below the top of the window. These
stationary windows are glass blocks laid five columns wide and five rows high. The metal door appears to be a
replacement. The doorway is set in a brick flat arch pattern in a header bond. like the windows the brick arch extends
three bricks on either side. Above the door are fourteen course of header bond. South Facade: The wall is painted
concrete block. There are two identical windows, a human-scale door and a truck-sized overhead, garage door. The
garage door is set in the center of the wall. There is a window to the west of the garage door set midway to the southwest
corner. This window has an overhanging angled brick sill, and a concrete lintel. Like the windows on the east facade.
there is a concrete block course above the sill, and glass blocks in five columns wide and five rows high. The humanscale door is about twelve feet from the southeast corner. It is metal with a single glass pane set on the top half. The
second window is set about two feet east of the door. West Facade: There are three windows on the west wall that are
identical to the windows on the south wall. The first one is centered at fifteen feet north of the southwest corner. The
second begins thirty feet north of the southwest corner and the third one is centered about 45 feet north of the southwest
corner. Roof: The center gabled area of the roof is about twenty-two feet square, and has small square vents under the
eaves on both the east and west sides. There are two sky lights on both the north and south hips of the main roof.
22.

Architectural style/building type: Mid-Twentieth Century commercial/industrial block

23.

Landscaping or special setting features: There are shrubs from pre 2007, small tree planted between 2007 and 2015, and a
rail fence that separates the yard between 5AM.3841 from 343 South Main Street.

24.

Associated buildings, features, or objects: none

IV. ARCHITECTURAL HISTORY
25.

Date of Construction: Estimate:

Actual:

1952

Source of information: Adams County Assessor, online search,
http://gisapp.adcogov.org/quicksearch/doreport.aspx?pid=015690722000526, accessed December 12, 2018.
26. Architect: Unknown
Source of information:
27.

Builder/Contractor: Unknown

Resource Number: 5AM.3841
Temporary Resource Number:
Source of information:
28.

Original owner: Roy Andrews
Source of information: Adams County tax cards.

29.

Construction history (include description and dates of major additions, alterations, or demolitions):

Built as a service garage in 1952 by Roy Andrews. The siding on the gabled roof is newer but of unknown date, as are the
skylights on the hipped roof. It is unclear when 343 Main street was added on.
30.

Original location

x

Moved

Date of move(s):

V. HISTORICAL ASSOCIATIONS
31.

Original use(s): Commerce-Trade \ Specialty Store

32.

Intermediate use(s): Industry-Processing-Extraction \ Manufacturing Facility

33.

Current use(s): Government

34.

Site type(s): Commercial

35.

Historical background: This property has been the site of commercial buildings since the 1920s when it was owned by the

Triangle Motor Company. The current structure numbered 345 South Main Street (5AM.3841) was built in 1952 after lots 10-20
of block 2 was purchased by Roy Andrews. The building was presumably used for an auto repair shop by Roy Andrews.
However in 1953 Brighton City Directory lists the Gunnison Cattle Chute Manufacturing Company at 345 South Main Street.
In 1957, Andrews sold the property to Paul and Marie Sammons. James and Barbara White purchased the property from the
Sammons in 1971. In 1972 the Whites purchased lots 7, 8, 9 and the north part of 10 from C. R. and Mary Gilkey. Gilkey’s
Paint & Auto Body Shop was numbered 329 South First Avenue and is listed in the Directory from 1953.
The Whites moved to Brighton after they married in the mid 1950s. James White owned the Gunnison Cattle Chute
Manufacturing Company and after purchasing the Gilkey’s property, White also owned Jim’s Auto parts. James White was a
member of the Brighton Volunteer Fire Department and sold 5AM.3841 to the Fire Department for a maintenance facility in
1992. The Brighton Fire Rescue District is the current owner.

36.

Sources of information: Adams County tax cards, Adams County Assessor’s Office, James White Obituary (2015),

Brighton Genealogy Society, The History of Brighton, Colorado and Surrounding Area, (Dallas, Texas: Curtis Media
Corp., 1987), Adams County Clerk and Recorder office - various Warrenty Deeds, and Brighton City Directories 19531969.

VI. SIGNIFICANCE
37.

Local landmark designation: Yes

No x

Date of designation:

Designating authority:
38.

Applicable National Register Criteria:
A.

Associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad pattern of our history;

B.

Associated with the lives of persons significant in our past;

C.

Embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, or represents the work of
a master, or that possess high artistic values, or represents a significant and distinguishable entity whose
components may lack individual distinction; or

Resource Number: 5AM.3841
Temporary Resource Number:
D.

Has yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in history or prehistory.
Qualifies under Criteria Considerations A through G (see Manual)

X

Does not meet any of the above National Register criteria

39.

Area(s) of significance:

40.

Period of significance:

41.

Level of significance: National

42.

Statement of significance: Available documentation indicates that 5AM.3841 was a manufacturing site for cattle

State

Local X

chutes from 1953 to 1992. Cattle chutes are an intregal part of ranch management and cattle husbandry by
providing a safe and efficient means to perform routine tasks such as marking, hoof trimming, or other medical
treatments. For this reason, 5AM.3841 should be considered locally important for its association with the cattle
industry. Additional research would be necessary to place the Gunnison Cattle Chute Manufacturing Company in
state or national history, so we do not recommend eligibility to the NRHP or the State Register at this time.
5AM.3841 may also be considered significant under Criterion B at a local level for its association with James White
who owned the property, and the Gunnison Cattle Chute Manufacturing Company from 1972-1992. Further research
is necessary to fully understand his significance in the community through his involvement with the Brighton
Volunteer Fire Department, or in agri-business. 5AM.3841 is not recommended eligible under Criterion B for listing
on the NRHP or the State Register. The significant alteration to the building is the non-historic addition along the north wall
currently numbered 343 South Main Street, however the highly artistic brickwork on the eastern facade should be recognized.
So, 5AM.3841 should be considered eligible for listing on the as a local landmark under Criterion C but it is not recommended
that it should considered eligible for listing on the NRHP or the State Register.

43.

Assessment of historic physical integrity related to significance: The historic physical integrity is very good. The second
store front added to the property is non-historic and historically insensitive.

VII. NATIONAL REGISTER ELIGIBILITY ASSESSMENT
44.

National Register eligibility field assessment:
Eligible

45.

Not Eligible

x

Need Data

Is there National Register district potential? Yes

No

Discuss:

46.

If there is National Register district potential, is this building: Contributing

Noncontributing

If the building is in existing National Register district, is it:

Noncontributing

Contributing

VIII. RECORDING INFORMATION
47.

Photograph numbers: 5AM3841 A through 5AM3841 J
Negatives filed at: City of Brighton, Historic Preservation Office.

48.

Report title: Brighton Subdivision Historic Resources Context Phase II

49.

Date(s):

50.

Recorder(s): Kristen Autobee

February 2019

Resource Number: 5AM.3841
Temporary Resource Number:
51. Organization: Autobee & Autobee, LLC for the City of Brighton Historic Preservation Commission.
52.

Address: 6900 W. 26th Avenue, Lakewood, CO., 80214

53.

Phone number(s): (720) 427-5339

NOTE: Please include a sketch map, a photocopy of the USGS quad map indicating resource location, and photographs.
History Colorado - Office of Archaeology & Historic Preservation
1200 Broadway, Denver, CO 80203 (303) 866-3395

5AM.3841 – 345 South Main Street. Eastern façade. Facing south. November 2018. Photo number:
5AM3841 A.

Resource Number: 5AM.3841
Temporary Resource Number:

5AM.3841 –
345 South Main
Street. Eastern
façade. Facing
southwest.
November
2018. Photo
number:
5AM3841 B.

5AM.3841 – 345 South Main Street. Eastern façade. Facing southwest. November 2018. Photo
number: 5AM3841 I.

Resource Number: 5AM.3841
Temporary Resource Number:

5AM.3841 – 345 South Main Street. Southern façade. Facing north. November 2018. Photo number:
5AM3841 C.

5AM.3841 – 345 South Main Street. Eastern façade. Facing south. November 2018. Photo number:
5AM3841 A.

Resource Number: 5AM.3841
Temporary Resource Number:

5AM.3841 – 345 South Main Street. Western façade. Facing east. November 2018. Photo number:
5AM3841 E.

5AM.3841 – 345 South Main Street. Western façade. Facing southeast. November 2018. Photo number:
5AM3841 F.

Resource Number: 5AM.3841
Temporary Resource Number:

5AM.3841 – 345 South Main Street. Western façade. Facing east. November 2018. Photo number:
5AM3841 G.

5AM.3841 – 345 South Main Street. Northern façade. Facing southwet. November 2018. Photo number:
5AM3841 H.

Resource Number: 5AM.3841
Temporary Resource Number:

5AM.3830

Dirt Parking

Alley

South
Main
Street
5AM.3841

Dirt Parking

Resource Number: 5AM.3841
Temporary Resource Number:

Resource Number:
Temporary Resource Number: 5AM.3843
OAHP1403
Rev. 9/98

Official eligibility determination
(OAHP use only)
Date

COLORADO CULTURAL RESOURCE SURVEY

Architectural Inventory Form

Initials
Determined Eligible- NR
Determined Not Eligible- NR
Determined Eligible- SR
Determined Not Eligible- SR
Need Data
Contributes to eligible NR District
Noncontributing to eligible NR District

I. IDENTIFICATION
1.

Resource number: 5AM.3843

2.

Temporary resource number: N/A

3.

County: Adams

4.

City: Brighton

5.

Historic building name: Judd Building

6.

Current building name: SBG Brighton Colorado – Demolished November 2018

7.

Building address: 5 South Main Street, Brighton, CO., 80601

8.

Owner name and address: City of Brighton, 500 South 4th Avenue, Brighton, Colorado, 80601

II. GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION
9.
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USGS quad name:
Year:
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Brighton

1965 (p.r. 1979) Map scale: 7.5' X

15'

Attach photo copy of appropriate map section.

1-4, pt 5 Block: 6

Addition: Brighton Subdivision
13.

Range

UTM reference
Zone 1

11.

Township

Year of Addition: 1881

Boundary Description and Justification: The resource boundary consists of the legal parcel boundary associated with
Adams County Parcel No. 1569-07-2-04-013. The western boundary is South First Avenue, the northern boundary is
Bridge Street, the eastern boundary is South Main Street Avenue, and the southern boundary is shared with a commercial
property addressed as 15 South Main Street.

III. Architectural Description
14.

Building plan (footprint, shape): Irregular

15.

Dimensions in feet: Length

16.

Number of stories: One

17.

Primary external wall material(s): Brick

18.

Roof configuration: Flat

19.

Primary external roof material: Unknown

20.

Special features: None

145

x Width

120

Resource Number:
Temporary Resource Number: 5AM.3843
21.

General architectural description: The building was designed to accommodate two national chains as tenants. Eastern
facade: The walls were red brick with blonde brick sections above the entry ways. Large display windows and recessed
entry ways covered most of the eastern facade. The northeast corner of the building featured a corner display window.
The roof was flat with parapet. A slight step to the parapet on the north half of the building helped to visually define the
storefronts. it is possible that the brick wall above the doors was replaced as neither the color nor the bond pattern is the
same as the brick below the display windows. Northern Facade: The display window on the east corner was about six
feet long. There were no fenestrations until a recessed, multi-pane glass and metal door about 25 feet from the northwest
corner of the building. There were two steps up to this door. Between this doorway and the corner there were two, threeover-three windows. Western facade: There were three doorways on this facade. The one closest to the northwest corner
was an oversized customer entrance, that in more recent years had been filled in to only a single human-scale door. About
15 feet south of this door was the second entry, with a rolling door for loading and unloading. About five feet from the
southwest corner was the third entry comprised of a human-scale door and a smaller entry possibly used for loading stock
into the building. Southern facade: Only about one foot of the southern facade was visible. Wells Fargo covered the rest
of the southern facade.

22.

Architectural style/building type: Mid-20th Century Commercial

23.

Landscaping or special setting features: none

24.

Associated buildings, features, or objects: none

IV. ARCHITECTURAL HISTORY
25.

Date of Construction: Estimate:

Actual:

1959

Source of information: Adams County Assessor, online database,
http://gisapp.adcogov.org/quicksearch/doreport.aspx?pid=0156907204013 accessed December 12, 2018.
26.

Architect:
Source of information:

27.

Builder/Contractor: Judd & Company (Denver, Colorado)
Source of information: “Penny, Woolworth Plan New Building,”Brighton Blade, December 11, 1958

28.

Original owner: Judd & Company (Denver, Colorado)
Source of information: “Penny, Woolworth Plan New Building,”Brighton Blade, December 11, 1958

29.

Construction history (include description and dates of major additions, alterations, or demolitions): Built 1959,
Demolished 2018

Built as a retail store
30.

Original location x

Moved

V. HISTORICAL ASSOCIATIONS

Date of move(s):

Resource Number:
Temporary Resource Number: 5AM.3843
31. Original use(s): Commerce/Trade - Specialty Store
32.

Intermediate use(s): Education - Education-Related

33.

Current use(s): Vacant

34.

Site type(s): Commercial

35.

Historical background: Daniel F. Carmichael built the Opera House on this location as a means to encourage sales of lots

in his newely platted Brighton subdivision. The Opera House, later known as the Wire Building, had several businesses located
in it. The Wire building burned down on July 25, 1955. Thirteen businesses on the first floor and twelve residential tenants on
the second floor were displaced. Fred Ehrlenborn of Fort Lupton was the owner at the time and sold the property to the Brighton
State Bank. It was the bank who cleaned up the site and filled the basement in with dirt. For the next three years the lot was
used as a parking lot. In January 1956, Harold Cuckler and Royden Brown (president of Brighton State Bank) purchased the
property. Judd & Company, developers from Denver, who had experience building shopping centers, including University Hills
Plaza on South Colorado Boulevard, purchased the land from Cuckler. Cuckler was a former vice-president of the bank, and at
the time of the sale was an owner of United Advertising Company. Cuckler reported having turned down offers from oil
companies to lease the property. The City of Brighton stepped in and rezoned the property to prevent a service station at this
location. In 1958, Cuckler and Judd worked to get Penney’s and Woolworth’s to sign leases for the proposed building. Each
firm signed a 15 year lease and the building was constructed in 1959. The paper stated that the new building would be “modern
masonry.” The basement would be merchandising space as well, although the first floor would give Penney’s four times the
floor space of its current Brighton location.
The paper seemed quite pleased with the arrangement. “The city of Brighton and the school district will realize much
more in the way of taxes from this large building and the large inventories of goods the two major stores will carry in succeeding
years. In addition the future of Brighton downtown business district will be pretty well stabilized by having these two leading
businesses located there rather than in a shopping center on the edge of town.” Penny's stayed until the 1990s, and returned
briefy in 2006. 5 S. Main Street was the home of Brighton Indoor Flea Market (2010), All Star Fashion Inc (2016). The City of
Brighton purchased the building in 2016. 9 S. Main Street housed Strictly Boxing (2016). The City plans for the land envision a
new downtown plaza.
The building was demolished in November 2018. The land is currently owned by the City of Brighton.

36.

Sources of information: “Fire, Election, Slaying, Building Big News Events Locally in 1955,” Brighton Blade, January 2,

1956; “Penny, Woolworth Plan New Building,” Brighton Blade, December 11, 1958; “Downtown plaza could cost $2,1
million,” Brighton Blade, August 30, 2017.
VI. SIGNIFICANCE
37.

Local landmark designation: Yes

No

X

Date of designation:

Designating authority:
38.

Applicable National Register Criteria:
A.

Associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad pattern of our history;

B.

Associated with the lives of persons significant in our past;

C.

Embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, or represents the work of
a master, or that possess high artistic values, or represents a significant and distinguishable entity whose
components may lack individual distinction; or

Resource Number:
Temporary Resource Number: 5AM.3843
D.

Has yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in history or prehistory.
Qualifies under Criteria Considerations A through G (see Manual)

X

Does not meet any of the above National Register criteria

39.

Area(s) of significance:

40.

Period of significance:

41.

Level of significance: National

42.

Statement of significance:

43.

Assessment of historic physical integrity related to significance: Demolished November 2018.

State

Local

VII. NATIONAL REGISTER ELIGIBILITY ASSESSMENT
44.

National Register eligibility field assessment:
Eligible

45.

Not Eligible x

Need Data

Is there National Register district potential? Yes

No

Discuss:

46.

If there is National Register district potential, is this building: Contributing

Noncontributing

If the building is in existing National Register district, is it:

Noncontributing

Contributing

VIII. RECORDING INFORMATION
47.

Photograph numbers: 5AM3843 A through 5AM3843 P
Negatives filed at: City of Brighton, Historic Preservation Office.

48.

Report title: Brighton Subdivision Historic Resources Context Phase II

49.

Date(s):

50.

Recorder(s): Kristen Autobee

51.

Organization: Autobee & Autobee, LLC for the City of Brighton Historic Preservation Commission.

52.

Address: 6900 W. 26th Avenue, Lakewood, CO., 80214

53.

Phone number(s): (720) 427-5339

December 2018

NOTE: Please include a sketch map, a photocopy of the USGS quad map indicating resource location, and photographs.
History Colorado - Office of Archaeology & Historic Preservation
1200 Broadway, Denver, CO 80203 (303) 866-3395

Resource Number:
Temporary Resource Number: 5AM.3843

5AM.3843 – 5 South Main Street. Eastern façade. Looking northwest. Photo ID: 5AM3843 A. October
2017.

Resource Number:
Temporary Resource Number: 5AM.3843

5AM.3843 – 5 South Main Street. Eastern façade. Looking northwest. Photo ID: 5AM3843 B. October
2017.

Resource Number:
Temporary Resource Number: 5AM.3843

5AM.3843 – 5 South Main Street. Eastern façade. Looking west. Detail of main entry. Photo ID:
5AM3843 C. October 2017.

5AM.3843 – 5 South Main Street. Northern façade. Looking southeast. Photo ID: 5AM3843 D.
October 2017.

Resource Number:
Temporary Resource Number: 5AM.3843

5AM.3843 – 5 South Main Street. Northern façade. Looking southwest. Northeast corner window.
Photo ID: 5AM3843 E. October 2017.

5AM.3843 – 5 South Main Street. Western façade. Looking east. Photo ID: 5AM3843 F. October
2017.

Resource Number:
Temporary Resource Number: 5AM.3843

5AM.3843 – 5 South Main Street. Western façade. Looking southwest. Photo ID: 5AM3843 G.
October 2017.

5AM.3843 – 5 South Main
Street. Electrical box. West
side. Looking East. Photo
ID: 5AM3843 I. October
2017.

Resource Number:
Temporary Resource Number: 5AM.3843

5AM.3843 – 5 South Main Street. Looking southwest. Photo ID: 5AM3843 H. November 28, 2018.

Resource Number:
Temporary Resource Number: 5AM.3843

Resource Number:
Temporary Resource Number: 5AM.3843
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Resource Number: 5AM.3844
Temporary Resource Number:
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Contributes to eligible NR District
Noncontributing to eligible NR District

I. IDENTIFICATION
1.

Resource number: 5AM.3844

2.

Temporary resource number: N/A

3.

County: Adams

4.

City: Brighton

5.

Historic building name: Buffington Motor Company

6.

Current building name: Bait ‘N’ Bullet and L. A. Styling

7.

Building address: 57 South First Avenue, Brighton, CO., 80601

8.

Owner name and address: Daryl D. and Joyce Billings, P. O. Box 143, Brighton, CO, 80640

II. GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION
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UTM reference
Zone 1

11.

Township

15'

Attach photo copy of appropriate map section.

Block: 5

Addition: Brighton Subdivision Year of Addition: 1881
13.

Boundary Description and Justification: The resource boundary consists of the legal parcel boundary associated with
Adams County Parcel No. 1569-07-2-05-006. The western boundary is an unnamed alley. The northern boundary is shared
with a commercial property addressed as 51 South First Avenue (5AM.3815). The eastern boundary is South First Avenue.
The southern boundary is shared with a commercial property addressed as 65 South First Avenue.

III. Architectural Description
14.

Building plan (footprint, shape): Rectangle

15.

Dimensions in feet: Length

16.

Number of stories: One

17.

Primary external wall material(s): Brick and concrete block

18.

Roof configuration: Barrel

19.

Primary external roof material: Unknown

20.

Special features: None

96

x Width

58

Resource Number: 5AM.3844
Temporary Resource Number:
21. General architectural description: This one-part commercial block is made of blonde and red brick and stucco. It has a
barrel roof with a flat parapet on the front facade. The building is rectangular save for a unique rounded corner on the left
side of the front (eastern) facade. It currently houses a bullet supply business and a hair salon. Eastern Facade: This front
facade faces S. 1st Ave. and is the primary business entry. There is a flat parapet on this facade, and the barrel roof is
visible. A paved asphalt parking lot is immediately adjacent to the concrete walkway in front of the businesses. This facade
is primarily blonde brick with red brick detailing, including multiple belt courses and a foundation that includes patterned
art deco vertical brick up sections of the wall. The left shop entry encompasses the rounded wall with a single glazed door
with security bars attached. This door is flush to the sidewalk. There are fixed metal ribbon display windows on either side
of the door, including the rounded corner. There is a metal awning above the door that is consistent with the styles of the
1940 and appears in the oldest known photo from about 1981. There is possibly roll-up awning above the right display
window, which also appears in the 1981 photo. Roughly two feet from the display window adjoining the door is an
identical fixed display window, also metal and divided into three panes. There is an HVAC unit mounted to the wall in the
center of the facade. The right storefront has a fixed metal display window approximately two feet from the right wall.
Next to this window is the single glazed shop door with a transom that has been filled in with an HVAC unit. There is
another metal fixed picture window to the left of the door. All windows and doors on this facade align at the top with a
brick belt course. Above the belt course are two business signs. There are built in brick planters under all the windows.
Northern Facade: This facade is solid stucco likely covering concrete block. There is no parapet or eaves. There are a few
small gas lines attached to the wall. Western Facade: The rear of this building is also stucco and it is adjacent to a dirt lot
with concrete posts next to the wall. There is no parapet or eaves, and the barrel roof is apparent. Centered on the facade is
a large vehicular entry extending from ground to roofline, but it has been filled in with wood. There are stucco piers on
either side of the entry. Within the wood infill a single door was added, but it too has been boarded up. On the upper left
there is a sign for the bullet shop, and an empty metal “frame” for another sign to be installed. There is a metal drainpipe
from the gutter on the left edge of the wall. Southern Facade: Not visible because it shares a wall with the adjacent
business.
22.

Architectural style/building type: Modern Movements: Moderne

23.

Landscaping or special setting features: none

24.

Associated buildings, features, or objects: none

IV. ARCHITECTURAL HISTORY
25.

Date of Construction: Estimate:

Actual:

1945

Source of information: Adams County Assessor website http://gisapp.adcogov.org/ Accessed 10-20-2018
26.

Architect: Unknown
Source of information:

27.

Builder/Contractor: Unknown
Source of information:

28.

Original owner: Russell and Grace Buffington
Source of information: Adams County tax cards

Resource Number: 5AM.3844
Temporary Resource Number:
29. Construction history (include description and dates of major additions, alterations, or demolitions): A garage door on the
western facade has been filled in, and a human-scale door with in the garage door infill has also been filled in. It would
appear that four original windows have been filled in, and later stuccoed over on the western facade. They were equally
spaced, two were to the north, and two to the south of the garage door. The awnings date from at least 1981 and are
consistent with the styles of the 1940s. There are currently air conditioning units set into transom windows in the middle
and northern storefronts.

30.

Original location

x

Moved

Date of move(s):

V. HISTORICAL ASSOCIATIONS
31.

Original use(s): Commerce/Trade - Specialty Store

32.

Intermediate use(s): Commerce/Trade - Specialty Store

33.

Current use(s): Commercial Business Commerce/Trade - Specialty Store

34.

Site type(s): Commercial

35.

Historical background: As early as the 1893 Sanborn Map, there was a one-and-one-half story single family dwelling

located on lot 16 and a two story stable on lot 15. there was also a house on lot 18 and the south half of 17, with associated one
story outbuildings on lots 17 and 18. The Denver Joint State Land Bank owned the property between 1933 and 1940. The
Union Rural Electric Association owned the property from 1941 to 1945. The house and outbuildings were either demolished or
moved in 1941, as tax records show the Union Rural Electric Association only paying taxes on improvements in 1941, and on
the land only in 1942-1945. Russell A and Grace E Buffington purchased the property in 1945 and tax records show them
paying for land and improvements in 1946. The Buffingtons sold to Metropolitan Pontiac Incorporated in 1951. Brighton
Federal Savings and Loan owned the building from 1956-1976. William and Helen Gaschler purchased the building in 1976.
Gaschler had been a long time operator of the Palace Barber Shop which was located in this building. Gaschlers owned it about
a year when they sold to Charles W. and Lynette J. Griffiin. The Griffins owned the building from 1977-1981, Daryl D. and
Joyce E Billings have owned the building since 1981.
The Buffingtons built the building for Buff’s Motor Company, a Pontiac dealership. The name was Metropolitan Pontiac in
1951. It is unknown if the Buffingtons owned Metropolitan Pontiac. In 1953 Brighton City Directory lists the business as
Gerdom Pontiac, owned by Rex Bush.
In the 1950s the Palace Barber Shop passed through several owners. In December 1955 Dale Robertson and Lester Batz
took over management, and in 1958 the business was purchased by Sam Schwab. By 1977, the Silhouette Beauty Salon
occupied the space. Today the Salon is called Bella’s. In 1985, Daryl Billings filled for a trade name of Bait N Bullet, however,
as of 2018, the Colorado Secretary of State website says that the trade name filing has been expired since 2008.

36.

Sources of information: Adams County tax cards; 1893, 1920, 1948 Sanborn Maps; various warranty deeds filled at

Adams County; Adams County Assessor Commercial Property Appraisal Record; Colorado Secretary of State website; “Sam
Schwab Buys Palace Barber Shop,” February 3, 1938, Brighton Blade.

VI. SIGNIFICANCE
37.

Local landmark designation: Yes

No

X

Date of designation:

Resource Number: 5AM.3844
Temporary Resource Number:
Designating authority:
38.

Applicable National Register Criteria:
A.

Associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad pattern of our history;

B.

Associated with the lives of persons significant in our past;

C.

Embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, or represents the work of
a master, or that possess high artistic values, or represents a significant and distinguishable entity whose
components may lack individual distinction; or

D.

Has yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in history or prehistory.
Qualifies under Criteria Considerations A through G (see Manual)

X

Does not meet any of the above National Register criteria

39.

Area(s) of significance:

40.

Period of significance:

41.

Level of significance: National

42.

Statement of significance: D. F. Carmichael platted and sold lots in the Brighton subdivision to investors. Initially these

State

Local

investments were in the form of the land plus a house used as a rental. The single family dwelling that originally stood on this
property was gone by 1945 and the current commercial structure was built in its place. For the past 75 years this property has
been home to various businesses including auto dealerships, a savings and loan, and several barber shops and beauty salons.
5AM.3844 is not associated with events that have made a significant contribution to broad patterns of history at the National
level but should be considered eligible for listing on the State Register and as a local under Criterion A. At a local level this
property along with its neighbors are a compelling case study to show the changes to the Brighton Subdivision as a result of
population growth and an expanding downtown area. Research did not find a historically significant individual associated with
this building. Therefore, 5AM.3844 should not be considered eligible for NRHP, state register, or local landmark listing under
Criterion B. 5AM.384 has a high level of historic physical integrity, and embodies distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or
method of construction, including the horizontal emphasis, rounded corner at the main entry of the main tenant, and speed lines
of decorative brick work. The influence of Art Deco is visible in the charming red brick ziggurats and other triangular brick
work that separates the storefronts. While the decorative elements recall a period of sophisticated architectural ornamentation,
the barrel roof loudly proclaims the practicality of the builder. 5AM.3844 should not be considered eligible for listing on the
NRHP, but it is unique and distinctive and should be considered eligible for the listing on the state register, and as a local
landmark under Criterion C.

43.

Assessment of historic physical integrity related to significance: 5AM.3844 retains a high level of historic physical
integrity, with the only substantive changes on the western facade or rear of the building. The air conditioning units are set
into windows. Further research would be necessary to determine if the awning over the door (or the other awnings in the
1981 photo) are original.

VII. NATIONAL REGISTER ELIGIBILITY ASSESSMENT
44.

National Register eligibility field assessment:

Resource Number: 5AM.3844
Temporary Resource Number:
Eligible
Not Eligible
45.

X

Need Data

Is there National Register district potential? Yes

No

Discuss:

46.

If there is National Register district potential, is this building: Contributing

Noncontributing

If the building is in existing National Register district, is it:

Noncontributing

Contributing

VIII. RECORDING INFORMATION
47.

Photograph numbers: 5AM3844 A through 5AM3844 F.
Negatives filed at: Negatives filed at: City of Brighton, Historic Preservation Office.

48.

Report title: Brighton Subdivision Historic Resources Context Phase II

49.

Date(s):

50.

Recorder(s): Kristen Autobee and Leslie Krupa

51.

Organization: Autobee & Autobee, LLC for the City of Brighton Historic Preservation Commission.

52.

Address: 6900 W. 26th Avenue, Lakewood, CO., 80214

53.

Phone number(s): (720) 427-5339

November 2018

NOTE: Please include a sketch map, a photocopy of the USGS quad map indicating resource location, and photographs.
History Colorado - Office of Archaeology & Historic Preservation
1200 Broadway, Denver, CO 80203 (303) 866-3395

Resource Number: 5AM.3844
Temporary Resource Number:

5AM.3844 – 57 South First Avenue. Eastern façade. Looking west. Photo ID: 5AM3844 A. November 2018.

Resource Number: 5AM.3844
Temporary Resource Number:

5AM.3844 – 57 South First Avenue. Eastern façade. Looking northwest. Photo ID: 5AM3844 B. April 2018.

5AM.3844 – 57 South First Avenue. Eastern façade. Looking southwest. Photo ID: 5AM3844 C. November 2018.

Resource Number: 5AM.3844
Temporary Resource Number:

5AM.3844 – 57 South First Avenue. Northern façade. Looking west. Photo ID: 5AM3844 D. November 2018.

Resource Number: 5AM.3844
Temporary Resource Number:

5AM.3844 – 57 South First Avenue. Western façade. Looking east. Photo ID: 5AM3844 E. November 2018.
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COLORADO CULTURAL RESOURCE SURVEY

Architectural Inventory Form

Initials
Determined Eligible- NR
Determined Not Eligible- NR
Determined Eligible- SR
Determined Not Eligible- SR
Need Data
Contributes to eligible NR District
Noncontributing to eligible NR District

I. IDENTIFICATION
1.

Resource number: 5AM.3845

2.

Temporary resource number: N/A

3.

County: Adams

4.

City: Brighton

5.

Historic building name: Andrew Nielson Blacksmith Shop

6.

Current building name: L & Z Tortilla Factory

7.

Building address: 59 Cabbage Street, Brighton, CO., 80601

8.

Owner name and address: Joseph and Patricia Loredo, 179 Kelly Lane, Brighton, CO, 80601

II. GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION
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6

Brighton Subdivision

Year of Addition: 1881

Boundary Description and Justification: The resource boundary consists of the legal parcel boundary associated with
Adams County Parcel No. 1569-07-2-03-008. The western boundary is a shared with a commercial property addressed as
66 South Main Street (5AM3849). The northern boundary is shared with a commercial property addressed as 15 South
First Avenue. The eastern boundary is South Cabbage Avenue. The southern boundary is shared with a commercial
property addressed as 61 South Cabbage Avenue.

III. Architectural Description
14.

Building plan (footprint, shape): Irregular

15.

Dimensions in feet: Length

16.

Number of stories: One

17.

Primary external wall material(s): Stucco

18.

Roof configuration: Flat with parapet

19.

Primary external roof material: Unknown

20.

Special features: none

50

x Width

24

Resource Number:
Temporary Resource Number:
21. General architectural description: This one-story commercial building was originally constructed with concrete block but
has recently been entirely clad in rust colored stucco. It has a flat roof of unknown material. The roof has a flat parapet that
is stepped in the rear and is capped with concrete in the front. Eastern Facade: This facade faces S. Cabbage Ave. and is
the primary entry for the building. There is a wooden support beam that runs the length of the facade above the window
line, and this beam has also been covered in stucco. Approximately one foot to the left of the northern wall is a slightly
recessed entry. The entry has two wooden double doors that are paneled, and the upper glazed portion of these doors have
been covered with plywood. The door is nearly flush with only a low concrete step to the ground. About a foot to the right
of the entry but several inches higher there used to be a window that was filled in. In its place there is a rather notable
metal louvered vent and a 4/4 fixed metal window. Adjacent to the northern side there was another slightly recessed single
doorway that was filled in. In the place of the door there is now a sliding window possibly made of vinyl. Northern
Facade: This wall is solid stucco with few details. It faces and shares a lot line with Wells Fargo drive through. The
parapet here is stepped and has a simple wooden beam cornice below it near the rear of the building. There is a single
wooden door with no glazing approximately two feet from the rear of the building. Western Facade: This facade is the
rear of the building and it abuts a gravel lot. The entire wall is stucco and the only detailing is the wooden cornice
continues around under the parapet. There are gas and electric equipment attached to the wall. Southern Facade: This
facade is not visible as it shares a wall with the business next door.
22.

Architectural style/building type: Early Twentieth Century Commercial

23.

Landscaping or special setting features: none

24.

Associated buildings, features, or objects: none

IV. ARCHITECTURAL HISTORY
25.

Date of Construction: Estimate:

Actual:

1936

Source of information: Adams County Assessor Office online database
26.

Architect: Unknown
Source of information:

27.

Builder/Contractor: Unknown
Source of information:

28.

Original owner: Andrew Nielson
Source of information: Adams County tax cards

29.

Construction history (include description and dates of major additions, alterations, or demolitions): An addition measuring
13 x 23 feet was added to the western facade in 1984. Pictures taken in 2017 suggest that a garage door had been infilled
and a human-scale had been added in on the northern facade of this addition. The garage door is no longer visible as it was
covered with stucco in 2018. The garage door and the display window on the eastern façade were filled in pre-1982. The
vent and eight pane window were also added pre-1982. A human-scale door and transom window were filled in after 1982
and the existing vinyl sliding window were added to the infilled door after 1982. The entire building was stuccoed in
2018.

Resource Number:
Temporary Resource Number:
30. Original location X
Moved

Date of move(s):

V. HISTORICAL ASSOCIATIONS
31.

Original use(s): Commerce/Trade - Business/Professional

32.

Intermediate use(s): Commerce/Trade - Specialty Store

33.

Current use(s): Vacant

34.

Site type(s): Commercial

35.

Historical background: Prior to the construction of 5AM.3845 in 1936, lot 24 contained a couple of small one story

structures along the alley. They are not designated dwellings on the Sanborn Maps and were possibly used by the lumber yard to
the north or the hotel to the south. The alley was vacated in 1937 along with the construction of South Main Street. In 1937,
Andrew Nielson received $1,750 for his land and building addressed 110 South First Avenue as it was condemned for the new
road. He dismantled his building for the materials with an eye toward rebuilding. He purchased the portion of lot 17 that
remained after the new road was built. This lot was immediately west of 5AM.3845. In 1938, Nielson purchased 5AM.3845
from the Industrial Building Savings and Loan Association.
Andrew and Anna Marie Nielson immigrated in 1907 from Nyborg, Denmark. He was a blacksmith, and the 1928-1948 Sanborn
Map designates 5AM.3845 as a blacksmith shop. Andrew & Anna Nielson sold the property to William E. K. and E. H. Wittke
in 1944. The Wittke’s sold to Joseph G. and Patricia Ann Loredo in 1976, and title transferred in 1982. The Loredos still own
the property and their business L and Z Tortillas (1976- ca 2000) is probably the best remembered business to have operated
here.
36.

Sources of information: Adams County tax cards; various warranty deeds filed with Adams County Clerk and Recorder;

1930, 1940 federal census records; World War ll Draft Registration Cards, 1942; 1893, 1920, 1928-1948 Sanborn Maps;
“Dismantlement of Buildings Begins Already,” July 20, 1937, Brighton Blade.
VI. SIGNIFICANCE
37.

Local landmark designation: Yes

No X

Date of designation:

Designating authority:
38.

Applicable National Register Criteria:
A.

Associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad pattern of our history;

B.

Associated with the lives of persons significant in our past;

C.

Embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, or represents the work of
a master, or that possess high artistic values, or represents a significant and distinguishable entity whose
components may lack individual distinction; or

D.

Has yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in history or prehistory.
Qualifies under Criteria Considerations A through G (see Manual)

X

Does not meet any of the above National Register criteria

39.

Area(s) of significance:

40.

Period of significance:

41.

Level of significance: National

State

Local

Resource Number:
Temporary Resource Number:
42. Statement of significance: D. F. Carmichael platted and sold lots in the Brighton subdivision to other investors. Initially
these investments were in the form of the land plus a house or a commercial building used as a rental. Prior to the new alignment
of Highway 85 / Main Street, South Cabbage Avenue was officially South Second Avenue but referred to as Cabbage Alley or
Avenue. South Cabbage Avenue was commercial in nature and in the 19th and early 20th centuries generally businesses that
benefited from close proximity to the railroad or business not bothered by the railroad activity were located here. 5AM.3845 was
built just before the new alignment of Highway 85 was announced.

5AM.3845 is not associated with events that have made a

significant contribution to broad patterns of history at the National or State level and should not be considered eligible for listing
on the NRHP or the state register under Criterion A. At a local level this property along with its neighbors are a compelling case
study to show the changes to the Brighton Subdivision as a result of the new South Main Street, especially since a tradesman
relocated his business here from South First Avenue as a result of his property being purchased for the new roadbed. Research
did not find a historically significant individual associated with this building. Therefore, 5AM.3845 should not be considered
eligible for NRHP, state register, or local landmark listing under Criterion B. Windows and doors of 5AM.3845 have been
significantly altered and the building no longer embodies distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction,
or represent the work of a master, or possess high artistic values, or represents a significant and distinguishable entity whose
components may lack individual distinction. So, 5AM.3845 should not be considered eligible for listing on the NRHP, state
register, or as a local landmark under Criterion C.

43.

Assessment of historic physical integrity related to significance: 5AM.3845 does not retain a significant amount of historic
physical integrity.

VII. NATIONAL REGISTER ELIGIBILITY ASSESSMENT
44.

National Register eligibility field assessment:
Eligible

45.

Not Eligible X

Need Data

Is there National Register district potential? Yes

No

Discuss:

46.

If there is National Register district potential, is this building: Contributing

Noncontributing

If the building is in existing National Register district, is it:

Noncontributing

Contributing

VIII. RECORDING INFORMATION
47.

Photograph numbers: 5AM3845 A through 5AM3845 N
Negatives filed at: City of Brighton, Historic Preservation Office.

48.

Report title: Brighton Subdivision Historic Resources Context Phase II

49.

Date(s):

50.

Recorder(s): Kristen Autobee and Leslie Krupa

51.

Organization: Autobee & Autobee, LLC for the City of Brighton Historic Preservation Commission.

52.

Address: 6900 W. 26th Avenue, Lakewood, CO., 80214

53.

Phone number(s): (720) 427-5339

November 2018

NOTE: Please include a sketch map, a photocopy of the USGS quad map indicating resource location, and photographs.
History Colorado - Office of Archaeology & Historic Preservation
1200 Broadway, Denver, CO 80203 (303) 866-3395

Resource Number:
Temporary Resource Number:

5AM.3845 – 59 South Cabbage Street. Eastern Façade. Looking Northwest. October 2017. Photo ID:
5AM3845 A.

5AM.3845 – 59 South Cabbage Street.
Eastern Façade. Looking Northwest.
November 2018. Photo ID: 5AM3845 B.

Resource Number:
Temporary Resource Number:

5AM.3845 – 59 South Cabbage Street.
Northern Façade. Looking south.
October 2017. Photo ID: 5AM3845
C.

5AM.3845 – 59 South Cabbage Street. Western Façade. Looking Southwest. November 2018. Photo ID:
5AM3845 D.

Resource Number:
Temporary Resource Number:

5AM.3845 – 59 South Cabbage Street. Western façade. Looking southeast.
October 2017. Photo ID: 5AM3845 E.

5AM.3845 – 59 South Cabbage Street. Western façade. Looking southeast. November 2018.
Photo ID: 5AM3845 F.
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Temporary Resource Number:
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COLORADO CULTURAL RESOURCE SURVEY

Architectural Inventory Form

Initials
Determined Eligible- NR
Determined Not Eligible- NR
Determined Eligible- SR
Determined Not Eligible- SR
Need Data
Contributes to eligible NR District
Noncontributing to eligible NR District

I. IDENTIFICATION
1.

Resource number: 5AM.3846

2.

Temporary resource number: N/A

3.

County: Adams

4.

City: Brighton

5.

Historic building name: Cole’s Garage

6.

Current building name: Smith Motors, Inc

7.

Building address: 60 Bush Street, Brighton, CO., 80601

8.

Owner name and address: Walter C. and Janice J. Smith, 60 Bush Street, Brighton, CO, 80601

II. GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION
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Attach photo copy of appropriate map section.

1-2, N1/2 of 3 Block: 4

Addition: Brighton Subdivision Year of Addition: 1881
13.

Boundary Description and Justification: The resource boundary consists of the legal parcel boundary associated with
Adams County Parcel No. 1569-07-2-07-001. The western boundary is an unnamed alley, the northern boundary is Bush
Street, and the eastern boundary is South First Avenue. The southern boundary is shared with a residential property
addressed as 115 South First Avenue (5AM.3817).

III. Architectural Description
14.

Building plan (footprint, shape): Rectangle

15.

Dimensions in feet: Length

16.

Number of stories: one

17.

Primary external wall material(s): Concrete block

18.

Roof configuration: Barrel and Shed

19.

Primary external roof material: Unknown and Metal

20.

Special features: none

61

x Width

42

1

Resource Number: 5AM.3846
Temporary Resource Number:
21. General architectural description: This auto service commercial building faces Bush St. and has an interesting mix of
features due to an additional service bay added sometime after original construction. The original structure has a barrel
roof likely made of a membrane, with a metal shed roof over the addition to the east. The building is clad in highly
textured and possibly historic stucco. There is a stepped parapet on part of the north wall. The building has a concrete
foundation. Northern Facade: This is the primary entry to the building and fronts a parking garage and Bush St. The shed
roof is visible over the left service bay, and the stepped parapet on the rightmost portion of this facade. This entire facade is
stucco. There are two vehicular bays on this side, both have contemporary roll-up doors that are solid panel of unknown
material. The left bay is slightly larger and comprises the bulk of the later addition. Two to three feet to the right is the
original service bay/vehicular entry. To the right of the garage is a single paneled wood door flush to sidewalk/parking lot.
Immediately adjacent to the right is a historic rectangular picture window likely made of metal. It appears this window may
be fixed, although it is divided into two lights and may be casement. There is a similar window about two feet to the right
of this one. The secondary window is slightly larger and divided into three lights and also appears to be historic metal.
Both windows have aluminum louvered shutters built in on the inside. Above the entry door there is a sign for the current
business and a security light above it. Western Facade: This facade is stucco and there is minimal or no parapet here. There
are metal drains from the gutter on either end and in the center of the wall. There are three identical metal historic windows
on this facade--one about seven feet from the front facade, and the latter two centered on the last third of the building
towards the rear. All windows are rectangular with four equally divided lights. Three of the lights are fixed, and the bottom
right is an operable casement window. Like the front facade, these windows have metal louvered shutters affixed to the
interior as well. Southern Facade: This facade is the rear of the building and continues the stucco facade. The older portion
of the building has three centered windows that are identical to those found on the western facade. The right portion of this
facade is not visible because there is a wooden shed adjacent to it enclosed with a six foot wooden fence. There is a metal
drain to the gutter in the center of the facade. Eastern Facade: Only the part of the facade closest to the street is visible, as
this wall is adjacent to a parking lot. The first ½ of the wall is the service bay with a slight metal pent roof. Behind this
portion is a recessed metal carport or canopy that is not easily visible. The service bay portion of the wall has two identical
sliding windows about five feet from each corner. These windows are of unknown material. There is a metal drain on the
corner closest to the front facade, and three centered security lights. The gas meter is also affixed to this facade.
22.

Architectural style/building type: Service Bay Commercial

23.

Landscaping or special setting features: none

24.

Associated buildings, features, or objects: none

IV. ARCHITECTURAL HISTORY
25.

Date of Construction: Estimate:

Actual:

1946

Source of information: Adams County Assessor Office, online database.
26.

Architect: Unknown
Source of information:

27.

Builder/Contractor: Unknown
Source of information:
2

Resource Number: 5AM.3846
Temporary Resource Number:
28. Original owner: G. L. and Margaret Wenzell
Source of information: Adams County tax cards.
29.

Construction history (include description and dates of major additions, alterations, or demolitions): There are three
additions to 5AM.3846. The first was added before 1987 and measured 12 x 26. Between 1987 and 1991, a 22 x 36 foot
addition was made to the northeast corner of the building covering up two windows and a door. This addition is a larger
service bay than the original building offered. At the same time or later, the third addition of 10 x 26 feet on the eastern
facade of the first addition, evened out the eastern facade. A human-scale door was added to the northern facade probably
when the second addition was made. Adding this door removed part of a multi-paned window.

30.

Original location X

Moved

Date of move(s):

V. HISTORICAL ASSOCIATIONS
31.

Original use(s): Commerce/Trade - Specialty Store

32.

Intermediate use(s): Commerce/Trade - Specialty Store

33.

Current use(s): Commerce/Trade - Specialty StoreAuto Service Business

34.

Site type(s): Commercial

35.

Historical background: Saichi and Shigeko Matooka purchased lots 1 and 2, and the north half of lot 3, of block 4 in 1930

from Lottie Swain. Although the Matooka’s were born in Japan, their son Katauko, and daughters Alice, Coreen, and Leona
were all born in Wyoming. Catherine, the youngest child, was born in 1930 in Brighton. When they bought the property, there
was a one story, single family dwelling on the east half of the lots and three small outbuildings on the west half of the lots.
Saichi is listed as proprietor of a local service station on the 1940 census, and the place of employment or business is 103 South
First Avenue on his 1942 World War II Draft Registration Card. If the construction date from the Adams County Assessor is
correct, then it is likely that Saichi built a garage after 1930, and the present building replaced it. The property was transferred to
Katauko in 1944. G.L. and Margaret Wenzell purchased the property in 1945, and the current building was constructed in 1946.
Bob Halloran purchased the property from Nellie Wenzel in 1955. The business in 5AM.3846 was Cole’s Garage. The house
was moved to a new location on North Eighth Avenue by Doug Major. Cole’s Garage had leased 5AM.3846 since at least 1950,
and Halloran renewed their lease until at least 1956. Halloran, who owned Halloran Motors at 1st and Bridge streets, used the
east half of the lots for a “Used Car Corral.” Hubert and Marilyn Maier purchased 5AM.3846 in 1963 and retained the property
until 1997, when it was purchased by Walter and Janice Smith. Smiths are the present owners.
36.

Sources of information: 1930 and 1940 federal census; 1920 and 1928-1948 Sanborn Maps; 1942 World War II Draft

Registration Cards; Adams County tax cards; Adams County Commercial property Appraisal Record; various deeds filed at
Adams County Clerk and Recorder; “Halloran Purchases Lots at !st, Bush,” Brighton Blade, January 20, 1955.

VI. SIGNIFICANCE
37.

Local landmark designation: Yes

No

X

Date of designation:

Designating authority:
38.

Applicable National Register Criteria:
A.

Associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad pattern of our history;
3

Resource Number: 5AM.3846
Temporary Resource Number:
B.
Associated with the lives of persons significant in our past;
C.

Embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, or represents the work of
a master, or that possess high artistic values, or represents a significant and distinguishable entity whose
components may lack individual distinction; or

D.

Has yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in history or prehistory.
Qualifies under Criteria Considerations A through G (see Manual)

X

Does not meet any of the above National Register criteria

39.

Area(s) of significance:

40.

Period of significance:

41.

Level of significance: National

42.

Statement of significance: D. F. Carmichael platted and sold lots in the Brighton subdivision to other investors. Initially

State

Local

these investments were in the form of the land plus a house or a commercial building used as a rental. The lots fronting South
First Avenue were predominately residential where lots fronting South Second Street were predominantly commercial. By 1927
neighborhood infill is commercial in nature. A service station/auto repair business was on the rear of this residential lot by
1930. So when 5AM.3846 was constructed, the trend toward auto-centric businesses was firmly in place. 5AM.3846 is not
associated with events that have made a significant contribution to broad patterns of history at the National or State level and
should not be considered eligible for listing on the NRHP or the state register under Criterion A. At a local level this property
along with its neighbors are a compelling case study to show the changes to the Brighton Subdivision as a result of a growing
population and reliance on the personal auto. Research did not find a historically significant individual associated with this
building. Therefore, 5AM.3846 should not be considered eligible for NRHP, state register, or local landmark listing under
Criterion B. Windows, doors, and roof line of 5AM.3846 have been altered and the building does not embody distinctive
characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, or represent the work of a master, or possess high artistic values, or
represent a significant and distinguishable entity whose components may lack individual distinction. So, 5AM.3846 should not
be considered eligible for listing on the NRHP, state register, or as a local landmark under Criterion C.

43.

Assessment of historic physical integrity related to significance: The western facade retains its historic physical integrity.
A human scale door has been added to the center of the northern facade and in doing so a segment of a window was
removed. The additions are not old enough to be historic, as well as being out of scale with the original building. As such
they significantly detract from the historic integrity of the building.

VII. NATIONAL REGISTER ELIGIBILITY ASSESSMENT
44.

National Register eligibility field assessment:
Eligible

45.

Not Eligible X

Need Data

Is there National Register district potential? Yes

No

Discuss:

46.

If there is National Register district potential, is this building: Contributing

Noncontributing

If the building is in existing National Register district, is it:

Noncontributing

VIII. RECORDING INFORMATION
4

Contributing

Resource Number: 5AM.3846
Temporary Resource Number:
47. Photograph numbers: 5AM3846 A through 5AM3846 R
Negatives filed at: City of Brighton, Historic Preservation Office.
48.

Report title: Brighton Subdivision Historic Resources Context Phase II

49.

Date(s):

50.

Recorder(s): Kristen Autobee and Leslie Krupa

51.

Organization: Autobee & Autobee, LLC for the City of Brighton Historic Preservation Commission.

52.

Address: 6900 W. 26th Avenue, Lakewood, CO., 80214

53.

Phone number(s):

November 2018

(720) 427-5339

NOTE: Please include a sketch map, a photocopy of the USGS quad map indicating resource location, and photographs.
History Colorado - Office of Archaeology & Historic Preservation
1200 Broadway, Denver, CO 80203 (303) 866-3395
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Resource Number: 5AM.3846
Temporary Resource Number:

5AM.3846 – 60 Bush Street. Northern and eastern facades. Looking southwest. Photo ID: 5AM3846 R.
October 2017.

5AM.3846 – 60
Bush Street.
Eastern facades.
Looking northwest.
Photo ID:
5AM3846 Q.
October 2017.
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Resource Number: 5AM.3846
Temporary Resource Number:

5AM.3846 – 60 Bush Street. Western facade. Looking northeast. Photo ID: 5AM3846 L.
November 2018.

5AM.3846 – 60 Bush
Street. Western
facade. Looking
northeast. Photo ID:
5AM3846 H.
November 2018.
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Resource Number: 5AM.3846
Temporary Resource Number:

5AM.3846 – 60 Bush Street. Southern facade. Looking northeast. Photo ID: 5AM3846 E.
2018.

8

November

Resource Number: 5AM.3846
Temporary Resource Number:

Brighton Blade, October 16, 1950.
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Resource Number: 5AM.3846
Temporary Resource Number:

Alley

N

Car Lot

Parking

Sidewalk

Bush Street
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Resource Number: 5AM.3846
Temporary Resource Number:

11

Resource Number:
Temporary Resource Number:
OAHP1403
Rev. 9/98

Official eligibility determination
(OAHP use only)
Date

COLORADO CULTURAL RESOURCE SURVEY

Architectural Inventory Form

Initials
Determined Eligible- NR
Determined Not Eligible- NR
Determined Eligible- SR
Determined Not Eligible- SR
Need Data
Contributes to eligible NR District
Noncontributing to eligible NR District

I. IDENTIFICATION
1.

Resource number: 5AM.3847

2.

Temporary resource number: N/A

3.

County: Adams

4.

City: Brighton

5.

Historic building name: Foster Lumber Company Warehouse

6.

Current building name: 60 South Cabbage Avenue

7.

Building address: 60 South Cabbage Street, Brighton, CO., 80601

8.

Owner name and address: B & N Land Company, P.O. Box 705, Brighton, CO, 80601

II. GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION
9.

P.M.
SE

10.

Township

¼ of

NW

1S

¼ of

Range
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¼ of

3 ; 5

1

USGS quad name:

5

3

0
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5 mE

¼ of section 7

Lot(s):

4

4

2

6

1

9

7

mN

Brighton

Year: 1965 (p.r. 1979) Map scale: 7.5' X
12.

66 W

UTM reference
Zone 1

11.

6th

15'

Attach photo copy of appropriate map section.

Block: Improvements Only Rail Road Right-of-Way

Addition: Brighton Subdivision Year of Addition: 1881
13.

Boundary Description and Justification: The resource boundary consists of the legal parcel boundary associated with
Adams County Parcel No. 1569-07-2-00-001. The western boundary is South Cabbage Avenue. The northern boundary is
public parking area south of Bridge Street, The eastern boundary is the Union Pacific Rail Road Tracks. The southern
boundary is Brush Street.

III. Architectural Description
14.

Building plan (footprint, shape): Rectangular

15.

Dimensions in feet: Length

16.

Number of stories: One

17.

Primary external wall material(s): Masonry Block and Brick

18.

Roof configuration: Gable

19.

Primary external roof material: Metal

20.

Special features: none

88

x Width

18

Resource Number:
Temporary Resource Number:
21. General architectural description: This industrial/commercial block building is a long rectangular structure with a
corrugated metal side gabled roof. It retains its original masonry block foundation and notable multi-colored glazed brick.
There are minimal eaves, unknown if boxed or open, primarily consisting of the metal drainage gutters. Western Facade:
This facade faces S. Cabbage Ave. and a dirt lot. The wall contains the original entry: three identical doors
placed evenly on the wall. The outer doors are approximately five feet from their respective edges. Each door is
raised above the concrete foundation line and accessible via high concrete stoops. The concrete stoops are
reinforced by wood and metal which are now partially exposed. The doors are aged plywood sliding doors
padlocked shut .The lower ⅓ of the wall is exposed concrete/masonry block, and the upper ⅔ horizontal glazed
brick. Northern Facade: This gabled end faces a parking lot. The masonry foundation and glazed brick continue
uninterrupted on this wall, aside from affixed electrical equipment. There is a notable gable vent with a corbeled brick
decorative surround. Eastern Facade: This facade abuts a dirt lot used for equipment storage that has been enclosed with
chain link fencing. There are two windows on the wall, each roughly 10 feet from the ends. These windows have been
boarded up with wood. Southern Facade: This facade is nearly identical to the northern end and faces a dirt lot. There is
another gable vent with brick corbel detailing.
22.

Architectural style/building type: Commercial/Industrial Block

23.

Landscaping or special setting features: none

24.

Associated buildings, features, or objects: none

IV. ARCHITECTURAL HISTORY
25.

Date of Construction: Estimate:

1949

Actual:

Source of information: Adams County Assessor Office
26.

Architect: Unknown
Source of information:

27.

Builder/Contractor: Unknown
Source of information:

28.

Original owner: Foster Lumber Company
Source of information: 1928-1948 Sanborn Map and Adams County tax cards

29.

Construction history (include description and dates of major additions, alterations, or demolitions): There do not appear to
be any additions or alterations except for the wire chain link fence around the eastern and southern facades.

30.

Original location

x

Moved

Date of move(s):

V. HISTORICAL ASSOCIATIONS
31.

Original use(s): Commerce/Trade - Warehouse

32.

Intermediate use(s): Commerce/Trade - Warehouse

33.

Current use(s): Commerce/Trade - Warehouse

34.

Site type(s): Commercial

Resource Number:
Temporary Resource Number:
35. Historical background: The Brighton Subdivision Plat designated the present day South Cabbage Avenue as South Second
Avenue. South Second Avenue was often referred to as Cabbage Alley. The Egnew Lumber Company was located on lots 25-28
of block 6 as early as the 1908 Sanborn Map. The 1913 Sanborn Map shows the buildings to be vacant. The Brighton Lumber
Company was formed in 1914. And the 1928 Sanborn Map shows a wood platform along the railroad tracks and partially in the
location of the current 5AM.3847. Brighton Lumber Company’s ad in the 1929 city directory claims that they had given “15
Years of Efficient Service” and that you could buy “A 2 x 4 or a Car Load.” As with other properties along South Second
Avenue, the lumber companies benefited from their proximity to the railroad. The large platform that the lumber company
controlled would enable them to sell lumber by the car load. The 1928-1948 Sanborn Map shows a rectangular set of dashed
lines indicating “partition walls.” Sanborn cartographers often used these dashed lines to outline wood platforms along railroad
tracks. (Another Brighton example of this is the irregular and large platform that surrounds the depot on the 1893 Sanborn map.)
The northern wall of the platform on the 1928-1948 Sanborn map near the lumber yard is approximately where the northern
facade of 5AM.3847 is today. The pre-1949 wood platform extends as far south as Bush Street.
Research shows that taxes were paid for “Improvements Only” by the Foster Lumber Company, beginning in 1953.
Research was unable to locate tax records or deeds covering the years 1949 and 1952. It is believed that 5AM.3847 was
constructed as a dock and warehouse by Foster Lumber Company between 1949 and 1953. In 1968, Fred Hueber, Mayo
Hottman, and Anthony Lachetta took over the tax payments on 5AM.3847. Fred Huebner owned a construction company. Fred
Hueber retained the right-of-way and ownership of 5AM.3847 until 2000 when he sold it to B & L Land Company. Bill Nance
Plumbing and Heating had trucks parked inside the fence when photos were taken in 2017 and 2018.

36.

Sources of information: 1893, 1899, 1904, 1908, 1913, 1920, 1928, and 1928-1948 Sanborn Maps; 1924, 1929, 1953, 1969

Brighton City Directories; extant deeds and right-of-way agreements filed with the Adams County Clerk and Recorder.

VI. SIGNIFICANCE
37.

Local landmark designation: Yes

No

X

Date of designation:

Designating authority:
38.

Applicable National Register Criteria:
A.

Associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad pattern of our history;

B.

Associated with the lives of persons significant in our past;

C.

Embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, or represents the work of
a master, or that possess high artistic values, or represents a significant and distinguishable entity whose
components may lack individual distinction; or

D.

Has yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in history or prehistory.
Qualifies under Criteria Considerations A through G (see Manual)

X

Does not meet any of the above National Register criteria

39.

Area(s) of significance:

40.

Period of significance:

41.

Level of significance: National

State

Local

Resource Number:
Temporary Resource Number:
42. Statement of significance: D. F. Carmichael platted and sold lots in the Brighton subdivision to other investors. Initially
these investments were in the form of the land plus a house or a commercial building used as a rental. The lots fronting on South
Second Avenue (now Cabbage Avenue) were commercial in nature and benefited from close proximity to the railroad. The
lumber companies that fronted Cabbage Avenue had wood platforms parallel to the railroad tracks. Right-of-way agreements
between the railroads and lumber companies allowed the lumber companies to easily sell by the carload. 5AM.3847 was
associated with Foster Lumber Company and the shipping of lumber by rail between 1949 and 1968. 5AM.3847 is not
associated with events that have made a significant contribution to broad patterns of history at the National or State level and
should not be considered eligible for listing on the NRHP or the state register under Criterion A. It may be considered eligible as
a local landmark as the only remaining warehouse clearly associated with railroad shipping. Research did not find a historically
significant individual associated with this building. Therefore, 5AM.3847 should not be considered eligible for NRHP, state
register, or local landmark listing under Criterion B.

5AM.3847 has not been significantly altered and the building retains a

high level of historic integrity. It is a stretch to say that it embodies distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of
construction, or represents the work of a master, or possesses high artistic values, or represents a significant and distinguishable
entity whose components may lack individual distinction. So, 5AM.3849 should not be considered eligible for listing on the
NRHP, state register. As a local landmark it could be a valuable resource in the community’s understanding of post-war
commercial architecture and post-war commerce.

43.

Assessment of historic physical integrity related to significance: 5AM.3847 retains a high level of historic physical
integrity.

VII. NATIONAL REGISTER ELIGIBILITY ASSESSMENT
44.

National Register eligibility field assessment:
Eligible

45.

Not Eligible

X

Need Data

Is there National Register district potential? Yes

No

Discuss:

46.

If there is National Register district potential, is this building: Contributing

Noncontributing

If the building is in existing National Register district, is it:

Noncontributing

Contributing

VIII. RECORDING INFORMATION
47.

Photograph numbers: 5AM3847 A through 5AM3847 S
Negatives filed at: City of Brighton, Historic Preservation Office.

48.

Report title: Brighton Subdivision Historic Resources Context Phase II

49.

Date(s):

50.

Recorder(s): Kristen Autobee and Leslie Krupa

51.

Organization: Autobee & Autobee, LLC for the City of Brighton Historic Preservation Commission.

52.

Address: 6900 W. 26th Avenue, Lakewood, CO., 80214

53.

Phone number(s):

November 2018

(720) 427-5339

Resource Number:
Temporary Resource Number:
NOTE: Please include a sketch map, a photocopy of the USGS quad map indicating resource location, and photographs.
History Colorado - Office of Archaeology & Historic Preservation
1200 Broadway, Denver, CO 80203 (303) 866-3395

Resource Number:
Temporary Resource Number:

5AM.3847 – 60 South Cabbage Avenue. Western Façade. Looking northeast. November 2017. Photo
ID: 5AM3847 A.

5AM.3847 – 60 South Cabbage Avenue. Western Façade. Looking southeast. November 2018.
Photo ID: 5AM3847 B.

Resource Number:
Temporary Resource Number:

5AM.3847 – 60 South Cabbage Avenue. Northern Façade. Looking southwest. November 2018.
Photo ID: 5AM3847 D.

5AM.3847 – 60 South Cabbage
Avenue. Northern Façade. Looking
southwest. Detail of gable vent.
November 2017. Photo ID:
5AM3847 E.

Resource Number:
Temporary Resource Number:

5AM.3847 – 60 South Cabbage Avenue. Eastern façade. Looking southwest. November 2018.
Photo ID: 5AM3847 F.

5AM.3847 – 60 South Cabbage
Avenue. Southern façade. Looking
northeast. November 2018. Photo
ID: 5AM3847 G.

Resource Number:
Temporary Resource Number:

N

Railroad
Tracks

Fence

Resource Number:
Temporary Resource Number:

Resource Number:
Temporary Resource Number:
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Official eligibility determination
(OAHP use only)
Date

COLORADO CULTURAL RESOURCE SURVEY

Architectural Inventory Form

Initials
Determined Eligible- NR
Determined Not Eligible- NR
Determined Eligible- SR
Determined Not Eligible- SR
Need Data
Contributes to eligible NR District
Noncontributing to eligible NR District

I. IDENTIFICATION
1.

Resource number: 5AM.3848

2.

Temporary resource number: N/A

3.

County: Adams

4.

City: Brighton

5.

Historic building name: Brighton Light and Power Company

6.

Current building name: Advanced Performance & Sound, Inc.

7.

Building address: 61 S. Cabbage Avenue, Brighton, CO., 80601

8.

Owner name and address: Laura Lechuga, 2898 West 56th Avenue, Denver, CO, 80221

II. GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION
9.
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Addition: Brighton Subdivision
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Year: 1965 (p.r. 1979) Map scale: 7.5' X
12.

66 W

UTM reference
Zone 1

11.

Township

15'

Attach photo copy of appropriate map section.

6
Year of Addition: 1881

Boundary Description and Justification: The resource boundary consists of the legal parcel boundary associated with
Adams County Parcel No. 1569-07-2-03-010. The western boundary is a shared with a commercial property addressed as
70 South Main Street (5AM.3850). The northern boundary is shared with a commercial property addressed as 59 South
Cabbage Avenue (5AM.3845). The eastern boundary is South Cabbage Avenue. The southern boundary is Bush Street.

III. Architectural Description
14.

Building plan (footprint, shape): Irregular

15.

Dimensions in feet: Length

16.

Number of stories: One

17.

Primary external wall material(s): Stucco

18.

Roof configuration:

19.

Primary external roof material: Unknown

20.

Special features: none

70

Flat

x Width

26

Resource Number:
Temporary Resource Number:
21. General architectural description: This one-part commercial block faces S. Cabbage Ave. and appears to have
been modified with additions to the rear over time. Cladding consists primarily of concrete block covered with
stucco, with brick and vertical wood siding on the front facade only. The roof is flat and of unknown material,
and the parapet is stepped from front to rear. Eastern Facade: This is the front facade facing S. Cabbage Ave.
The lower ⅓ of the building is clad in brick (possibly veneer) with painted vertical wood siding above. On this
facade only there is a metal pent roof, although sheets are missing and expose the wooden plywood beneath.
There are identical wooden windows about two feet from each side. Both windows have a centered pane of
fixed glass with glass block on either side. It is possible these windows were originally casement. There are
security bars affixed over both windows. Centered between the windows is a fully glazed single door with a
simple unpainted wooden surround. There is a slight concrete ramp leading from the sidewalk to the door.
Immediately above the door a painted wooden sign is hung from the roofline, with a security light between the
sign and the roof. Southern Facade: This facade faces a large asphalt parking lot. The parapet on this side is
stepped, and with each step a section of the building is slightly recessed. The cladding is concrete block
covered in stucco. A window has been possibly filled in about two feet from the right corner. About seven feet
from the right corner there is a vehicular garage entry with a solid paneled garage door. Centered on the facade
below the parapet is a large security light. The bulk of the rest of the facade has no detail. Approximately 10
feet from the rear of the building there is a flush, solid, singular metal door. Western Facade: This is the rear of
the building and the concrete block is exposed here and not covered with cladding. All gas and electric utilities
are affixed here. There is a single metal door about two feet from the left corner that has a very small concrete
step. Northern Facade: Approximately half this facade shares a wall with the business next door. The rear half
is visible and also concrete block. There are small boxed eaves on this portion of the building as well. This
facade is not a solid wall, but rather shaped somewhat like an L. As such, there are two metal drain pipes from
the gutters on either corner.
22.

Architectural style/building type: One-part commercial block

23.

Landscaping or special setting features: none

24.

Associated buildings, features, or objects: none

IV. ARCHITECTURAL HISTORY
25.

Date of Construction: Estimate:

Actual:

1922

Source of information: Adams County tax cards
26.

Architect: Unknown
Source of information:

27.

Builder/Contractor: Unknown
Source of information:

28.

Original owner: Brighton Light and Power Company.
Source of information: Adams County tax cards

29.

Construction history (include description and dates of major additions, alterations, or demolitions): There appear to have
been three additions to this building. The original building appears to have measured 26 x 33 feet on the south wall, and
26 x 35 on the north wall. The southern facade is shown with windows on the 1948 Sanborn Map which are no longer

Resource Number:
Temporary Resource Number:
visible. It is noted on the Sanborn Map of 1948 as 14 feet tall in this area. The first addition was before 1948, 12 feet tall
on the Sanborn Map, and 20 feet long. The second addition was made after 1948 and is 10 feet long and 25 feet wide (one
foot narrower than the original building. The third addition is 20 feet long and 15 feet wide. At some time before circa
1990, the metal pent roof was added, as was the current brick veneer and wood paneling all on the eastern facade. The
windows and door are also replacements from before 1990. The metal security bars on the windows were added after
1990.

30.

Original location

x

Moved

Date of move(s):

V. HISTORICAL ASSOCIATIONS
31.

Original use(s): Commerce/Trade - Business/Professional

32.

Intermediate use(s): Commerce/Trade - Restaurant

33.

Current use(s): Vacant

34.

Site type(s): Commercial

35.

Historical background: South Second Avenue, now South Cabbage Avenue, between Bridge Street and Bush Street, was

home to many industrial or service industry businesses prior to the 1937 alignment of Highway 85 that created South Main
Street. Brighton Light and Power Company built the original building and occupied it from 1922-1925. At the time, the parcel
only contained lot 23 and an alley separated it from the lots that fronted South First Avenue. In 1939, an ad in the city directory
for 65 South 2nd Avenue gives the name of the business as The Brighton Ice Light and Power Company. They advertise all
kinds of electric appliances and coal. In 1938, the taxes were paid by the Denver Ice and Cold Storage Company, who sold it to
Valentine Ramirez in 1945. It is not known which of these owners made the first addition. Ramirez operated Val’s Bar until he
sold the building to George and Agnes Iacino in 1961. Agnes Iacino held on to the property until 1993 when Stanley Roskop
and Leonard Roskop purchased it. The Roskops are heating contractors and sold to Laura Lechuga 1998. Lachuga is the current
owner. The most recent business was Advanced Performance and Sound (auto related). The building has been empty since at
least 2017. The parcel contains lots 21-23 and the east half of the vacated alley.

36.

Sources of information: 1924, 1939 Brighton City Directories; 1920 and 1948 Sanborn Maps; Adams County tax cards;

Adams County Commercial property Appraisal Record.

VI. SIGNIFICANCE
37.

Local landmark designation: Yes

No

X

Date of designation:

Designating authority:
38.

Applicable National Register Criteria:
A.

Associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad pattern of our history;

B.

Associated with the lives of persons significant in our past;

C.

Embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, or represents the work of
a master, or that possess high artistic values, or represents a significant and distinguishable entity whose
components may lack individual distinction; or

D.

Has yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in history or prehistory.

Resource Number:
Temporary Resource Number:
Qualifies under Criteria Considerations A through G (see Manual)
X

Does not meet any of the above National Register criteria

39.

Area(s) of significance:

40.

Period of significance:

41.

Level of significance: National

42.

Statement of significance: D. F. Carmichael platted and sold lots in the Brighton subdivision to other small investors.

State

Local

Initially these investments were in the form of the land and later many owners added a commercial building. For over 95 years
this property has included a commercial building that has housed several different businesses from appliance sales to restaurant.
The businesses have not always been operated by the owners of the land. 5AM.3848 is not associated with events that have
made a significant contribution to broad patterns of history at the National or State level and should not be considered eligible for
listing on the NRHP or the state register under Criterion A. Research did not find a historically significant individual associated
with this building. Therefore, 5AM.3848 should not be considered eligible for NRHP, state register, or local landmark listing
under Criterion B. Three additions have more than doubled the size of the original building. The windows, doors, and wall
coverings of 5AM.3848 have been significantly altered and the building no longer embodies distinctive characteristics of a type,
period, or method of construction, or represents the work of a master, or possesses high artistic values, or represents a significant
and distinguishable entity whose components may lack individual distinction. So, 5AM.3848 should not be considered eligible
for listing on the NRHP, state register, or as a local landmark under Criterion C.

43.

Assessment of historic physical integrity related to significance: 5AM.3848 retains no historic physical integrity from
before the earliest additions. The northern facade was covered in 1936 with the construction of 59 South Cabbage Avenue.
The western facade is covered with additions. The eastern facade has been covered at least once with new materials and
the existing windows and door are all replacements.

VII. NATIONAL REGISTER ELIGIBILITY ASSESSMENT
44.

National Register eligibility field assessment:
Eligible

45.

Not Eligible

X

Need Data

Is there National Register district potential? Yes

No

Discuss:

46.

If there is National Register district potential, is this building: Contributing

Noncontributing

If the building is in existing National Register district, is it:

Noncontributing

Contributing

VIII. RECORDING INFORMATION
47.

Photograph numbers: 5AM3848A and 5AM3848 I
Negatives filed at: City of Brighton, Historic Preservation Office.

48.

Report title: Brighton Subdivision Historic Resources Context Phase II

49.

Date(s):

50.

Recorder(s): Kristen Autobee, Leslie Krupa

51.

Organization: Autobee & Autobee, LLC for the City of Brighton Historic Preservation Commission.

52.

Address: 6900 W. 26th Avenue, Lakewood, CO., 80214

November 2018

Resource Number:
Temporary Resource Number:
53. Phone number(s): (720) 427-5339
NOTE: Please include a sketch map, a photocopy of the USGS quad map indicating resource location, and photographs.
History Colorado - Office of Archaeology & Historic Preservation
1200 Broadway, Denver, CO 80203 (303) 866-3395

Resource Number:
Temporary Resource Number:

5AM.3848 – 61 South Cabbage Avenue. Eastern and southern façades. Looking northwest. November
2018. Photo ID 5AM3848 A.

5AM.3848 – 61
South Cabbage
Avenue.
Southern façade.
Looking north.
November 2018.
Photo ID
5AM3848 B.

Resource Number:
Temporary Resource Number:

5AM.3848 – 61 South Cabbage Avenue. Southern façade. Looking northwest. October 2017. Photo ID
5AM3848 C.

Resource Number:
Temporary Resource Number:

5AM.3848 – 61 South Cabbage Avenue. Westerm façade. Looking northeast. November 2018. Photo ID
5AM3848 D.

Resource Number:
Temporary Resource Number:

5AM.3848 – 61 South Cabbage Avenue. Northern and Western façades. Looking east. November 2018.
Photo ID 5AM3848 E.

Resource Number:
Temporary Resource Number:

N

Parking Lot

5AM3848
5AM3845

Sidewalk

South Cabbage Avenue

Resource Number:
Temporary Resource Number:

Resource Number: 5AM.3849
Temporary Resource Number:
OAHP1403
Rev. 9/98

Official eligibility determination
(OAHP use only)
Date

COLORADO CULTURAL RESOURCE SURVEY

Architectural Inventory Form

Initials
Determined Eligible- NR
Determined Not Eligible- NR
Determined Eligible- SR
Determined Not Eligible- SR
Need Data
Contributes to eligible NR District
Noncontributing to eligible NR District

I. IDENTIFICATION
1.

Resource number: 5AM.3849

2.

Temporary resource number: N/A

3.

County: Adams

4.

City: Brighton

5.

Historic building name: Blue Moon Inn

6.

Current building name: Tax Smart, LLC

7.

Building address: 66 South Main Street, Brighton, CO., 80601

8.

Owner name and address: 66 South Main LLC, 3050 West 151 Court, Broomfield, CO 80023-9425.

II. GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION
9.

P.M.
SE

10.

Township

¼ of

NW

1S

¼ of

Range

NE

¼ of

3 ; 5

1

USGS quad name:

5

2
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¼ of section

7

Lot(s):

4

4
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6

1

7

3 mN

Brighton
15'

Attach photo copy of appropriate map section.

17, pt 24, TOG with vacated alley Block: 6

Addition: Brighton Subdivision
13.

NW

mE

Year:1965 (p.r. 1979) Map scale: 7.5' X
12.

66 W

UTM reference
Zone 1

11.

6th

Year of Addition: 1881

Boundary Description and Justification: The resource boundary consists of the legal parcel boundary associated with
Adams County Parcel No. 1569-07-2-03-013. The western boundary is South Main Street. The northern boundary is
shared with a commercial property addressed as 15 South Main Street. The eastern boundary is shared with a commercial
property addressed as 59 South Cabbage Avenue (5AM.3845). The southern boundary is shared with a commercial
property addressed as 70 South Main Street (5AM.3850).

III. Architectural Description
14.

Building plan (footprint, shape): Rectangular

15.

Dimensions in feet: Length

16.

Number of stories: One

17.

Primary external wall material(s): Stucco

18.

Roof configuration: Flat with parapet

19.

Primary external roof material: Unknown

20.

Special features: none

63

x Width

25

Resource Number: 5AM.3849
Temporary Resource Number:
21. General architectural description: This building is a mid-twentieth century one-part commercial block that currently houses
a tax business. The building has been clad in modern stucco on the western and northern facades and is concrete block
(northern façade) and brick (western façade) underneath. It has a flat roof of unknown material and a flat parapet that
becomes stepped on the front (western facade). The parapet is capped with thinly cut stone or brick. There are no eaves.
Western Facade: This facade faces main street and is the primary entry to the business. The front entry is recessed and has
a single fully glazed door centered on the facade and flush to the sidewalk. There is a transom window above the door. To
the left approximately one foot is a series of fixed, vinyl, ribbon display windows. The wall immediately to the right of the
door is angled and has a rectangular glass block window. Above the entry there is a large faux brick design framed with
stucco and meant to parallel the shape of the parapet. Between this design and the parapet are three metal decorative lights.
Northern Facade: The northern wall is solid stucco except a glass block and vinyl window approximately two feet to the
left of the front facade. There is also a metal drain pipe affixed to this wall. This facade is adjacent to a parking lot. Eastern
Facade: The eastern facade is the rear of the building and the cladding here is entirely exposed concrete block. There is a
single metal door centered on the wall with a small fixed square window and decorative lighting above it. Low concrete
stairs lead up the left side of the wall to accommodate for the lot’s natural slope. There is metal flashing on the roofline
instead of stone/brick one can see elsewhere on the structure. Southern Facade: This facade is only visible from the rear as
the front ½ of the building is attached to the business to the south. This facade is the original concrete block as well. There
are two windows on this facade, they appear to be either glass block or fully divided lights. The centered window is
slightly larger, and the smaller window is less than two feet from the rear of the building.
22.

Architectural style/building type: One-part commercial block

23.

Landscaping or special setting features: none

24.

Associated buildings, features, or objects: none

IV. ARCHITECTURAL HISTORY
25.

Date of Construction: Estimate:

Actual: 1957

Source of information: Adams County tax cards
26.

Architect: Unknown
Source of information:

27.

Builder/Contractor: Unknown
Source of information:

28.

Original owner: E. K. Williams and E. H. Wittke
Source of information: Adams County tax cards

29.

Construction history (include description and dates of major additions, alterations, or demolitions): The windows on the
western facade were enlarged after 1995. The window sill was lowered from about the middle of the height of the door to
about two feet off the ground. The original window had two stationary window panes. The main entry door has also been
replaced. The original did not have a transom beam or window, but instead was as tall as the current void. Also, after
1995, the original facade was covered with stucco, the stepped parapet was added, as were three large light fixtures. The
original neon sign was replaced before 1995.

Resource Number: 5AM.3849
Temporary Resource Number:
30.

Original location

X

Moved

Date of move(s):

V. HISTORICAL ASSOCIATIONS
31.

Original use(s): Commerce/Trade - Restaurant

32.

Intermediate use(s): Commerce/Trade - Restaurant

33.

Current use(s): Commerce/Trade - Business/Professional

34.

Site type(s): Commercial

35.

Historical background: Prior to the realignment of Highway 85, the lots 17 and 18 were addressed as 64 or 68 South First

Avenue. As early as 1893, a one story, single family dwelling and two outbuildings that included a two- story stable appear on
the Sanborn Map. The 1920 Sanborn Map shows the house has doubled in size. In 1924 lot 18 was divided and the south half
was added onto lots 19 and 20, The north half stayed with lot 17. The Brighton Blade of June 25, 1937, announced the appraisers
for the properties to be moved and demolished. Property records indicate that lot 17 and the north half of 18 was owned by
Elizabeth Lovelace. The 1930 federal census indicates that the house was a rental. The house at 64/68 South First Avenue was
dismantled by Harry Lindstrom, who dismantled two other houses the summer of 1937 to make way for the new South Main
Street. Elizabeth Lovelace settled for $1,000 compensation and then sold the remaining land to Andrew Nielson. Nielson also
purchased lot 24 in 1938. Lot 24 contains 59 South Cabbage Avenue (5AM.3845). Nielson did not build on lot 17 or his part of
18, but did pay taxes on the land until 1944 when he sold both parcels to E.K. Williams and E. H. Wittke. In 1954, they sold the
north 21 feet of lot 18 to F. S. and Mary M. Mancini.
Williams and Wittke built 66 South Main Street on Lot 17 in 1957, and the New Blue Moon restaurant was operated by
Anthony and Marjorie Jachetta. Williams and Wittke officially added the west 31 feet of lot 24 to the parcel containing lot 17 in
1963, and retained ownership of the land and building until September 1994 when it was sold to Ernest Rojo. Rojo only held the
property until February 1995 when he sold it to Robert and Sandra Medina. The Medina’s sold to Donald Sprague, J. T. Kerry
and Benjamin Oliver in 2007. In 2011, Alan Finken bought into the partnership and the name was changed to 66 S Main, LLC,
who is the current owner.

36.

Sources of information: 1893, 1920, 1948 Sanborn Maps; 1920 and 1930 Federal Census records; “Appraisers are named

for New Road by Johnson,” June 25, 1937, and untitled photo and caption, November 14, 1957, Brighton Blade; various deeds
located at the Adams County Clerk and Recorder related to lots 15-24 of Block 6.
VI. SIGNIFICANCE
37.

Local landmark designation: Yes

No X

Date of designation:

Designating authority:
38.

Applicable National Register Criteria:
A.

Associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad pattern of our history;

B.

Associated with the lives of persons significant in our past;

C.

Embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, or represents the work of
a master, or that possess high artistic values, or represents a significant and distinguishable entity whose
components may lack individual distinction; or

D.

Has yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in history or prehistory.

Resource Number: 5AM.3849
Temporary Resource Number:
Qualifies under Criteria Considerations A through G (see Manual)
X

Does not meet any of the above National Register criteria

39.

Area(s) of significance:

40.

Period of significance:

41.

Level of significance: National

42.

Statement of significance: D. F. Carmichael platted and sold lots in the Brighton subdivision to other small investors.

State

Local

Initially these investments were in the form of the land plus a house used as a rental. The single family dwelling that originally
stood on this property became a rental property in the 1920s. In 1937 it was demolished to make way for the current alignment
of South Main Street. The portion of the lots not used for the new street sat vacant for twenty years before its owners built the
current building. For the past 60 years this property has been a small business that is not necessarily operated by the owners of
the land. 5AM.3849 is not associated with events that have made a significant contribution to broad patterns of history at the
National or State level and should not be considered eligible for listing on the NRHP or the state register under Criterion A. At a
local level this property along with its neighbors are a compelling case study to show the changes to the Brighton Subdivision as
a result of the new South Main Street. Research did not find a historically significant individual associated with this building.
Therefore, 5AM.3849 should not be considered eligible for NRHP, state register, or local landmark listing under Criterion B.
Windows and doors of 5AM.3849 have been significantly altered and the building no longer embodies distinctive characteristics
of a type, period, or method of construction, or represent the work of a master, or possess high artistic values, or represents a
significant and distinguishable entity whose components may lack individual distinction. So, 5AM.3849 should not be
considered eligible for listing on the NRHP, state register, or as a local landmark under Criterion C.

43.

Assessment of historic physical integrity related to significance: The enlargement of the windows on the western facade,
as well as the addition of stucco, the stepped parapet, and the light fixtures have altered 5AM.3849 so that it no longer
possesses historic physical integrity.

VII. NATIONAL REGISTER ELIGIBILITY ASSESSMENT
44.

National Register eligibility field assessment:
Eligible

45.

Not Eligible X

Need Data

Is there National Register district potential? Yes

No ______

Discuss:

46.

If there is National Register district potential, is this building: Contributing

Noncontributing

If the building is in existing National Register district, is it:

Noncontributing

Contributing

VIII. RECORDING INFORMATION
47.

Photograph numbers: 5AM3849 A and 5AM3849 E
Negatives filed at: City of Brighton, Historic Preservation Office.

48.

Report title: Brighton Subdivision Historic Resources Context Phase II

49.

Date(s):

50.

Recorder(s): Kristen Autobee

51.

Organization: Autobee & Autobee, LLC for the City of Brighton Historic Preservation Commission.

November 2018

Resource Number: 5AM.3849
Temporary Resource Number:
52. Address: 6900 W. 26th Avenue, Lakewood, CO., 80214
53.

Phone number(s): (720) 427-5339

NOTE: Please include a sketch map, a photocopy of the USGS quad map indicating resource location, and photographs.
History Colorado - Office of Archaeology & Historic Preservation
1200 Broadway, Denver, CO 80203 (303) 866-3395

Resource Number: 5AM.3849
Temporary Resource Number:

5AM.3849 – 66 South Main Street. Western façade. Looking east. November 2018. Photo ID:
5AM3849 A.

Resource Number: 5AM.3849
Temporary Resource Number:

5AM.3849 – 66 South Main Street. Northern façade. Looking east. November 2018. Photo ID:
5AM3849 A.

Resource Number: 5AM.3849
Temporary Resource Number:

5AM.3849 – 66 South Main Street. Eastern façade. Looking southwest. November 2018. Photo ID:
5AM3849 C.

Resource Number: 5AM.3849
Temporary Resource Number:

5AM.3849 – 66 South Main Street. Sothern façade. Looking northwest. November 2018. Photo ID:
5AM3849 D.

5AM.3849 – 66 South Main Street. Sothern façade. Looking north. November 2018.
Photo ID: 5AM3849 E.

Resource Number: 5AM.3849
Temporary Resource Number:

Brighton Blade, 1957.

Resource Number: 5AM.3849
Temporary Resource Number:

N

South Main Street

Sidewalk

5AM3850

5AM.3849
Wells Fargo
Bank Drive
Thru

Resource Number: 5AM.3849
Temporary Resource Number:

Resource Number: 5AM.3849
Temporary Resource Number:

Brighton Blade, April 3, 1958, 8.

Resource Number:
Temporary Resource Number:
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Rev. 9/98

Official eligibility determination
(OAHP use only)
Date

COLORADO CULTURAL RESOURCE SURVEY

Architectural Inventory Form

Initials
Determined Eligible- NR
Determined Not Eligible- NR
Determined Eligible- SR
Determined Not Eligible- SR
Need Data
Contributes to eligible NR District
Noncontributing to eligible NR District

I. IDENTIFICATION
1.

Resource number: 5AM.3850

2.

Temporary resource number: N/A

3.

County: Adams

4.

City: Brighton

5.

Historic building name: Mancini Building

6.

Current building name: Panaderia La Central

7.

Building address: 70 South Main Street, Brighton, CO., 80601

8.

Owner name and address: Laura Lechunga, 2898 West 56th Avenue, Denver, CO, 80221

II. GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION
9.
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Year:1965 (p.r. 1979) Map scale: 7.5' x
12.

66 W

UTM reference
Zone 1

11.

6th

Block:

15'

Attach photo copy of appropriate map section.

6

Addition: Brighton Subdivision Year of Addition: 1881
13.

Boundary Description and Justification: The resource boundary consists of the legal parcel boundary associated with
Adams County Parcel No. 1569-07-2-03-009. The western boundary is South Main Street. The northern boundary is
shared with a commercial property addressed as 66 North Main Street (5AM.3849). The eastern boundary is shared with a
commercial property addressed as 61 South Cabbage Avenue (5AM.3848). The southern boundary is shared with a
commercial property addressed as 76 South Main Street (5AM.3816).

III. Architectural Description
14.

Building plan (footprint, shape): Irregular

15.

Dimensions in feet: Length

16.

Number of stories: One

17.

Primary external wall material(s): Concrete Block

18.

Roof configuration: Flat with parapet

19.

Primary external roof material: Unknown

20.

Special features: none

42

x Width

21

Resource Number:
Temporary Resource Number:
21. General architectural description: This is a mid-century commercial building facing S. Main St. It currently houses
Panaderia La Central (bakery). The facade is clad in brick and stone, possibly applied faux veneer stone. The rear of the
building is concrete block. There is a flat roof of unknown material with a flat parapet that steps down slightly on the
northern and southern facades. There are brick quoins on the front corners stone quoins on the rear northern wall. Western
Facade: This facade faces S. Main St. and is therefore the most highly decorated. The bulk of the cladding is rusticated
pink stone, possibly Lyons Red Limestone. The rusticated pink stone appears to be original as the northeast corner of the
northern wall (now hidden by 5AM.3849) has a quoin of the rusticated stone. As 5AM.3849 was constructed after
5AM.3850. there is no practical, structural, or decorative reason to add the rusticated stone on a corner that is not seen.
There are brick quoins on either edge and a two-colored patterned brick just below the parapet. There is a simple brick belt
course running above the doors and windows. Below the parapet is a large fixed business sign. About two feet from either
edge are two single doors. The left door is fully glazed, nearly flush to the sidewalk with only a small concrete step. This
door has security bars attached to it. The right door may be paneled and it does not appear to be glazed. It has a separate
security door/screen and is also accessible via a small concrete ledge. Centered between the doors is a fixed metal window
with a brick sill. This window has security bars over it. Southern Facade: The brick quoins wrap around to the southern
facade, then transition to the same rusticated stone for about 10 feet. After this the building is concrete block the entire
facade. There is a rectangular window opening centered on the facade but its details are not identifiable. Eastern Facade:
The rear of the building is painted concrete block and a slight wraparound of the rusticated stone from the northern facade.
Immediately to the left of this stone are two windows, although details are difficult to make out. These windows may have
security bars and be divided. Near the left edge is a metal drain from the gutter and a gas meter. There is no parapet on this
facade. Northern Facade: The northern facade is not visible because it shares a wall with the adjacent business.
22.

Architectural style/building type: One-part commercial block

23.

Landscaping or special setting features: none

24.

Associated buildings, features, or objects: none

IV. ARCHITECTURAL HISTORY
25.

Date of Construction: Estimate:

Actual:

1955

Source of information: Adams County Assessor Office, online database
26.

Architect: Unknown
Source of information:

27.

Builder/Contractor: Unknown
Source of information:

28.

Original owner: F. S. and Mary Margaret Mancini
Source of information: Adams County tax cards

29.

Construction history (include description and dates of major additions, alterations, or demolitions): Security bars were
added to the doors and window on the western façade at some time after 1985. It would appear that the window and the
door on the north corner of the western façade are also metal replacements.

30.

Original location

X

Moved

Date of move(s):

Resource Number:
Temporary Resource Number:
V. HISTORICAL ASSOCIATIONS
31.

Original use(s): Commerce/Trade - Business/Professional

32.

Intermediate use(s): Commerce/Trade - Business/Professional

33.

Current use(s): Commerce/Trade - Specialty Store

34.

Site type(s): Commercial

35.

Historical background: Prior to the realignment of Highway 85, the lots 17 and 18 were addressed as 64 or 68 South First

Avenue. As early as 1893, a one story single family dwelling and two outbuildings that included a two story stable appear on the
Sanborn Map. The 1920 Sanborn Map shows the house has doubled in size. In 1924 lot 18 was divided and the south half was
added onto lots 19 and 20, The north half stayed with lot 17. The Brighton Blade of June 25, 1937, announced the appraisals for
the properties to be moved and demolished. Property records indicate that lot 17 and the north half of 18 was owned by Elizabeth
Lovelace. The 1930 federal census indicates that the house was a rental. The house at 64/68 South First Avenue was
"dismantled" by Harry Lindstrom, who dismantled two other houses the summer of 1937 to make way for the new South Main
Street. Elizabeth Lovelace settled for $1,000 compensation and then sold the remaining land to Andrew Nielson. Nielson also
purchased lot 24 in 1938. Lot 24 contains 59 South Cabbage Avenue (5AM.3845). Nielson did not build on lot 17 or his part of
18, but did pay taxes on the land until 1944 when he sold both parcels to E.K. Williams and E. H. Wittke. In 1954, they sold the
north 21 feet of lot 18 to F. S. and Mary M. Mancini. This parcel was addressed 70 South Main Street when 5AM.3850 was
constructed in 1955. The 1957 City Directory lists Dr. W. F. Peer's office, and in 1969 it was Dr. Donald Tyler's office. Mary
Margaret Mancini retained ownership until 1977 when she sold to Jesse and Peggy Jo Yarbrough. In 1983 Dennis R. and
Dorothy D. Mintle purchased the property. Mintle's sold to Laura Lechunga in 1995, who is the current owner.
36.

Sources of information: 1893, 1920, 1948 Sanborn Maps; 1920 and 1930 Federal Census records; “Appraisers are named

for New Road by Johnson,” June 25, 1937, Brighton Blade; various deeds located at the Adams County Clerk and Recorder
related to lots 15-24 of Block 6.

VI. SIGNIFICANCE
37.

Local landmark designation: Yes

No

X

Date of designation:

Designating authority:
38.

Applicable National Register Criteria:
A.

Associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad pattern of our history;

B.

Associated with the lives of persons significant in our past;

C.

Embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, or represents the work of
a master, or that possess high artistic values, or represents a significant and distinguishable entity whose
components may lack individual distinction; or

D.

Has yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in history or prehistory.
Qualifies under Criteria Considerations A through G (see Manual)

X

Does not meet any of the above National Register criteria

39.

Area(s) of significance:

40.

Period of significance:

Resource Number:
Temporary Resource Number:
41. Level of significance: National
42.

State

Local

Statement of significance: D. F. Carmichael platted and sold lots in the Brighton subdivision to other small investors.

Initially these investments were in the form of the land plus a house used as a rental. The single family dwelling that originally
stood on this property became a rental property in the 1920s. In 1937 it was demolished to make way for the current alignment
South Main Street. The portion of the lots not used for the new street sat vacant for eighteen years before its owners built the
current building. For the past 60 years this property has housed small businesses such as physician’s offices and bakeries. Not
all the business owners were the landowners. 5AM.3850 is not associated with events that have made a significant contribution
to broad patterns of history at the National or State level and should not be considered eligible for listing on the NRHP or the
state register under Criterion A. At a local level this property along with its neighbors are a compelling case study to show the
changes to the Brighton Subdivision as a result of the new South Main Street. Research did not find a historically significant
individual associated with this building. Therefore, 5AM.3850 should not be considered eligible for NRHP, state register, or
local landmark listing under Criterion B. Windows and doors of 5AM.3850 have not been significantly altered although the
window is a replacement. The doors and window have been covered with bars. The red brick and pink stone veneer, and the
combination of brick and stone quoins on three corners give the building distinctive characteristics that possess high artistic
values. It is undoubtedly a product of a late 1940s-mid 1950s fashion sense. So, 5AM.3850 should not be considered eligible
for listing on the NRHP due to the replacement of the window. However, it should be considered eligible for listing on the state
register, under Criterion C, and as a local landmark, as it represents a unique mid-century vision of commercial architecture. The
idea that Frank and Mary Mancini, both born in south central Italy were creating an exterior ornamentation from childhood
memories of weathered pink stone for their Italian restaurant is intriguing.

43.

Assessment of historic physical integrity related to significance: 5AM.3850 retains a high level of historical physical
integrity. The window on the western facade appears to have been replaced. The door on the north corner of the western
facade is also a replacement. Security bars have been added to both doors and the window on the western facade.

VII. NATIONAL REGISTER ELIGIBILITY ASSESSMENT
44.

National Register eligibility field assessment:
Eligible

45.

Not Eligible X

Need Data

Is there National Register district potential? Yes

No

Discuss:

46.

If there is National Register district potential, is this building: Contributing

Noncontributing

If the building is in existing National Register district, is it:

Noncontributing

Contributing

VIII. RECORDING INFORMATION
47.

Photograph numbers: 5AM3850 A and 5AM3850 E
Negatives filed at: City of Brighton, Historic Preservation Office.

48.

Report title: Brighton Subdivision Historic Resources Context Phase II

49.

Date(s):

50.

Recorder(s): Kristen Autobee, Leslie Krupa

51.

Organization: Autobee & Autobee, LLC for the City of Brighton Historic Preservation Commission.

52.
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COLORADO CULTURAL RESOURCE SURVEY

Architectural Inventory Form

Initials
Determined Eligible- NR
Determined Not Eligible- NR
Determined Eligible- SR
Determined Not Eligible- SR
Need Data
Contributes to eligible NR District
Noncontributing to eligible NR District

I. IDENTIFICATION
1.

Resource number: 5AM.3851

2.

Temporary resource number: N/A

3.

County: Adams

4.

City: Brighton

5.

Historic building name: Guy’s Kitchen

6.

Current building name: Tacos & Salsas

7.

Building address: 71 South Main Street, Brighton, CO., 80601

8.

Owner name and address: Miguel Martinez, 71 South Main Street, Brighton, CO, 80601

II. GEOGRAPHIC INFORMATION
9.
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12.
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UTM reference
Zone 1

11.

6th

X
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Attach photo copy of appropriate map section.

pt 18, pt 19, pt 20 Block: 6

Addition: Brighton Subdivision Year of Addition: 1881
13.

Boundary Description and Justification: The resource boundary consists of the legal parcel boundary associated with
Adams County Parcel No. 1569-07-2-04-010. The western boundary is South First Avenue. The northern boundary is
shared with a parking lot of a commercial property addressed as 15 South Main Street. The eastern boundary is South
Main Street. The southern boundary is Bush Street.

III. Architectural Description
14.

Building plan (footprint, shape): Irregular

15.

Dimensions in feet: Length

16.

Number of stories: One

17.

Primary external wall material(s): Concrete Block; Brick

18.

Roof configuration: Flat with parapet

19.

Primary external roof material: Unknown

20.

Special features: none

40

x Width

33

Resource Number: 5AM.3851
Temporary Resource Number:
21. General architectural description: This one-part commercial block sits on a corner between S. Main Street, S. 1st Ave, and
Bush St. with a corner primary entry facing southwest. The building is primarily brick (painted) and the lower ¼ of the
structure clad in painted stucco of indeterminate age. The stucco is slightly more pronounced than the brick. The roofline
has a low flat parapet with a soldier course of brick on top, and it steps up near the rear of the building. Southern Facade:
The southern facade contains the main entry, a single glazed wooden corner door facing southwest. The entry is nearly
flush to the sidewalk with a very shallow concrete step to the door. To the left of the door approximately 24” is a large
fixed picture window divided into two panes down the center. This window appears to be wood. Both the window and the
entry door are framed by simple stucco surrounds. There is a large neon “Tacos & Salsas” sign above the window. Eastern
Facade: Less than a foot to the entry door right are three fixed picture windows also with stucco surrounds, not divided.
The center window has been filled in. About two feet to the right of the third window is a small, rectangular, double/single
hung wooden window with the same simple stucco surround. Next to this is a single doorway filled in that also has a
stucco surround. The latter 8 feet or so transitions to an unpainted brick facade that was likely built at a different time. The
roof steps up here as well. There is a separate single entry here--a glazed wood door with 15 lights and no surround. This
door is nearly flush to the sidewalk except for a small concrete step. About 12” to the right of the door is a square wood
and aluminum picture window. The window is fixed and has three divided lights on the left that may be operable. There is
a brick sill, and remnants of a metal sign above the window. Northern Facade: The unpainted brick extends about 1 foot
and then returns to painted brick and stucco like the rest of the building. There is a smaller neon “Tacos & Salsas” sign in
the upper lefthand corner near the parapet. About two feet from the left side there is a fixed picture window with a stucco
surround. This facade is adjacent to the parking lot. Western Facade: This side is similar to the eastern facade in that it
has three identical fixed picture windows, although the two in the center of the facade are filled in. All window openings
have simple stucco surround here. About three feet to the left of the picture windows is a single flush wood door, partially
glazed and paneled. This is likely a historic door. Approximately 5 feet to the left of this door is another single entry that
has been filled in. Flanking the filled-in door are two horizontal windows. The one to the left has been filled in, and the
right window is fixed or possibly a hopper/awning of unknown material. This facade contains the gas meter and all
electrical services.
22.

Architectural style/building type: Mid-20th Century Commercial

23.

Landscaping or special setting features: none

24.

Associated buildings, features, or objects: none

IV. ARCHITECTURAL HISTORY
25.

Date of Construction: Estimate:

Actual:

1949

Source of information: Adams County Assessor Office, online database
26.

Architect: Unknown
Source of information:

27.

Builder/Contractor: Unknown
Source of information:

28.

Original owner: Walter H. Schlueter

Resource Number: 5AM.3851
Temporary Resource Number:
Source of information: Adams County tax cards, deeds filed at Adams County Clerk and Recorder
29.

Construction history (include description and dates of major additions, alterations, or demolitions): There is only one
known historic photograph. It was attached to the Adams County Assessor's Commercial Property Appraisal Record and
taken about 1985. The photo is of the eastern facade. Both of the doors, the one on the eastern facade at the north end as
well of the one on the southeast corner have been replaced. The center square window and a human-scale door have been
infilled. In the 1985 photo, the human scale door had been partially filled in for a window. On the western facade, a small
window at the north west corner, and the door next to it have been infilled, as well as two square windows near the center
of the wall. This alteration was probably also post 1985.

30.

Original location

X

Moved

Date of move(s):

V. HISTORICAL ASSOCIATIONS
31.

Original use(s): Commerce/Trade - Restaurant

32.

Intermediate use(s): Commerce/Trade - Restaurant

33.

Current use(s): Commerce/Trade - Restaurant

34.

Site type(s): Commercial

35.

Historical background: Prior to the new Highway 85 alignment in 1937, lots 19 and 20, of block 6, contained a two-story,

brick veneer, single family dwelling, with a one-story wrap around porch. House and a one-and-a-half story stable were built
between 1913 and 1919 by J. J. Alexander. J. P. and Catherine Higgins purchased the property in 1919 in Catherine’s name and
she was the owner until 1926. The south half of lot 18 was added to the lots 19-20 parcel in 1923. in 1920, in addition to a
teenage son, a daughter, son-in-law, and grandson, the Higgins had 5 boarders. International Trust Company was the trustee of
the Higgins Estate from 1926 until 1947. Until 1937, the house continued to be a boarding house. The Higgins estate received
$4,500 in compensation. After demolition of the house, but before the concrete was poured in early December of 1937, the
Brighton Blade noted that Mrs. Julia Dabney was interested in constructing a service station on this lot. The right-of-way
agreement states the owner would not construct or maintain a building which in itself would be a menace to traffic. Perhaps this
is part of the reason the odd shaped parcel sat empty until 1949, but there was already a Sinclair Station on lots 15 and 16. This
filling station is recorded on the 1956 revision to the 1928 Sanborn map.
Gary Decker purchased the property in 1947 and according to the tax cards, paid taxes on some improvements in 1948.
This could well be the northern end of the building. The 1956 Sanborn map shows a solid wall between 71 South Main Street
(Office) and 77 South Main Street (Restaurant). The 1950s and 1960s saw a string of professional offices at 71 South Main
Street, including L. C. Fulenwider, Inc (pre-1958), and Brighton Insurance Agency (1958-post 1969). Guy’s Kitchen was the
earliest restaurant in 77 South Main Street but it is unclear how long it remained. Decker sold to Walter H Schlueter in 1948.
Schlueter’s estate sold to the Platte Valley Industrial Corporation in 1951. No business is listed here in 1955-1956 city
directories. Brighton Insurance Agency is listed as a tenant in 1960. In September of 1964, Mrs. Ralph Dinges opened the YSpot Café at this location, and specialized in shrimp and French fired onions. Bruce D. and Beth Reed owned the property from
1965 to 1977. Bruce Reed started Reed Oil Company (now Polar Gas) in 1960. They invested in several small filling stations
and were associated with Sinclair. In 1977, Reed sold to John J. and Edna M. Hunt who owned the property for less than a year.
There have been seven owners in the past 40 years: Alex and Dolores Sanchez 1977-1980; Patrick and Delores Alarid 1980;
Frank and Maxine Didonato 1980-1993; Arny J. and Linda K. Long 1994-1998; Julio and Jorge Ramirez 1999-2003; and,

Resource Number: 5AM.3851
Temporary Resource Number:
Filberto Chavez 2004-2011. Miguel Martinez has owned the property since 2011. it is unclear when the two buildings were
united into one business.

36.

Sources of information: 1920 and 1930 Federal Census; Adams County tax cards; Adams County Commercial Property

Appraisal Record; “Appraisers are Named for New Road by Johnson,” Brighton Blade, June 25, 1937 and advertisements in
various Blade issues including August 21, 1958; aerial photos from 1937 and circa 1940s (pre -1949); and 1957 and 1969
Brighton City Directories.

VI. SIGNIFICANCE
37.

Local landmark designation: Yes

No

X

Date of designation:

Designating authority:
38.

Applicable National Register Criteria:
A.

Associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad pattern of our history;

B.

Associated with the lives of persons significant in our past;

C.

Embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, or represents the work of
a master, or that possess high artistic values, or represents a significant and distinguishable entity whose
components may lack individual distinction; or

D.

Has yielded, or may be likely to yield, information important in history or prehistory.
Qualifies under Criteria Considerations A through G (see Manual)

X

Does not meet any of the above National Register criteria

39.

Area(s) of significance:

40.

Period of significance:

41.

Level of significance: National

42.

Statement of significance: D. F. Carmichael platted and sold lots in the Brighton subdivision to other investors. Initially

State

Local

these investments were in the form of the land plus a house or a commercial building used as a rental. The lots fronting on South
First Avenue, facing west were both commercial and residential. 5AM.3851 was built 11 and 12 years after the re-alignment of
Highway 85. 5AM.3851 is not associated with events that have made a significant contribution to broad patterns of history at the
National or State level and should not be considered eligible for listing on the NRHP or the state register under Criterion A. At a
local level this property along with its neighbors are a compelling case study to show the non-auto centric changes to commerce
in the Brighton Subdivision. Research did not find a historically significant individual associated with this building. Therefore,
5AM.3851 should not be considered eligible for NRHP, state register, or local landmark listing under Criterion B. Windows and
doors of 5AM.3851 have been significantly altered, and the stucco and paint detract from the historic physical integrity. The
building no longer embodies distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction, or represent the work of a
master, or possess high artistic values, or represents a significant and distinguishable entity whose components may lack
individual distinction. So, 5AM.3851 should not be considered eligible for listing on the NRHP, state register, or as a local
landmark under Criterion C.
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43. Assessment of historic physical integrity related to significance: The building is well kept. However, doors and windows
have been altered. As the brick on the rear portion of the building is not painted, the paint on the restaurant portion of the
building reduces the historic physical integrity.

VII. NATIONAL REGISTER ELIGIBILITY ASSESSMENT
44.

National Register eligibility field assessment:
Eligible

45.

Not Eligible

X

Need Data

Is there National Register district potential? Yes

No

____

Discuss:

46.

If there is National Register district potential, is this building: Contributing

Noncontributing

If the building is in existing National Register district, is it:

Noncontributing

Contributing
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Photograph numbers: 5AM3851 A and 5AM3851 J
Negatives filed at: City of Brighton, Historic Preservation Office.
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5AM.3851 – 71 South Main Street. Southern façade. Looking north. November 2018. Photo ID: 5AM3851 A.

5AM.3851 – 71 South Main Street. Southern and eastern façades. Looking northwest. October 2017. Photo
ID: 5AM3851 B.
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5AM.3851 – 71 South Main Street. Southern and eastern façades. Looking northwest. October 2017. Photo
ID: 5AM3851 C.

5AM.3851 – 71 South Main Street. Northern façade. Looking south. November 2018. Photo ID: 5AM3851 D.
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5AM.3851 – 71 South Main Street. Western façade. Looking northeast. October 2017. Photo ID:
5AM3851 E.

5AM.3851 – 71 South Main Street. Southern and western façades. Looking northeast. November 2018. Photo
ID: 5AM3851 F.
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Brighton Blade, August 21, 1958.
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Brighton Blade, August 14, 1950
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Revision 4, May 1956, to the 1928 Sanborn Map. Denver Public Library Western history Department.
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1
2

Aerial photo detail of the Brighton Subdivision. Pre-1949. 1. Sinclair Station. 2 empty lots 18-20. From the Brighton History
Book, 1994
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